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The results of an extensive optical and infrared investigation of a complete sub-sample 
of the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey of radio sources at 1.4 GHz are presented. Optical coun­
terparts have been identified for 69 of the 73 sources in the two Hercules fields, and redshifts 
obtained for 49 of them. Photometric redshifts are computed from the g r iK  data for the 
remaining 20 sources.
Redshifts have been measured for fifteen sources in the brighter Parkes Selected Regions 
radio survey, in order to test the accuracy of redshift estimates based on the K - z  relation for 
brighter radio sources. The results enhance the evidence for a high-redshift cut-off in the
2.7 GHz radio luminosity function.
The data from the LBDS Hercules sample is compared with the radio luminosity func­
tions (RLFs) of Dunlop and Peacock (1990). Two o f the RLF models successfully trace the 
evolution o f the radio sources with redshift, but there is some disagreement between the 
luminosity-dependence of the models and the data. The observed RLF for the lower lumi­
nosity population (log10 P2.7 <  26) shows evidence for a cut-off at lower redshifts (z ~  0.5-1.5) 
than for the more powerful objects in the Parkes Selected Regions survey.
The spectral evolution of these radio sources is investigated, with particular emphasis on 
modelling the red envelope of galaxies. Together with a sample of passively-evolving galaxies 
believed to be at z ~  2.4, these data are used to show that the oldest galaxies at high- 
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When I  consider your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the 
stars, which you have set in place, what is man that you are mindful of him, 
the son of man that you care for him?
Psalm 8 :3 -4
The science of cosmology, which is based on testable, quantitative predictions, 
is now at the intriguing point where we can start to discuss, in some detail, 
what appear to be the physical processes following the birth of our Universe.
E. S. Cheng (1992)
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The basic observations and models underlying modern cosmology are briefly reviewed. The 
theory of galaxy formation in a cold dark matter universe is described before turning to ob­
servational studies of galaxy evolution. The use of radio galaxies as a probe of cosmological 
evolution is surveyed. Evolutionary synthesis models of galaxies are discussed. Their use in 
determining the ages of galaxies, and thus placing limits on the age o f the universe and the 
epoch of galaxy formation, is examined.
1.1 Basic cosmology
The purpose o f this thesis is to investigate the cosmological evolution of galaxies from two 
complementary perspectives. The first is to follow the evolution of the radio source population 
at 1.4 GHz, with particular emphasis on the high-redshift behaviour of the radio luminosity 
function (RLF) and the possible existence of a redshift cut-off in the RLF. Secondly, the 
spectral evolution o f these sources will be investigated. Together with a possible group of 
passively-evolving galaxies at z ~  2.4, these radio sources enable the red envelope of galaxies 
to be traced from 2 =  0 to z  ~  3, placing constraints on the epoch of galaxy formation and 
the age of the universe.
This first chapter will present the background to the thesis and some of the analysis 
techniques that will be used later. The evidence for an expanding isotropic universe will be 
summarised and the cosmological model that results will be discussed (§1-1). In section 1.2, the 
theories underlying the modern picture of galaxy formation and evolution will be presented and 
compared with the observations. The use of radio galaxies to probe the high-redshift universe 
will be introduced (§1.3), and the methods of spectral synthesis of evolving stellar populations 
will be summarised in section 1.4. Finally, an outline of the thesis is given in §1.5.
1.1.1 The expanding isotropic universe
Modern cosmology probably began with the discovery that the galaxies we observe around us 
are, in general, receding from our own Galaxy (Slipher 1917) and furthermore that the more 
distant a galaxy is, the faster it is receding (Hubble 1929). Hubble discovered that the universe 
is expanding in such a way that the recessional velocity of a galaxy v is proportional to its 
distance d
v =  H0d [1.1]
where the constant of proportionality H 0 is known as Hubble’s constant. At large distances 
this equation must be modified to take into account relativistic effects but it remains one of 
the most fundamental discoveries in cosmology.
There has been much work since 1929 to test equation [1.1] and to determine H0. The 
velocity of a galaxy is measured from the redshift 2 of its spectrum, where v =  cz  for small 
v. The distance is measured from the inverse square law for galaxy apparent magnitudes, and 
thus one must know the absolute magnitude of a galaxy in order to determine d. Herein lies the 
difficulty in measuring the Hubble constant, as galaxies have a considerable spread in absolute 
magnitudes (intrinsic luminosities) and a method of determining the intrinsic luminosity o f a 
galaxy, independently o f the redshift, is required.
------------------------------------------------------------------ Chapter 1 ------------------------------------------------------------------
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The first approach is to identify a class of galaxies whose luminosities have a nearly 
standard value. Humason et al. (1956) observed a sample of galaxies that extended to twenty- 
times the distance of Hubble’s original paper and discovered that if they used only the brightest 
members o f clusters of galaxies then the data followed equation [1.1] with very little scatter. 
This method was successfully used by Sandage (1968; 1988) out to z zs 0.5. At higher redshifts 
(z <  1.8), Lilly and Longair (1984) showed that powerful radio galaxies also followed Hubble’s 
law, using the infrared K  magnitudes as a distance indicator (§1.3).
The second approach to determining a galaxy’s absolute magnitude is to use variants 
of the Faber and Jackson (1976) and Tully and Fisher (1977) relations between the inti'insic 
luminosity and internal velocity of elliptical and spiral galaxies respectively. The results from 
such studies (e.g. Mould et al. 1991; Peebles 1988) once again show the linear nature o f equa­
tion [1.1] to be correct, but the uncertainty in the absolute calibrations produce large errors 
in the value of Hq.
All these methods rely on using the global properties of a galaxy to determine its 
luminosity and thus distance. A different approach to measuring d has been to calculate the 
distance to individual stars in a galaxy, using either Cepheid variable stars or supernovae. 
Leavitt (1912) showed that Cepheids follow a very tight correlation between their luminosities 
and periods, thus by measuring the period of a Cepheid variable observed in a galaxy one can 
deduce its absolute magnitude and hence find its distance. Until recently it was only possible 
to apply this technique to nearby galaxies, but with the Hubble Space Telescope and new high- 
x-esolution ground-based cameras it is now possible to resolve individual stars within galaxies 
at a significant distance. Recent observations of Cepheids in the Virgo and Leo I clusters have 
continued to produce somewhat disparate values for Ho from the different groups, for example, 
80±17 km s“ 1 M pc“ 1 (Freedman et al. 1994), 87±7 km s“ 1 M pc“ 1 (Pierce et al. 1994), 
69±8 km s“ 1 M pc“ 1 (Tanvir et al. 1995).
Another method of measuring the distance of galaxies that has come to the forefront of 
cosmology has been to use supernovae of type la. This class of supernova is well understood to 
have a constant absolute magnitude at the maximum of the light-curve. By regular monitoring 
of galaxy samples, it has been possible to identify supernovae in external galaxies before max­
imum light thus enabling detailed imaging and spectroscopic observations to be made of them 
at maximum. Type la supernovae can then be distinguished from the other types and their 
apparent magnitudes at maximum measured, enabling determination of their distance. Values 
of the Hubble constant from these studies have generally been lower than those measured by 
the Cepheid observers, for example, 57±4 km s“ 1 M pc-1 (Sandage et al. 1996), 63±3 km s“ 1 
M pc-1 (Harnuy et al. 1996), <78 km s“ 1 M pc“ 1 (Kim et al. 1997).
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The Hubble expansion is the first observation to be explained by any cosmological model. 
The second is the isotropy o f the universe —  that is, it looks the same in all directions.
The most direct evidence for isotropy comes from observations of the cosmic microwave 
background radiation (CM BR). Penzias and Wilson (1965) discovered an “excess antenna 
temperature” of 3.5 ± 1 .0  K at a wavelength of 7 cm using the Holmdel radio telescope of Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, that was isotropic, of constant amplitude throughout the year and 
could not be attributed to any terrestrial source. It was interpreted by Dicke et ah (1965) as 
being blackbody radiation left over from the dense early stages of the expanding universe. The 
source o f this radiation will be discussed more fully in §1.1.3 below, but the key point is that 
the first results showed it to be isotropic and of cosmological origin.
Much work then ensued to measure just how smooth the CM BR actually is. Progress 
was slow due to the fact that the radiation peaks in the millimetre region of the spectrum where 
the atmosphere is bright and highly variable, and the data had to be obtained either at longer 
wavelengths, high altitude or using short balloon flights. Furthermore, these experiments were 
limited to observing a very small fraction of the sky. The results revealed a dipole anisotropy, 
such that the brightness-temperature T  o f one half o f the sky differs from that o f the other half 
by 5T/T  ~  10- 3 . This is due to the Doppler shift from the motion of the Galaxy relative to the 
CM BR and implies that we are moving towards Leo at about 360 km s- 1 . Multiple experiments 
failed to detect any further anisotropies below this level. (For reviews, see Cheng 1994; White 
et al. 1994).
The breakthrough came with the launch in November 1989 of N ASA’s Cosmic Back­
ground Explorer satellite (COBE). W ith three far-infrared and microwave (mm-wavelength) 
detectors, COBE produced the best measurements of the CM BR ever obtained. After remov­
ing the effects of the dipole anistropy and the Galactic emission, the COBE team discovered 
brightness fluctuations of ¿ T /T  ~  10-5  (Smoot et al. 1992; Bennett et al. 1996). That is, after 
correcting for the Earth’s motion the CM BR is isotropic to within one part in 100,000 across 
the whole sky, at the 7° resolution o f COBE. An important point to note is that this isotropy 
is a fundamental property o f the universe. The event horizon at the surface of last scattering 
(from where we see the CM BR) was 0?5—1?5, thus there could be no physical process that 
occured at the surface of last scattering that could produce such a smooth distribution.
Before turning away from the CMBR, another important result from COBE is worth 
recording. The spectrum of the background radiation over 0.5-10 mm was found to be a perfect 
blackbody with a temperature o f 2.736 K (Mather et al. 1990). This implies that the radiation 
must have been in thermal equilibrium with the matter at some point in the past, as predicted 
by Dicke et al. (1965).
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The largescale isotropy of the universe has also been established at much more recent 
cosmological times, via the distribution of galaxies and quasars. The distribution of infrared- 
bright galaxies in the IRAS survey was found to be smooth on scales of ~  60 M pc (Strauss 
et al. 1992). The APM  optical survey of Maddox et al. (1990) reached a greater depth than the 
IRAS survey and found results comparable with that infrared data. The angular distribution of 
the 31,000 brightest radio sources in the catalogue of Gregory and Condon (1991) also revealed 
that the universe is isotropic over the scale of a Hubble length.
In addition to the expansion of the universe and its isotropy, a third requirement is 
added to any realistic cosmological model —  that of homogeneity. This simply means that not 
only does the universe look the same in all directions, but that it is the same at all locations. 
Our own Galaxy is not at any special place in the universe. Were we to be anywhere else, then 
the same physical laws would apply and the universe would look the same (on the largescale) 
as it does from here. This requirement is supported by the COBE observations of the CMBR. 
As noted above, the CM BR is smooth on scales much larger than the horizon distance at 
the surface of last scattering, demonstrating that the same physics applied to all parts of the 
(observable) universe.
The requirement of homogeneity and isotropy is known as the Cosmological Priciple. 
Together with the expansion of the universe, these form the basis of the Hot Big Bang model 
o f the universe which will now be discussed.
1.1.2 Useful results from relativistic cosmology
The field equations of general relativity can be solved to give the metric for the case o f an 
isotropic and homogeneous curved space-time (note that the expansion of the universe is pre­
dicted as a consequence of the models). The derivation of the Robertson-Walker metric, as 
it is known, is given in any of the standard cosmology texts, for example Berry (1989), Lon- 
gair (1984), Peebles (1993) or Schütz (1990). In terms of comoving coordinates (r, 9 , 4>) the 
metric is
ds2 =  c2 dt2 — R 2 (t) ( j
where k =  0, ± 1  is the curvature of the universe. The dynamics of the expanding universe are 
contained in the scale-factor R (t), which depends upon the current rate o f expansion (Hubble’s 
constant H0), the density o f matter f l0 and the value of the cosmological constant A. These 
parameters also determine the curvature.
R (t) is illustrated in figure 1.1 for the case of A =  0. If k =  — 1 (fl0 <  1) there is not 
enough mass in the universe to halt the expansion and it will continue to expand forever. If
dr2
kr2
+  r 2 dQ2 +  r 2 sin26 d<t? [1 .2 ]
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F igu re  1.1 The cosmological scale-factor R(t) as a function of time, for the three possible 
curvatures: open (k =  —1), critical (k =  0) and closed (k =  +1). They have been scaled such 
that the maximum radius of the closed model is R — 1 at t =  1.
k =  +1  (fl0 >  1) then there is sufficient mass that gravity will halt the current expansion 
and the universe will collapse back into itself. The case k =  0 (fi0 =  1) is the critical point 
between these two —  the universe will expand forever but only just (clR/dt -+ 0 as t -+ oo). 
This is a relatively simple solution to the field equations and is preferred by many cosmologists 
for its elegance, although there is currently insufficient observational evidence to empirically 
determine the curvature. A positive cosmological constant has the opposite effect of gravity 
—  it will reduce the rate at which the universe decelerates, increasing the age of the universe 
(to first order, “stretching” the f-axis of figure 1.1).
In order to relate the metric to observable quantities, it is helpful to use the redshift z. 
Light emitted at a wavelength Aemit will be shifted to a longer wavelength A by the cosmological 
expansion. The redshift is related to the scale-factor via
A _ R q
1 +  2 = [1.3]
Aemit -^(t)
where f?u =  R(to) is the value of the scale-factor today.
The Robertson-Walker metric [1.2] can then be evaluated in order to express the geom­
etry of the expanding universe in terms of observables. The key equations that will be used in 
this thesis are summarised here —  see the above text books for derivations. The results for two 
cosmologies are given: (i) an open universe fío =  0 (fc =  —1), and (ii) the critical case fío =  1 
(fc =  0, also known as the Einstein-de Sitter solution), both for zero cosmological constant.




H0 n°-(i +  z)
cz ( l  +  z /2 ) 
H0(l  +  z)
(fIz +  ( Í I -2 ) [ ( Í I z  +  l)° -5 - l ] ) for f i0 0; 
for fío =  0 [1.4]
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The flux density [W m 2 Hz '] of a source of monochromatic luminosity L{u) [W Hz-1 ], at a 
redshift z is given by
. L(v( 1 +  z))
^  ~  4nD 2 ( l + z )  f1'5^
If the spectrum of the source is a power-law L(v) oc v~a then this reduces to
L M
^  ~  4 ttD 2 {1 +  z y + a
The luminosity distance is defined to be D L =  D ( 1 +  z). With this definition, the relation
between bolometric luminosity and bolometric flux density (integrate [1.5] or [1.6] over all v)
looks like an inverse-square law:
a -  =  M
The angular size of an object of proper length cl perpendicular to the line-of-sight is
d l l + z )
Ad =  - ± ^ - L  [1.8]
The comoving volume enclosed by the universe [Mpc3 sr_1] out to a redshift 2 is given by
8c3 /  1 \ 3
V{Z) = 3H i V ~  T T T t)  f0r = 1;
C V  ( I , ,  „  1, 1
V W = U b J  U <1 +  2>' ~ 2 1 0 S lo ( :+ 2 ) “ 8 ( T W j  for iio =  0 [1.9]
If a non-zero cosmological constant is included in the field equations, then these relations are 
modified. See, for example, Berry (1989) or the appendix of Peacock et al. (1998). This thesis 
will not explicitly consider a A ^ O  cosmology and so those equations are not given here.
1.1.3 The early universe
To conclude this introduction to cosmology, the evolution of the universe in its earliest phase 
will be reviewed. Although the early universe is not open to direct observation, the remnants 
of this phase are seen today in the cosmic microwave backgound (CM BR) and the very matter 
of the universe.
It is seen in figure 1.1 that the scale-factor R(t) decreases as one goes farther back 
in time, approaching the limit R —>■ 0 as t -> 0. As the space between particles decreases, 
their density increases, as does their temperature. Similarly, the energy density o f the CM BR 
increases as t becomes smaller. The matter density scales as R ~ 3 and the radiation density 
goes as R _ i  (the extra factor of R ~l being due to the redshifting o f the photons). Thus there 
was a time when the radiation density was higher than the density of matter. This occurred at
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a redshift o f z ~  104. Prior to that time, the matter and radiation were in thermal equilibrium, 
at temperatures >  3 x 104 K.
The evolution of the early universe at these epochs was dominated by quantum, nuclear 
and thermodynamic physics. The details can be found in the standard cosmology texts, in par­
ticular Weinberg (1993). Prior to 10~43 s, quantum and gravitational effects were comparable 
and the current laws o f physics break down. At that time the temperature was ~  1031 Iv and 
the universe consisted of photons, leptons, free quarks and a multitude of exotic particles. By 
~  10~5 s the temperature had fallen sufficiently that free quark states were no longer possible 
and the baryons formed. Electro-weak interactions became dominant and the universe entered 
thermal equilibrium. At t ~  1 s the neutrinos became decoupled from the radiation and shortly 
afterwards electron-positron pairs annihilated. Nucleosynthesis occurred at a temperature of 
~  109 K when the universe was ~  100 s old. Most of the light elements (D, 3He, 4He, 'L i) 
that are observed today formed at that time, their abundances being determined by the ratio 
of the number o f photons to baryons. A comparison o f the observed abundances with theo­
retical predictions led to the conclusion that the baryonic matter has a density parameter of 
ft0 ~  0.05-0.1 (Wagoner 1973; Walker et al. 1991).
At an age ~  106 years (z ~  104) the dynamics o f the universe became dominated by the 
matter rather than the radiation. After about 10 million years, at z ~  1500, the free electrons 
were able to combine with the hydrogen nuclei and the universe became transparent to the 
radiation. This was the “recombination epoch” or “surface of last scattering” . The radiation 
subsequently cooled with the expansion of the universe, reaching its present temperature of
2.7 K. Following recombination, the matter was free to collapse under gravity (being no longer 
supported by radiation pressure) and the first structures formed. This will be the topic of the 
next section.
1.2 Galaxy evolution
One of the foundations of the Hot Big Bang model is that the universe is homogeneous on 
the largest scales. On small scales it is clearly inhomogeneous —- there are stars, galaxies and 
clusters o f galaxies. The formation o f these structures following the epoch of recombination 
will be discussed from two directions. First, the theory of structure formation will be reviewed 
(§1.2.1) and then some o f the observational evidence related to galaxy formation and evolution 
will be addressed (§1.2.2).
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1.2.1 A  theoretical picture
The most successful theories at present suggest that the formation of galaxies and the growth 
of structure (clusters and superclusters of galaxies) resulted from the gravitational collapse of 
initial density fluctuations in a universe whose dynamics are dominated by cold dark matter 
(CDM ). Whilst there is no empirical evidence from physics for the weakly-interacting massive 
particles of which CDM consists, CDM has become popular among cosmologists for a number 
o f theoretical reasons and has led to detailed models of structure formation with testable 
predictions (Ostriker 1993). Some form of dark matter is required in order to explain the 
flat rotation curves of galaxies at large radii. This form of dark matter could be baryonic. 
However if the universe has the Einstein-de Sitter critical mass then it must be dominated 
by non-baryonic matter —  the nucleosynthesis results noted above do not allow values of 
Dbaryon ~ 0.1. CDM has so far been the most successful form of dark matter that has been 
studied in detail.
In the CDM models it is assumed that at some point during the radiation-dominated 
era of the early universe, small quantum fluctuations in the density of the cold dark matter 
appeared. While perturbations in the baryonic matter were kept small by the strong m atter- 
radiation coupling before recombination, the weakly-interacting dark matter could collapse 
freely. W ith the standard scale-invariant power spectrum (P {k ) cx k), small objects (haloes) 
are the first to form which then amalgamate into progressively larger systems, a process known 
as hierarchial clustering. Following recombination at z — 1500, the baryonic matter falls 
into the dark matter potential wells. This condensation of the gas leads to the formation of 
rotationally supported discs within the haloes. As the haloes merge, so do the gas discs forming 
galaxy-sized concentrations of gas which will eventually develop into the galaxies we see today. 
N -body/hydrodynam ical simulations of the process do have flaws, as pointed out by Navarro 
et al. (1995), but as a model of galaxy formation it is widely accepted (for a full description 
see Efsthathiou 1990).
As the gas collapses into the dark matter potential wells, the density increases to a 
point at which star formation can begin to take place. Whether this occurs before or after 
most o f the mass o f the galaxy has come together is a matter of considerable debate. Studies 
of a high-redshift group of galaxies have suggested that the former is correct —  star formation 
begins in small clumps which then merge into galaxies at 2 ~  2 (Pascarelle et al. 1996b). Other 
studies have shown that at least some massive galaxies were assembled very early in the history 
of the universe, at z Z 5 (Dunlop et al. 1996; Spinrad et al. 1997).
Once the first stars have formed, the evolution of the stars themselves and their effect on
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the interstellar medium (ISM) become the dominant processes. Nucleosynthesis in stellar cores 
builds up the abundances of the metals (elements heavier than hydrogen and helium), which 
are then ejected into the interstellar medium by mass-loss processes such as supernovae, novae 
and powerful stellar winds. The chemically enriched ISM will then be incorporated into the 
next generation of stars which will further enrich the ISM with heavy elements as they evolve 
and so on, in a continuous feedback process. Modelling of this stage of galaxy evolution is much 
harder than the CDM-dominated early stages, and observational work currently dominates the 
literature on these topics.
1.2.2 Observational clues
The empirical clues as to the processes involved in galaxy evolution are many and only a few 
of the more recent ones will be addressed here. One of the first methods used to investigate 
“galaxies” at very high redshifts was the study of quasar absorption lines. The spectra of 
high-redshift quasars have many narrow and broad lines shortward of Lya, due to absorption 
of the quasar continuum by intervening gas clouds along the line o f sight. Three distinct types 
of absorbers have been identified, based on the H i column density E and corresponding line 
shape: Lya forest clouds with S ~  1014 atoms cm -2  (Impey 1998), Lyman-limit systems 
with E ~  1017 cm -2  (Lanzetta 1991) and damped Lya (DLA) systems with E £ 1020 cm - 2 . 
These various systems may represent galaxies in various stages of collapse. At z ~  2 the 
Lya absorbers are as common as luminous galaxies and represent most of the baryons in the 
universe (Impey 1998). The DLA systems have column densities comparable to the interstellar 
gas in a spiral galaxy at the present and may be massive galaxies seen prior to the onset of 
major star formation (Wolfe and Prochaska 1998).
One of the most important breakthroughs in the study of high-redshift galaxies was 
the discovery of a population of star-forming galaxies at 3.0 <  z <  3.5, using broad-band 
filters to select galaxies with a Lyman-limit break at those redshifts (Steidel et al. 1995; Steidel 
et al. 1996b). This was rapidly followed by the Hubble Deep Field (HDF; Williams et al. 1996), 
the deepest exposure of the universe ever made. Numerous studies of the high-redshift uni­
verse have resulted from the HDF, for example: studies o f the faint number counts (Metcalfe 
et al. 1996); morphological separation of the counts (Driver et al. 1998); and a determination 
o f the star formation history of the universe (Madau et al. 1998). This last paper also used 
results from the Canada-France Redshift Survey (CFRS; Lilly et al. 1995). This and subse­
quent papers presented the results of a complete survey of several thousand objects brighter 
than I ab  <  22.5, that has enabled the evolution o f galaxies to be studied in detail at redshifts 
z < l .
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Further observational results will be discussed throughout the thesis as they become 
relevant to particular discussions. In the next section, attention will turn away from studies 
of the general galaxy population to focus upon the use of radio galaxies in investigating the 
evolution of galaxies.
1.3 Radio galaxies as probes of evolution
Only with the advent of the Hubble Space Telescope has it been possible to begin to study 
ordinary galaxies at redshifts z Z 0.5. Before this, the only objects known in any large number 
at these redshifts were the radio galaxies (RGs) and quasars. The optical light of quasars is 
dominated by the active nucleus and they are of little use for studying their host galaxies at 
high redshifts. The radio galaxies however have a much smaller contribution to their optical- 
infrared light from the active nucleus than do quasars and it is the stellar populations o f the 
galaxies which we can observe directly. In addition, radio galaxy samples have well defined 
and understood selection criteria based on their radio emission and they often have strong 
emission lines making the determination of their redshifts far easier than for normal galaxies 
at comparable distances. At low redshifts, luminous radio galaxies are almost exclusively 
giant ellipticals. Although the mechanism that triggers the powerful radio emission in some 
galaxies rather than others is not fully understood, it is reasonable to suppose that the same 
mechanism would occur throughout the universe and that radio galaxies at high redshifts are 
also associated with giant ellipticals. For these reasons, radio galaxies have played a crucial 
role in our understanding of galaxy evolution, being the only massive galaxies visible at large 
lookback times. For an extensive review o f the properties of high redshift radio galaxies see 
McCarthy (1993).
The process of collecting together a statistically complete sample of radio galaxies is 
a time consuming but very necessary one in order to draw firm conclusions about the nature 
and evolution o f RGs. As detailed in McCarthy (1993) there are around 12 radio surveys at 
frequencies 151 MHz <  v <  5 GHz, with flux limits 0.001 <  5 „ <  10 Jy. These surveys, or 
selected areas of them, vary widely in their optical completeness —  the percentage o f radio 
sources with confirmed optical (or infrared) identifications and spectroscopic redshifts. The 
most complete and widely studied of these is the 3CR survey (Laing et al. 1983; Spinrad 
et al. 1985) which, together with additional samples at lower flux limits of ~1  Jy, provided the 
first evidence for a redshift cut-off and was used for the first studies of the stellar populations 
o f distant radio galaxies.
However, it became apparent that the very properties which made RGs visible at high
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redshifts, also made them very different from “normal” giant ellipticals and from low-redshift 
RGs. For example, a strong correlation was found between [0  II] 3727 Á (Spinrad 1986) or 
[ 0  III] 5007 Á (Rawlings et al. 1989) emission line luminosity and radio luminosity, resulting in 
more distant RGs being more active than their nearby counterparts. McCarthy et al. (1987) 
found that the optical (rest-frame UV) continuum emission of the 3CR galaxies was elongated 
and aligned with the axis of radio emission. This “alignment effect” , as it is known, has been 
variously attributed to jet-induced star formation, scattering of light from the active nucleus 
or dynamical coupling between the radio and gravitational axes. Detections o f highly polarized 
light from many of these galaxies supports the model of scattered nuclear emission, whilst there 
is also strong evidence that much of the (rest-frame) UV can be explained by star formation 
(McCarthy 1993). It is likely that both make an important contribution and it is necessary to 
distinguish the two effects.
In order to overcome the drawbacks of using the most powerful radio galaxies, attention 
is now focussed on the radio surveys with lower flux limits. Of particular interest to the present 
work are the Parkes Selected Regions (PSR; Downes et al. 1986; Dunlop et al. 1989b) and the 
Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey (LBDS; Windhorst 1984; Windhorst et al. 1984b), with flux 
limits of 0.1 Jy at 2.7 GHz and 0.001 Jy at 1.4 GHz respectively. The optical identification 
of sources in the PSR is essentially complete, with an ongoing programme to measure their 
redshifts. Chapter 2 will report on the completion of the optical identifications for a sub-sample 
of the LBDS and progress on the redshift content will be presented in chapter 3.
The advantage of using these surveys is two-fold. Firstly, at low and moderate redshifts 
the galaxies have intrinsically less powerful radio emission than the 3CR sources. Thus their 
emission and morphological properties are found to more closely resemble those of normal 
giant ellipticals nearby, that are unaffected by an AGN. In particular their optical/infrared 
continuum is less strongly aligned with their radio emission and their colours are redder than 
most o f the 3CR galaxies, consistent with a reduction in the aligned blue component associated 
with radio activity (Dunlop and Peacock 1993). Also, their emission lines are weaker and 
more comparable to low redshift radio galaxies, as expected from the [O ll]/radio luminosity 
correlation noted earlier. The second advantage of these low-flux surveys is that the powerful 
sources {P0.7 >  1027 W  Hz-1 sr_1) as seen in the 3CR sample, should be observable at redshifts 
2 £3  in the Parkes Selected Regions and at redshifts 2 £10 in the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey. 
Observations o f a population of RGs with a wide range of intrinsic radio powers at the same 
redshift (2 ~  1-3) will facilitate a better understanding of their properties, and the ability to 
see powerful RGs at very high redshift is of crucial importance to study the redshift cut-off.
One o f the motivations behind using radio galaxies as cosmological probes is the relative
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ease with which their redshifts can be measured from emission lines. The very fact that the 
PSR and LBDS galaxies are less active than their 3CR counterparts means they have weaker 
emission lines which are thus harder to detect and measure a redshift from. This will become 
all too apparent in chapter 3 below. To overcome this problem and to reduce the need for the 
time-intensive observations required to obtain faint spectra, methods of estimating the redshift 
of a RG from either its infrared magnitude or its broadband colours have been developed.
One of the earliest and most widely used tests to measure the curvature of the universe 
is the redshift-magnitude, or Hubble, diagram. The idea underlying this is to find some 
“standard candle” , for example the brightest galaxy in a cluster, that is assumed to have a 
constant absolute magnitude and to plot its apparent magnitude against redshift. Over large 
distances, such a diagram is sensitive to spatial curvature, and it was hoped that this would be 
the most direct method for measuring R0 (see Sandage 1988 for a review). However, galaxies 
evolve and it is no longer certain that such standard candles exist. Evolutionary models produce 
a variation in the diagram that is as large as the variation between Ho =  0 and Ho =  2 models, 
which thus masks the cosmological curvature. The Hubble diagram is now used primarily as a 
tool for exploring the formation epoch and evolution of galaxies.
The optical Hubble diagram is of limited use at high redshifts as the light is dominated 
by the rest-frame UV from rapidly evolving starbursts or possible scattered from an AGN. 
However, the light in the infrared A -band (2.2 /j,m) is, in general, dominated by an old stellar 
population where evolutionary effects are small and there is less sensitivity to the change in 
rest-frame bandpass (the k-correction). The infrared Hubble {K -z )  diagram has thus been 
used to study evolution in RGs.
In particular, Lilly and Longair (1984) showed for the 3CR sample that the K - z  relation 
is well-defined with approximately constant dispersion to redshifts z >  1 and indicates evolution 
in the galaxies’ luminosity o f about a magnitude at z ~  1, if H0 =  1. They concluded that the 
luminosity evolution could be accounted for by passive evolution o f the main sequence turn-off 
mass. Again it was important to extend the observations to RGs with a lower flux limit. Lilly 
et al. (1985) looked at the K  magnitudes and redshifts of 16 radio galaxies from the 1-Jansky 
survey of Allington-Smith (1982) and found that they have the same absolute magnitudes as 
the 3CR radio galaxies, giving no evidence for a correlation between radio power and optical 
luminosity. They found an empirical fit to the combined 3CR and 1-Jansky Hubble diagram 
of
log10 z  =  -5 .368  +  0.384A  -  0.00385A2 [1.10]
They then turned the problem around and used equation [1.10] to estimate the redshifts of the 
remaining galaxies in their sample from their K  magnitudes.
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The Parkes Selected Regions sources are an order of magnitude fainter in their radio 
emission than the 1-Jansky galaxies. This makes it all the more difficult to measure emission 
line redshifts for them: as of 1989 only 46% had spectroscopic redshifts, of which the majority 
were quasars or low-redshift galaxies (Dunlop et al. 1989b). In order to study the evolution of 
these RGs at lower flux limits it was necessary to estimate the redshifts of the remaining 54% 
of the sample (mostly RGs). Dunlop and Peacock (1990) showed that those PSR galaxies with 
known redshifts were consistent with the Hubble diagram of Lilly et al. (1985). Equation [1.10] 
was then adopted as an estimator for the redshifts of the PSR galaxies, the majority o f which 
had K  magnitudes. The test o f this estimation procedure is to obtain further spectroscopic 
redshifts o f the PSR galaxies and compare them to the estimates (§§3.1 and 4.2).
More recently, Eales et al. (1997) compared the JL-band Hubble diagram for the 3C sur­
vey with a sample o f weaker radio sources with virtually complete redshifts. This sample con­
sisted of 80 sources drawn from the B2/1-Jansky (Allington-Smith 1982) and 6C (Eales 1985) 
surveys with flux limits o f 1 Jy at 408 MHz and 2.2 Jy at 151 MHz respectively. They found 
that at low redshifts (z  <  0.6) the fainter sources followed the same K - z  relation as the 3C 
sources, but at higher redshifts the B 2/6C  galaxies were on average ~  0.6 magnitudes fainter 
at K  than the 3C galaxies. Two possible models were offered to explain this effect. First, the 
JL-band emission of radio galaxies could be due to two components —  the stellar population 
o f the galaxy, plus a non-stellar component whose strength is proportional to the radio lumi­
nosity of the galaxy. The non-stellar component could be attributed to either emission lines 
or scattered light from a buried quasar. Second, the B 2/6C  galaxies at 2 >  0.6 could be less 
massive than the 3C galaxies at the same epochs. This would simultaneously explain both the 
brighter iL-magnitudes and the greater radio luminosity of the 3C galaxies, as it is likely that 
the most massive galaxies (having the brightest stellar JL-band emission) would contain the 
most extensive and densest distributions o f gas (required for producing the most luminous ra­
dio emission). This latter explanation is strongly favoured by the results of Roche et al. (1998), 
who found that a subsample o f ten 6C sources at 2: ~  1.1 were significantly smaller than the 
3C galaxies at the same redshift.
One of the most important aims of cosmology is to observe how galaxies evolve over 
time. At large distances (lookback times) this can be done by observing populations of AGN, in 
particular the space distributions, or luminosity functions, of quasars and radio galaxies. The 
luminosity function is defined as the number of sources per comoving M pc3 per unit interval 
of magnitude or log10 (RadioPower), for quasars or RGs respectively, in a given redshift range. 
Optical studies o f quasars suggested that their luminosity function peaked at about z  ~  2.5 and 
then fell off (Green 1989; Hartwick and Schade 1990). Whether this cut-off corresponds to a
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reduction in the real space density of quasars, a systematic change in their intrinsic luminosity, 
or is an apparent effect due to increasing obscuration by dust, is an open question.
In an attempt to overcome the many selection effects inherent in optically selected 
samples, attention switched to the luminosity function of radio sources. As described above, 
complete identification and redshift data, well defined selection criteria, as well as the lack 
of obscuration due to dust at radio wavelengths, suggested the study of the radio luminosity 
function (RLF) could yield an unambiguous insight into the redshift cut-off. Peacock (1985) 
looked at a number o f complete samples of radio galaxies and radio-loud quasars with flux 
limits ~  1 Jy. He found that for the class of compact, flat spectrum sources (a  <  0.5, where 
S a  n~Q), the data required a redshift cut-off with the RLF ceasing to evolve at z ~  2 and 
being reduced at z =  4 by a factor of >  3 from its peak value.
To extend this conclusion to other classes of radio source required a complete sample 
with a lower flux limit, which would contain substantial numbers of high redshift objects unless 
the observed cut-off applied to all radio sources. This was the motivation behind the work 
to obtain complete identification and redshift data for the Parkes Selected Regions (Dunlop 
et al. 1989b). At an order of magnitude fainter than the samples used in Peacock (1985) and 
with a higher selection frequency of 2.7 GHz, both flat- and steep-spectrum sources would have 
been observable out to z Z 3 in the absence of a cut-off in the RLF.
Dunlop and Peacock (1990) modelled the PSR radio luminosity function and concluded 
that all high luminosity radio sources show a cut-off in their redshift distributions beyond 
z — 2. They also demonstrated that the cut-off for steep-spectrum sources (dominated by 
RGs) is less abrupt than that for flat-spectrum sources (dominated by radio-loud quasars) 
and that there is some evidence that the redshift at which the RLF peaks is a function of 
radio luminosity. However, these results are dependent upon the accuracy of their redshift 
estimation and confirmation of these redshifts is very desirable (see §§3.1 and 4.2). For the 
steep-spectrum sources (RGs) only the most powerful (P2.7 >  1027 W  Hz-1 sr“ 1) could be 
observed at z >  3 in the PSR sample, illustrating the need to go to even fainter flux limits 
to confirm the steep-spectrum cut-off. The LBDS sample, with a flux limit o f 1 mJy, will be 
the next step in this investigation. The following chapters will discuss the LBDS in detail, but 
first the use of spectral synthesis models in the analysis of the stellar populations of galaxies 
will be introduced.
1.4 Spectral synthesis models of galaxies
Modelling the evolution of a galaxy spectrum as a function of stellar population and redshift, 
and comparing the models to the observed broadband colours of galaxies enables important 
conclusions to be drawn about their ages and star formation history. The spectral evolution 
models most widely used are those o f Bruzual (1983; Bruzual and Chariot 1993), Guiderdoni 
and Rocca-Volmerange (1987), Arimoto and Yoshii (1987) and Worthey (1994). In these spec­
tral synthesis models, analytical expressions are assumed for the star formation rate and initial 
mass function, which together determine the number of stars of a given mass formed during 
a given time interval. Theoretical evolutionary tracks are used to calculate the stellar popu­
lation content of the model galaxy at any given time. A galaxy spectrum is then synthesized 
from a library o f observed or model spectra of different stellar types. This spectrum can then 
be redshifted and combined with the spectral responses of the required broadband filters to 
simulate an observed multi-colour spectral energy distribution (SED).
One o f the greatest freedoms in these models is the choice of star formation rate (SFR). 
The SFR used is usually either a burst model in which all o f the mass of gas is converted to 
stars within £ 1 Gyr, or an exponentially decreasing model (characterized by the fractional 
mass consumed in the first Gyr), or a combination of the two. Spinrad and Djorgovski (1987) 
and Dunlop et al. (1989a) fitted these models to their 3CR, 1-Jansky and PSR samples and 
concluded that the single burst models could not explain both the optical and the near-infrared 
colours simultaneously. The objects with the bluest R — K  colours require a formation redshift 
o f Zform <  2, the reddest R  — K  colours require Zform ~  5-7, while the J — K  colours of the 
reddest galaxies require z form ~  20 (even if flo =  0) (McCarthy 1993).
Dunlop et al. (1989a) found that the simplest model to explain the wide range in colours 
was to decouple the old and young stellar populations. In this “old galaxy plus burst” model, 
the majority o f stars formed in a burst (<  1 Gyr duration) at z 2, but with a low rate 
o f star formation continuing thereafter. The blue optical colours (rest-frame UV) could then 
be explained by the addition of a small (~  1% o f the total mass) burst of star formation 
in the otherwise passive galaxy. While the bluest colours could be explained by a variety of 
starburst or scattered light models, the reddest infrared colours can only be attributed to a 
well developed 4000-A break, due to an old, evolved population o f stars. It is the age o f these 
stars, that is, the time it takes the 4000-A break to develop in the models, that has important 
implications for cosmology. For example, the reddest R  — K  colours in the PSR sample could 
only be reproduced if the bulk of the stars in the galaxy formed ~  18.5 Gyr ago, requiring 
H 0 <  35 km s-1  M pc-1 for fi0 =  1 or Z(0Tm ~  20 if H 0 =  50 km s-1 M pc-1 and S70 — 0 (using
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the 1-Gyr burst models of Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange (1987)).
These spectrophotometric models can also be used to estimate redshifts from multi­
waveband photometry, a potentially more accurate method of estimation than using the K - z  
relation of equation [1.10]. Lilly (1989) showed how a two-component model (with separate 
blue and red fluxes) could be used to fit an observed SED by varying both the redshift (zest) 
and the relative contribution of the two components at 5000 A ( / 5000). This model fitting was 
principally used by Lilly to investigate the level of activity in the 3CR and 1-Jansky samples via 
determination of / 5000, but it was also used to estimate redshifts for a number o f the 1-Jansky 
galaxies.
Estimating the redshifts of the PSR radio sources has been particularly important given 
that only one-half had spectroscopic redshifts. In their investigation of the alignment effect and 
optical activity in a subsample of the full PSR, Dunlop and Peacock (1993) re-estimated the ra­
dio galaxy redshifts using this photometric fitting technique. For the red, or “old” , component 
they used a 10 Gyr old galaxy from the models of Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange (1987), 
and for the blue, or “young” , component a flat power-law spectrum ( / „  oc v ~ 0 '2) was used. For 
the eight radio galaxies in the subsample with measured redshifts, a comparison between the 
estimated (zest) and spectroscopic (¿true) redshifts showed them to be in excellent agreement 
(¿est/ztrue) =  0.97 ±  0.11. On average, these estimates were found to be a factor o f ~  0.8 
smaller than the K - z  estimates used in Dunlop and Peacock (1990).
In order to investigate the properties of radio galaxies of lower luminosity than the PSR 
sources, the LBDS sample also requires accurate determination of the redshifts. As will be dis­
cussed in chapter 3, spectroscopy of these faint galaxies is very difficult and accurate estimation 
of their redshifts from their optical/infrared colours will be necessary. The development o f the 
redshift estimation technique will be presented in section 4.3.
In addition to the spectral synthesis models noted above, this thesis will make consid­
erable use of the new models of Jimenez et al. (1999). As these models are not yet widely 
known, a few details will be given here. Most of the disagreement between the existing stellar 
evolution codes originates with the difficulty of modelling the post main-sequence evolution 
(Chariot et al. 1996). Jimenez et al. improve this aspect of the models by applying an algorithm 
which includes proper modelling of the horizontal branch (HB), taking accurate account of the 
formation o f carbon stars on the asymptotic giant branch (AG B), and using the properties of 
real star clusters to calibrate the mixing-length parameter and the mass-loss rate. New stellar 
evolutionary tracks were computed using an “adaptive mesh” of sampling points, that enabled 
the rapid stages o f evolution to be calculated with higher resolution in mass than is possible 
with fixed sampling of the model. The stellar spectra were calculated using theoretical stellar
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photospheres (Kurucz 1992; Helling et al. 1996).
Using these ingredients, Jimenez et al. (1999) can compute synthetic stellar populations 
o f arbitrary age, metallicity, initial mass function (IMF) and star formation rate. The models 
that will be used later in the thesis are all instantaneous burst models. Two different IMFs 
are used (Salpeter and Miller-Scalo), for six metallicities (Z  =  0.0002, 0.004, 0.02 (solar), 0.05 
and 0.1) and twenty ages (0.01, 0.03, 0.07, 0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 1 , 2 , . . . ,  13, 14 Gyr).
1.5 Outline of the thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to address two issues: (i) to confirm or refute the existence o f a 
high-redshift decline in the radio source population beyond z ~  2; and (ii) to determine if the 
stellar populations o f radio hosts (and massive ellipticals in general) were formed at the same 
time as the rise in AGN activity.
The first aim will be pursued from two directions. Firstly, the accuracy of the K -  
z relation (equation [1-10]) for sources in the PSR will be tested. Recall that Dunlop and 
Peacock (1990) used that relation to estimate the redshifts of sources in the PSR —  the 
evidence for a cut-off in the radio luminosity function (RLF) was crucially dependent upon the 
accuracy of those estimates. Secondly, by studying a radio sample with a lower flux density 
limit, the RLF can be investigated at higher redshifts and lower luminosities. A sub-sample 
of the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey, with S i.4 >  1-2 mJy, will be used to trace the RLF to 
z ~  10 and log10 P i.4 ~  20.
The second aim of the thesis will be addressed in two ways. The spectral evolution of 
the LBDS radio sources will be investigated, with particular emphasis on the reddest radio 
galaxies in the survey. Secondly, the results of a search to find the reddest companions around 
the radio galaxy 53W002 at z =  2.390 will be discussed.
The layout of the thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, the results of an extensive optical 
and infrared imaging programme in the Hercules field of the LBDS will be reported. This will 
essentially complete the optical identification of this sub-sample, and provide nearly complete 
infrared A'-band data on the sources. The radio/optical/infrared properties o f the sample will 
be summarised. The following chapter will report the results o f spectroscopic campaigns to 
measure redshifts for sources in the PSR and the LBDS samples. The spectra from the two 
surveys will be compared, emphasising the differences that are most likely due to the lower 
radio luminosity o f sources in the LBDS.
Chapter 4 will begin the second half of the thesis, dealing with the analysis o f the results 
presented in chapters 2-3. The radio luminosity functions of Dunlop and Peacock (1990) will
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be reviewed. The implications of the new redshift measurements in the PSR will be discussed 
with reference to the accuracy of the K - z  relation for the PSR sources, and the consequences 
for the redshift cut-off. A technique for estimating the redshifts of the LBDS sources will be 
presented, and the results used to construct the observed radio luminosity function for the 
LBDS Hercules sample. The observations will be compared with the models of Dunlop and 
Peacock (1990).
The spectral evolution of the LBDS sources will be investigated in chapter 5. This will 
be done via a study of the optical and infrared Hubble diagrams, and modelling o f the envelope 
of the reddest galaxies. The results of an investigation of the two oldest galaxies at high redshift 
will be reviewed, and the conclusions drawn together to place limits on the possible cosmologies 
allowed by the ages of these sources. Chapter 6 will present the results of deep infrared imaging 
around the radio galaxy 53W002 which revealed the presence of a number o f red companions to 
this source at high redshift. The possibility that these companions could be passively-evolving 
galaxies seen within 2 Gyr of the Big Bang will be investigated.
Finally, the conclusions of the thesis will be drawn together in chapter 7, and some 
possible extensions of the work will be explored.
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Chapter 2
Imaging the LBDS 
Hercules field
The Leiden--Berkeley Deep Survey of milli-Jansky radio sources at 1.4 GHz is reviewed, with 
particular emphasis on the 73-source complete sample in Hercules. An extensive programme of 
optical and infrared imaging of these sources is reported. This sample is now almost completely 
identified in g, r, i and K , with some additional data available at J  and H . The magnitude 
distributions extend down to r ~  26, K  ~  21. The JL-band magnitude distributions for the 
radio galaxies and quasars are compared with those of other radio surveys. The sources span 
a broad range o f colour, with a significant number being very red (r — K  >  5).
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2.1 The Leiden—Berkeley Deep Survey
The purpose of the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey (hereafter “the LBDS” ) was to gain a bet­
ter understanding of the nature of faint radio galaxies and quasars, and to determine their 
cosmological evolution. In this section, the radio data is reviewed and the status of the op­
tical/infrared follow-up work is summarised. The completion of the optical identification of 
the Hercules sample is presented in §2.2 and the infrared data on these sources follows (§2.3). 
The general properties of the sample are discussed in §2.4, and the images, finding charts and 
results tables are given at the end of the chapter (§2.5).
2.1.1 Introduction
As discussed in §1.3, a radio survey with milli-Jansky flux limits is required in order to probe 
weak radio sources (P 2.7 ~ P 2.7 =  1025 W  Hz-1 sr-1 ) at cosmologically interesting redshifts 
(z Z 1). Galaxies at such distances will also be faint in the optical, thus deep optical images 
are required in order to identify the hosts of the radio sources. This is traditionally done 
by selecting a region of sky for a radio survey and then following that by an optical search. 
However the LBDS was designed in the opposite manner. A collection of good multi-colour 
prime focus plates had been acquired with the 4 nr Mayall telescope at Ivitt Peak for the 
purpose of faint galaxy and quasar photometry (Kron 1980; K oo and Kron 1982). Several high 
latitude fields were chosen in the selected areas SA57, SA68, SA28 (referred to as the Lynx 
field) and an area in Hercules. The fields were selected on purely optical criteria, such as high 
galactic latitude (61 1  Z 35°) and minimum HI column density, resulting in a random area of 
sky from the radio perspective.
Nine o f these fields were then surveyed with the 3 km Westerbork Synthesis Radio 
Telescope (W SRT) at 21 cm (1.412 GHz) with a 12'/5 beam (Windhorst et al. 1984b). These 
observations yielded noise limited maps with a =  0.12-0.28 mJy in 12 hours, with absolute 
uncertainties in position o f order O'.'4 and in flux of order 3-5% . A total of 471 sources were 
found, out of which a complete sample of 306 sources was selected. This complete sample 
is defined by (1) a peak signal-to-noise Sp/N >  5a (corresponding to 0.6-1.0 mJy) and (2) 
a limiting primary beam attenuation of —7 dB (corresponding to a radius o f 0?464, or an 
attenuation factor A(jr) <  5). W ith this attenuation radius the W SRT field then covers the 
same area as the Mayall 4-m plates. Images were also made at the resolution of the 1.5 km 
W SRT (a =  0.27 mJy; Windhorst et al. 1984b) and at 50 cm (0.609 GHz) with the 3 km W SRT 
(a  =  0.48 mJy; Windhorst 1984). The radio data for the two Hercules fields are summarised 
in table 2.4 (p. 52).
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Following this selection of the radio sample, the photographic plates were searched for 
optical counterparts to the radio sources (Windhorst et al. 1984a). Large astrographic plates 
were used to measure the positions of 30-40 secondary standards based on the positions of 
AGK-3 astrometric standard stars. These secondary standards were then used to calibrate the 
Mayall prime focus plates for each field in the survey. The radio and optical position errors 
combine to give an error ellipse around the co-ordinates of the radio source within which one 
expects to find the optical identification of the source. For the complete sample, 171 o f the 
306 radio sources were identified in this way with the expected number of real identifications 
being 53%, whilst for the Hercules fields the identification percentage was somewhat higher at 
65% (47 out of 73 sources).
Magnitudes for each of these objects were measured from digital scans of the plates 
(Kron et al. 1985). Absolute calibrations were made for most o f the fields using photoelec­
tric observations o f stars in the fields and transforming the derived U B V  zero-points to the 
photographic U+ J+ F + N + system. For the two Hercules fields, however, no photoelectric 
zero-points were available. They had to be estimated by assuming that the sensitivity of the 
Hercules plates was the same as for plates (with the same emulsion and filter) taken of another 
field for which photometric calibrations were available. The resulting errors in the photometry 
(~  0.2-0.3 mags) are thus larger for Hercules than the rest of the sample. Redshifts were 
measured for ~60 of the LBDS identifications, of which 16 were in Hercules.
One of the major limiting factors in using the LBDS for statistical studies o f radio source 
evolution has been the incomplete optical identification of the sample and the limited number 
o f redshifts available. To obtain complete identification and spectroscopic data on the whole 
~300 source survey is a major long-term project (led by Windhorst and collaborators), so in 
this thesis, attention is focused on a sub-sample of 73 sources. The two Hercules fields were 
chosen for this detailed study because they had the largest number o f optical identifications 
already available. In addition, the highest redshift object yet known in the LBDS (53W002 at 
2 =  2.390) was found in these fields. Unpublished optical and infrared observations were made 
available to the author, and additional imaging and spectroscopic data have been acquired over 
the past few years. This chapter will discuss the processing and analysis of the imaging data, 
whilst the spectroscopic data is presented in the next. First, some of the highlights o f previous 
work in the LBDS will be reviewed and the radio observations of Hercules will be summarised.
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2.1.2 Previous work in the LBDS
Initial results from the photographic identifications were presented by Kron et al. (1985). 
About 20% of the identifications were quasars and there were two stars. The galaxies were 
separated into bright (F + <  18) and faint (18 <  F + <  21.5), red (J + — F + >  1.2-2.8) and blue 
(J+  — F + <  1.2-2.8) classes. The red radio galaxies (both bright & faint classes) were identified 
as giant ellipticals with extended radio emission —  “classical” powerful radio galaxies. The 
bright, blue galaxies were exclusively spirals with unresolved radio structure and a very narrow 
range in power log10 P2.4 =  22.1 ± 0 .1 . The faint, blue galaxies frequently had irregular optical 
morphologies (interactions, mergers or compact galaxies), and higher radio/optical flux ratios 
than normal spirals, suggesting they were a population distinct from the brighter blue sources.
Thuan et al. (1984) observed 48 sources in the LBDS in the near-infrared J H /v-bands, 
down to K  ~  17.5. They discovered that the optical-infrared colours of the faint radio galaxies 
were due to their stellar populations, showing no correlation with their radio flux or power. 
Less than 10% o f the red radio galaxies had evidence for non-thermal IR emission. The colours 
of the red galaxies were consistent with those of distant (z k, 0.2) non-evolving or passively- 
evolving luminous giant ellipticals, such as observed in the 3CR survey. The optical/IR  colours 
of the faint blue radio galaxies were indicative of low-luminosity and/or star-forming galaxies.
Deep VLA observations at 1.4 GHz were made of the Lynx-2 field (08h 42m ±44°47 ') 
by Windhorst et al. (1985). This area is devoid of sources stronger than 10 mJy, allowing 
observations to be made that were not limited by dynamic range effects. A complete sample of 
93 sources was found, with a 5-cr limiting flux of 0.2 mJy. The normalised differential source 
counts were found to flatten below 5 mJy —  an effect that could not be explained by ordinary 
spiral and Seyfert galaxies, nor by the giant elliptical or quasar contribution that dominates 
at higher flux densities. The “sub-mJy” counts were shown to be dominated by the faint blue 
galaxies that first appeared in the LBDS proper. The fraction of blue galaxies increases from 
30% above 10 mJy to ~70%  below 3 mJy.
Windhorst et al. (1993) used the VLA to observe the Lynx-2 field and an area in Cepheus 
down to an rms noise of ~ 4  yuJy at 8.44 GHz. They found that the slope of the differential 
source counts (dN/dS oc 5 ~ 7) remained unchanged at 7  =  2.3 ±  0.2 over three orders of 
magnitude in flux density, 4 5  S <  1000 /.¡Jy. These “micro-Jansky” sources were identified 
as faint blue galaxies. Their median spectral index was a meci =  0.35 ±  0.15 and their median 
angular size 0 med =  2'.'6 ±  l'/4  (or 5-40 kpc at the expected median redshift of 0.5-0.8, for 
reasonable cosmologies).
High-resolution maps o f many of the LBDS sources were obtained at 1.4 GHz with the
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VLA, in order to investigate the radio morphologies of weak radio sources (Oort et al. 1987; 
Oort 1988). The median angular size of the radio samples was found to decrease with decreasing 
flux density, to ~ 2 "  at 1-10 mJy and £ 1" at 0.4-1.0 mJy. This was attributed to the combined 
effects of a change in the population and a decrease in the intrinsic size of radio sources at 
lower (radio) luminosity. Approximately 90% of the red galaxies were resolved by the 1'.'4 
beam, but half the blue radio galaxies remained unresolved. There was evidence in the sample 
for a decrease in intrinsic size with increasing redshift —  a factor of 4 from z =  0 to z =  0.5. 
The morphological information and radio positions from this survey have been incorporated 
into table 2.4 (p. 52). Surveys have also been made of the LBDS at additional frequencies, for 
example: 4.86 GHz (6 cm) by Donnelly et al. (1987), 327 MHz (92 cm) by Oort et al. (1988).
The discovery of the most distant source in the LBDS to date was published by W ind­
horst et al. (1991). The steep-spectrum, compact radio source 53W002 was identified as a 
2 =  2.390 galaxy. Multi-wavelength imaging and optical spectroscopy revealed a compact 
galaxy (~10-35  kpc in size) with a more extended Lyman-o- cloud aligned with the radio 
emission. Several independent age estimates gave a value of ~0.3 Gyr, suggesting that it was 
undergoing its first major starburst at that redshift. Hubble Space Telescope W FPC images 
showed that it has an r 1//4 de Vaucouleur’s profile consistent with that o f nearby luminous 
early-type galaxies (Windhorst et al. 1992). Such a regular light profile suggested that the 
dynamical collapse of the galaxy started about the same time as its star-formation began.
Hubble Space Telescope observations of the z =  0.331 radio galaxy 53W044 were made to 
study its structure and stellar population (Keel and Windhorst 1993). The W FC images showed 
the presence of a dim disk, leading to its classification as an SO galaxy. A close companion 
at ~ 2 "  from the nucleus showed evidence that it is interacting with the radio source. A  FOC 
image and ground-based spectroscopy revealed a stellar population consistent with that seen in 
nearby E /S0 galaxies, and no indication of a nuclear blue-continuum source (due to its AGN).
Further Hubble Space Telescope and ground-based observations of 53W002, 53W044 and 
53W046 (z  =  0.528) were presented by Windhorst et al. (1994). Both 53W044 and 53W046 
had the colours and spectra of early-type galaxies with r 1/ 4 de Vaucouleur’s profiles. Unlike 
53W044, there was no evidence for an exponential disk in 53W046 and it was classified as an 
elliptical. 53W002 was shown to have £30% of its V  and I  flux concentrated in the central 
kiloparsec due to its (weak) AGN, while most of its light followed a symmetric r 1/ 4 profile. 
Optical-infrared colours suggested the age of the stellar population increased with radius, from 
~0.3  Gyr at r  £  2 kpc to 0.5-1.0 Gyr at r ^ 10 kpc.
The detection of CO in 53W002 was first reported by Yamada et al. (1995). They 
made a weak detection of the J =  1-0 line at a redshift of 2.392, from which a molecular
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gas (H2) mass of 2.2 x 1011 M 0 was calculated (using qo =  0.5, Ho =  75 km s-1  M pc- 1 ). 
Scoville et al. (1997) observed the CO J =  3-2 line at z =  2.394 and derived a gas mass of
7.4 x 1010 M 0 , somewhat lower than the Yamada et al. result. The CO emission was extended 
at the same position angle as the radio continuum and optical emission, though with a radius 
of ~ 3 "  it is about three times larger. A velocity gradient across the line was indicative of a 
(possibly forming) disk.
A total of 67 orbits of the Hubble Space Telescope have now been devoted to 53W002 
and its companions. Windhorst et al. (1998) used these data to investigate the alignment effect 
and evolution of this relatively weak high-redshift radio galaxy. They placed stronger limits 
011 the amount of AGN light from the unresolved nuclear point source (S 20-25% in BVI )  
and found that an additional resolved (re ~  0'.'05) component —  which they call a “core” —  
was required to match the central light distribution. After subtracting the nuclear source, the 
core and an r 1̂  profile (with re ~  0'.'25) there remained two blue “clouds” aligned with the 
Lya, radio continuum and CO line emission. The shape of the larger blue cloud suggested a 
reflection cone from the AGN, the smaller blue cloud may be separated from the nucleus by 
a red dust lane. All the evidence suggests that jet-induced star-formation and reflection in 
the AGN cone caused the alignment effect. These features are much the same as have been 
observed in the more (radio) powerful 3CR sources, but at much smaller angular sizes and 
lower optical-UV luminosities.
Long spectroscopic observations of two sources from the LBDS Hercules field have en­
abled detailed modelling of their spectra to be used to determine their ages. 53W091 was 
found to be 3.5 Gyr old at z =  1.552 (Dunlop et al. 1996; Spinrad et al. 1997), and an age of 
4.0 Gyr was determined for 53W069 at z =  1.432 (Dey 1997; Dunlop 1999). These results will 
be discussed further in chapter 5.
Parts of the LBDS have also be used for other studies. Deep CCD observations of the 
Lynx-3 field (08h 45m +44°36') were used to measure the galaxy two-point correlation function 
to g ~  25 (Neuschaefer et al. 1991; Neuschaefer 1992; Neuschaefer and Windhorst 1995a). 
Narrow-band images o f the field around 53W002 led Pascarelle et al. (1996a,b) to discover a 
group of emission-line objects at z ~  2.4 around the radio source. A discussion of Pascarelle’s 
work is to be found later in chapter 6 .
2.1.3 Sample completeness and source weights
Before summarising the radio properties of the LBDS Hercules field, it is necessary to discuss 
the completeness of the sample and the associated weighting of radio sources. Given the 
selection criteria of the LBDS (Sp/N >  5a, attenuation <  5), the sample will be complete only
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for certain ranges in total flux density SU) angular size ip and the component flux ratio / .  A 
detailed discussion of the completeness is to be found in Windhorst et al. (1984b).
Due to the primary beam attenuation (i.e. the sensitivity of the telescope decreases with 
radial distance from the pointing centre), the signal-to-noise of a given source will depend on 
where it is on the map. For example, a source that lies just above the 5-cr cut at the centre of 
the map would have fallen below the cut if it happened to lie at the edge, and it would then 
not be included in the sample. Assuming the primary beam is isotropic then the correction for 
this incompleteness is a weight in the source counts and optical identification statistics. Every 
radio source is weighted inversely proportional to the area over which it could have been seen, 
before it dropped below the 5-cr threshold.
This primary beam weight is
where rnm is the distance from the beam centre (in degrees) at which the source would fall 
below the 5-cr cut:
v is the frequency in GHz, Sp/N is the observed peak signal-to-noise, and the attenuation (A) 
at the distance (r0bs) from the beam centre where the source was observed is given by
A second, more complicated, source of incompleteness is the resolution/population bias
a point source o f the same S^ot ■ Thus the completeness depends on the distribution of source 
angular sizes and component flux ratios. The determination of, and statistical corrections for, 
this incompleteness were found by processing Monte Carlo simulations of artificial data using 
the same algorithms as the real data. They are detailed in Windhorst et al. (1984b), to which 
one is referred. High-resolution (arcsecond) VLA images have subsequently shown that the 
median angular size of radio sources is a function of flux density, decreasing monotonically 
from ~ 2 0" at 1 Jy to ~ 2 "  below 1 mJy. Windhorst et al. (1990) showed that this resulted in 
an overestimate o f the original resolution correction, in the sense that the correction should 
have been 1 +  e rather than 1 +  3e. The revised source weights were computed following 




A {r0bs) =  cos 6 (61.191 x v  x  robs) . [2.3]
a resolved source o f a given sky flux Stot will drop below the 5-a  cut-off more easily than
[2.4]
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F igu re  2.1 Source weights as a function of flux density for the complete Hercules sample of 73 
objects. Applying the additional selection criterion Sj, >  2 mJy excludes virtually all sources 
with W  5  2.5. Solid and open symbols denote steep-spectrum (a  >  0.5) and flat-spectrum 
(a  <  0.5) sources respectively.
where H PBW a =  12" is the half-power beam-width of the observations, ( 5 t o t  JN) is the total 
signal-to-noise of the source and (Sp/N)cut - 0fi =  5 is the selection criterion o f the sample. 
The statistical errors are a few percent at the S t o t  ~  10<r level, increasing to about 10% at 
5 t o t  ~  5(7.
The total weight o f each source is then the multiple of the primary beam and resolution 
weights:
IF =  Wpb x tFres. [2.5]
These revised weights are given in the last column of table 2.4, and are plotted in figure 2.1. 
This figure clearly shows how the weights rise exponentially near the survey flux density limit 
of 1 mJy. By applying a flux density limit of 2 mJy to the sample, the “completeness” is 
increased significantly from 56% to 76% —  here defining the “completeness” as the ratio of 
the number o f sources actually detected to the total weighted number of sources. There are 9 
sources with 1 <  <  2 mJy that are excluded, with an average weight of 5 (a “completeness”
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of 20%). Being the faintest objects, they have the largest errors and their effect on the sample 
is greatly exaggerated by the high weights. Therefore a “2-mJy sample” is defined, consisting 
o f those 64 sources with Si .4  >  2 mJy. This is used in preference to the full Hercules sample 
in some of the statistical studies that follow.
It must be emphasized that following application of the weights, the incompleteness of 
the sample is fully con-ected for and it is, in effect, complete. The agreement between the 
LBDS differential number counts and those of other surveys demonstrates the accuracy o f the 
weights, even for 1 <  5 „ <  2 mJy (see figure 2.2 and Windhorst and Waddington 1999).
2.1.4 Radio properties of the Hercules sample
The radio data for the Hercules sample is summarized in table 2.4 (p. 52). The co-ordinates are 
from the VLA 1.4 GHz observations where available (Oort et al. 1987; Oort 1988), otherwise the 
W SRT co-ordinates are used (Windhorst et al. 1984b). The 1.4 and 0.6 GHz fluxes (54.4 and 
5 0.e respectively) and the resulting spectral indices (qqx) are h’om the W SRT data (Windhorst 
et al. 1984b; Windhorst 1984). The radio morphological data are taken from Oort et al. where 
available, otherwise the W SRT data are shown. Column 6 (77) notes whether the source is 
unresolved (U), resolved (R) or extended (E). An unresolved source consists o f one component 
that is not distinguishably larger than the WSRT beam; a resolved source consists o f one 
component whose extent is larger than the beam; and a source is classified as extended if it is 
clearly resolved into two (the classical double) or more components. Column 7 is the largest 
angular size (ip) o f the source in arcseconds, or an upper limit to ip for unresolved sources. The 
position angle (cp) o f the largest angular size is given in degrees east of north. The weights (W )  
have been recalculated as discussed in the previous section and are given in the final column.
The flux density distribution of all 73 sources is presented as a histogram in figure 2.2. 
The median flux is 3.0 mJy, and for the 2-mJy sample the median is 6.6 mJy. The dashed line 
in the figui'e is the predicted distribution based on a 5th-order polynomial fit to the 1.4 GHz dif­
ferential source counts o f Windhorst and Waddington (1999). The fit was based on a sample of 
10575 sources drawn from a large number of recent radio surveys. The good agreement between 
data and model is indicative that the Hercules sample being used here is a fair representation 
of the full LBDS and indeed other surveys. The excess of bright sources (5 „  > 80 mJy) is not 
statistically significant, given the small area of the Hercules field.
In figure 2.3 the distribution of 1.4-0.6 GHz (21-50 cm) spectral indices is plotted, 
for both the full Hercules sample and the 2-mJy sample (taking 5 „  oc v~a ). Not all sources 
were detected at 50 cm and thus have only upper limits to their spectral index (indicated by 
the hatched histogram). The median spectral index of those sources with detections at both
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F igu re  2.2 The flux density distribution for the Hercules field. The histogram is the ob­
served data; the dashed line is the expected distribution based on the 1.4 GHz source counts 
(Windhorst and Waddington 1999).
frequencies (i.e. excluding upper limits) is a med — 0-8 for both samples. Taking into account 
the flux limits gives an upper limit to the median spectral index itself: amed <  0.74 for the 
full sample, and a meci <  0.79 for the 2-mJy sample. Given the relatively few sources without 
spectral indices in the 2-mJy sample, the true a meci will not be significantly less than 0.79 —  
this is then the value which will be used in the following work. Nearly half the full Hercules 
sample is without spectral index information, thus it is possible that a meci may be significantly 
less than 0.74 for S„ >  1 mJy. This is unlikely, however, given that Donnelly et al. (1987) 
found that the median spectral index in the Lynx-2 area of the LBDS remains at a med — 0.75 
down to S i .4 ~  0.25 mJy.
2.2 Optical identifications and photometry
Twenty-six o f the seventy-three sources in Hercules were unidentified on the multi-colour Mayall 
photographic plates. These deep, sky limited plates reached limiting magnitudes of 23T3 for 
U+ , 23117 for J + , 22T7 for F + and 21T1 for N + , roughly corresponding to a giant elliptical 
galaxy at z ;$ 1 (Windhorst et al. 1984a; Kron et al. 1985). Thus the unidentified sources were 
potentially the most important for investigating the cut-off in the radio luminosity function at 
z ~  2. In order to complete the survey, deep CCD images were obtained o f the unidentified 
radio sources.
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F igu re  2.3 The distribution of 21-50 cm spectral indices for: (a) the complete Hercules 
sample (S 1.4 >  1 mJy); and (b) the 2-mJy sample. Hatched histograms denote sources that 
were not detected at 50 cm and thus only have upper limits to a.
2.2.1 Observations with the Palomar 200-inch
The Hercules field was observed on the 200-inch Hale telescope at Palomar Observatory between 
1984 and 1988 (table 2.1), using the Four-shooter CCD camera. This camera consists o f four 
simultaneously exposed 800 x 800 pixel Texas Instruments CCDs, covering a nearly contiguous 
field o f ~  9' x  9', with a pixel scale of 0.332 arcsec pixel- 1 . The total field o f view is split 
by a reflecting pyramid into four separate beams which go to one each of the detectors. Poor 
reflections at the edges of the pyramid results in a strip of «  10'.'0 o f sky between the CCDs 
which is not exposed, but >95%  of the field is imaged by the detectors. One simultaneous
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T ab le  2.1 Palomar Observing Runs
Date Observers Notes
1984 July 31 -  August 2
1985 June 16 -  June 18
1986 July 31 -  August 3
1987 May 27 -  May 28
1987 July 26 -  July 29




Windhorst, Koo, Anderson 
Windhorst, Koo, Rosema 
Windhorst, Koo, Mathis
Liquid N2 on pyramid 
2 /3  photometric nights 
2 /5  photometric nights 
53W043, 1 /2 phot, nights 
Mostly spectroscopic data 
Photometric ¿-band data
exposure o f the four CCDs is defined as a frame.
Sixteen separate pointings of the telescope were used in order to observe all of the 
unidentified radio sources (figure 2.4). Multiple observations were made through Gunn g, r 
and i filters over the six runs. Photometric standard stars were observed each night, normally 
at the start, middle and end of observing. Many of the nights were not photometric, though 
in almost all cases at least one photometric frame was obtained in each filter for each source. 
During the 1984 run, a problem with the the Four-shooter resulted in liquid nitrogen coolant 
being spilled onto the pyramid thus obscuring much of the frame —  although taken in otherwise 
photometric conditions, these ‘blotchy’ images were only occasionally used in the analysis. The 
May 1987 run was principally an attempt to observe 53W043 by occulting a very bright star 
in the field that obscured the radio source. The July 1987 run was mostly spectroscopic data 
but it also contained a few images.
2.2.2 Data reduction methods
The first stage in processing the images was to get the data onto disk in a format that IRAF 
will read. This normally trivial stage was very time-consuming due to the age of the data. Two 
copies of the observations at the telescope were saved onto a multitude of half-inch reel-to-reel 
tapes at 1600 bpi density (about 28 images per tape) and a back-up copy of the data was saved 
at 6250 bpi. For the 1984, 1985 & 1986 observations, these tapes were copied to DAT tape in 
FITS format a number of years ago and thus the data could be read directly by IRAF. For the 
1987 runs, the 6250 bpi back-up tapes were read using a microvax at Arizona State University 
and the resulting FITS files were then transferred to the Unix workstation and converted to 
IRAF format. The final observing run, June 1988, posed the greatest difficulty. Only one 
high-density tape existed, which was read by the Vax without difficulty, with the remaining 

































F igu re  2 .4 Schematic map of the Hercules field. Each radio source in the complete sample 
is denoted by an encircled cross. The two large circles show the radial limit o f the radio 
observations (at the —7dB attenuation radius of 0?464). The boxes show the positions of 
the Four-shooter observations. The centres of the two fields are 17h 18m 58s +49° 58' 00" and 
17h 15m 33s +50° 17' 00" (1950).
each o f these low-density tapes could be read in batch mode, the rest had to be read one file at 
a time using the image reduction package “CASSANDRA” by D. P. Schneider. Between one 
and ten o f the files on each of these tapes proved to be unreadable by any method, but only in 
five cases were both copies of the file corrupted. The lost data was not essential to the project.
The images were processed in a standard manner (Neuschaefer 1992; Neuschaefer and 
Windhorst 1995b), but with some important differences. The first step in the reduction is to 
remove the bias level from each exposure. Examination o f several bias frames confirmed that 
there was no two-dimensional structure to the bias (the mean counts in a 10x 10 pixel box 
varied by 510.3% across the image). Each CCD has a ‘bias strip’ o f 16 columns width along one 
edge, so for each exposure a first order spline was fitted to this and then the bias subtracted
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from across the image. The bias strip was removed producing a square 800x800 pixel array.
The next step is normally to remove the dark current —  a two-dimensional pattern 
across the CCD produced by thermal noise in the electronics, which scales with exposure 
time. For these data there were only one or two dark frames taken each run, generally of 
short exposure time and poor quality. The Four-shooter CCDs have a very low dark current, 
which the observers considered to be negligible. Tests 011 the two best dark frames showed 
that the counts were comparable to the noise in the bias frames for exposures of about 1000s 
(corresponding to a dark current of ~  10-3 e~ s_1 pixel-1 ). To have used the darks that were 
available would have severely degraded the signal-to-noise in the data, thus no correction for 
the very small dark current was made.
Construction of high quality flat-fields was one of the most important parts of the image 
processing. Flat-field images o f the inside of the telescope dome were made at the beginning 
and end of each night. These images were the average of eight exposures o f 7-10 seconds each 
for g and 2-4 seconds each for r and i. For each observing run, the mean of all the flat-field 
images was calculated, after scaling and rejection of deviant pixel values, to give a single flat- 
field for the whole of the run. Each of the individual flat-field images was then divided by this 
mean flat-field. In most cases this produced a perfectly flat, though noisy, image as expected, 
but occasionally significant patterns remained demonstrating that the individual flat-field was 
not really flat at all. This was most likely due to temperature changes in the camera, as most 
of the deviant flats appeared at the start of a run, shortly after the Four-shooter had been 
installed on the telescope and before the dewar had fully cooled down. The mean flat-field 
was then constructed a second time, excluding such deviant images. The mean value of all the 
pixels in all four CCDs o f the flat-field frame was calculated, and each image scaled by this 
single value. Scaling in this way corrected for the global sensitivity differences between the 
four CCDs.
Following subtraction o f the bias, each science frame was divided by the appropriate 
flat-field for that CCD and filter. This produced images that were corrected for pixel-to-pixel 
sensitivity variations, removing most of the defects visible in the raw image. However, in some 
of the g and r images and in almost all the i images, large-scale gradients remained across 
the CCDs. Neuschaefer and Windhorst (1995b) determined that the features in g and r were 
due to scattered light rather than sensitivity variations in the CCDs. As this project concerns 
individual sources, such global gradients are not important and no attempt was made to remove 
them (the photometry routine described below takes account of localized variations in the sky 
background).
The features in the ¿-band images that remained after flattening posed a more serious
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problem, as they appeared to have two distinct sources. First, there were large-scale gradients 
across the images of a few percent of the sky background (larger than in the g and r images), 
and very similar in appearance to the fiat-held pattern itself. Rather than being scattered 
light, it is suggested that this is due to the different spectral characteristics of the night sky 
compared to the lamp used to illuminate the hat-helds, an idea supported by the observation 
that the problem was most significant near twilight when the sky was changing most rapidly. 
This is then an extra multiplicative correction. The second problem with the i images is that of 
fringing —  the strong night sky lines interfere in the CCD producing Newton’s fringes, seen as 
brightness variations on a smaller scale than the large gradients. This is an additive correction 
that scales with the brightness of the sky background.
Following Neuschaefer and Windhorst (1995b), who actually only considered the fring­
ing, an z-band ‘superflat’ was constructed. Most of the z-band data were taken in the June 
1988 run, in which there are approximately 50 science frames. Observations of the same region 
o f sky were offset by 10-20 arcsec each time and repeated no more than three or four times 
during the run, thus all the frames were effectively pointing at different parts of the sky. Just 
as with infrared imaging, a flat-held (or “superflat” ) was constructed from the median of all 
50 frames, using a ±3-<r rejection on each pixel. This produced a high signal-to-noise picture 
o f the sky flat-field, devoid of all sources. Each CCD was scaled by a single mean value to give 
a normalised superflat.
The superflat was divided into the flattened z-band images in order to remove the large- 
scale gradients, which it did successfully. The fringing pattern was also removed by this process, 
although it is really an additive error. If fringing had been the dominant problem, then a scaled 
version o f the superflat should have been subtracted from the image to remove the fringes. This 
was done for several frames and the results compared with those obtained by dividing by the 
superflat. There was no visible difference between the results of the two methods, nor were 
they statistically different (both methods increased the sky noise by 0.5-1.0% ). For the i- 
band observations in earlier years there were not enough independent exposures to construct a 
superflat, however using the 1988 superflat often improved the images from these earlier runs.
The final stage of the processing was to combine the images from different years to 
produce an image of each radio source in the g , r and i filters. Before combination, each image 
was edited to remove bad lines or columns, trimmed to remove the unexposed parts o f the 
CCD, and the shadow o f the Four-Shooter guide-arm was interpolated over where necessary. 
The images were registered using three or four unsaturated stars —  most images only required 
a X -Y  offset, although the 1988 data also needed a 0?7 rotation to be applied. The images 
were added together as they were generally of different exposure times, although for a few cases
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a clipped average was possible.
2.2.3 Astrometry
The astrometry was performed on the r-band images in general. Occasionally the radio source 
was not visible in r, in which case either the g or i image was used. The Cambridge APM 
Guide Star Catalogue (Lewis and Irwin 1997) was used to find 10-20 secondary standards in 
each image o f interest. This catalogue is based on digitised scans of the first epoch Palomar 
Observatory Sky Survey 0  (blue) and E (red) survey plates. The astrometry is calibrated by 
using 200+ PPM  astrometric standards per Palomar field, resulting in an internal accuracy of 
0.1-0.2 arcsec, and accurate to 0.5 arcsec externally. The co-ordinates used were taken from 
the red plates so as to most closely match the Four-shooter r-band observations.
The centroid of each secondary standard was measured on the image and matched 
with its co-ordinates from the catalogue. A six coefficient linear model was fitted to the data 
using the program A S T R O M  (Wallace 1994). Any sources that had residuals greater than 1" 
were deleted from the list and a new solution computed. This step removed wrong catalogue 
identifications, saturated stars with a poorly-defined centroid and stars with a non-negligible 
proper motion. Occasionally a third iteration was required. No more than five sources wei'e 
removed from a list, and all final solutions used at least eight secondary standards. The 
root-mean-square residuals for the astrometric solutions were 0.5 ± 0 .1  arcsec.
2.2.4 Optical identifications
The 21 cm radio co-ordinates from table 2.4 were converted to pixel co-ordinates on the Four- 
shooter images. The errors in the radio positions are typically O'.'5-l'.'O. Combining these in 
quadrature with the optical astrometry errors defines a circle about the predicted co-ordinates 
of the source, with a radius (a) o f O'.'7-1'.'2, within which the optical counterpart to the radio 
source is expected to be found. Strictly, the errors in Right Ascension and Declination are 
not equal and the search area should be an ellipse (Windhorst et al. 1984a), however with 
an ellipticity of typically 0 .1- 0.2 the assumption o f symmetrical errors was adequate for all 
identifications.
An optical identification was considered to be real if the source was within 3-a  o f the 
radio position and if it was detected in at least two passbands. In many cases the positional 
agreement was better than l-cr.
A total o f 48 sources were observed, of which 26 had not been identified on the Mayall 
photographic plates. Of these sources, optical identifications for 19 o f them are proposed
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here, 3 have been published elsewhere (53W002, 53W069, 53W091) and only 4 sources remain 
unidentified (53W006, 53W037, 53W043, 53W087). Of the new identifications, 53W054 which 
was previously classified as a two-component radio source has now been reclassified as two 
independent objects with solid IDs (53W054A & 53W054B). In addition, two sources have 
new identifications compared with those in Windhorst et al. (1984a): 53W051 has a good ID 
where it was previously associated with a source offset along the radio axis; and 53W022 is 
identified with a fainter source 5" to the NW of the original candidate.
The co-ordinates of the identifications are given in table 2.5 and the images are presented 
in figures 2.10-2.53, together with the Four-shooter finding charts (section 2.5).
The photometric calibration of the Four-shooter images was done in two stages, due to the 
non-photometric conditions during a significant number of the observing nights. For most of 
the sources, at least one exposure had been taken on a photometric night which could therefore 
be calibrated accurately. This calibrated exposure was then used to bootstrap a zero-point for 
the non-photometric mosaic of all the exposures.
The apparent magnitude of a source (m) is defined by
D N  is the number of counts in the source (i.e. flux), t is the exposure time, “25.65” is a 
constant chosen to be close to the zero-point of all three filters, k is the extinction coefficient, 
secz is the time-averaged airmass, C  is the colour coefficient, (g — r ) is the instrumental colour 
o f the source, and zp is the zero-point correction (relative to a zero-point o f 25.65). Higher 
order terms are not included due to the limited number of standard star observations available. 
For a derivation of these equations see, for example, Henden and Kaitchuck (1982).
For each night of the observing runs, there were between three and eight observations of 
Gunn standard stars made. These were taken throughout the night at different airmasses and 
in all three filters. Instrumental magnitudes in a 30-40 arcsec circular aperture were measured 
for each star, on every night that the log sheets recorded as being ‘photometric’ or ‘clear’ . 
Time apparent magnitudes (mo) were taken from a list of both published and unpublished 
standards available at the telescope. The magnitude equation [2.6] was then fitted to the data
2.2.5 Photometry
m  =  mjnst +  k ■ secz +  C  ■ {g -  r) +  zp [2 .6]
where the instrumental magnitude is
[2.7]
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T a b le  2.2 Mean extinction & colour coefficients
Filter k C
9 -0 .2 8  ± 0 .0 5 0.16 ± 0.02
r -0 .1 4  ± 0 .0 3 0.10 ± 0.01
i - 0.11 ± 0.02 0.05 ±0 .01
(mo — TOinst, secz, g — r) using a linear least squares method. This gave best-fit values for k, zp 
and C  for each night. The colour coefficients are not expected to change from night to night 
and the fitted values were indeed consistent, thus a weighted average over all the nights in a 
run was used. A second least squares fit was then performed with C  fixed at its average value, 
and values for k and zp were found for each photometric night.
The next stage was to calculate apparent magnitudes for a number o f sources in each 
photometric image containing a radio source. This was done using the automated image detec­
tion program PISA (Draper and Eaton 1996). The search parameters were chosen such that a 
source was defined as having at least eight contiguous pixels with values greater than 5-cr above 
the background, resulting in 20-80 detections per exposure. The fluxes were then converted to 
apparent magnitudes using the calibrations described above. This process was then repeated 
on the corresponding non-photometric mosaic. The extinction and colour coefficients used for 
the mosaics were taken as the mean of the values over all the runs (table 2.2). The zero-point 
o f the mosaic image was then found from the mean difference between the magnitudes from the 
non-photometric mosaic and the calibrated magnitudes from the photometric exposure. Only 
sources in the magnitude ranges 18 <  g <  23, 18 <  r, i <  22 were used for the comparison to 
avoid possible saturation at the bright end and poorly determined fluxes at the faint end (recall 
that magnitudes were calculated from the lowest isophote which is 5-a  above the background 
—  the photometric image is not as deep, therefore the isophote is smaller and the flux enclosed 
is less than in the mosaic image).
For six sources (53W006, 10, 19, 20, 22, 27), only r-band observations from the 1984 run 
are available so no colour correction could be applied to them. In addition, only two standard 
star observations were available for each of the two nights, which was inadequate to determine 
both the extinction and zero-points. Thus, the mean extinction coefficient from table 2.2 was 
adopted, and the zero-point calculated from the observed magnitudes of the standards. For 
five other sources (53W080, 81, 85, 86, 90), no photometric calibrations were available for the 
g and r images. The zero-points adopted for these mosaics were taken as the mean o f the 
zero-points for all the other observations in the sample. This is reflected in the slightly larger
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errors in the magnitudes for these sources.
The most crucial stage in measuring the flux of a faint source is to accurately subtract 
the sky emission from beneath the object. This was done using a method based upon the image 
reduction package “CASSANDRA” by D. P. Schneider, here adapted to run as an IR A F  task 
using the A P P H O T  package for the numerical work. The first step in measuring the instrumental 
magnitude was to select a rectangular box (typically 10" - 20" a side) surrounding the source 
and excluding any other objects, which was then cut out of the mosaic image. A plane was 
fitted to this box, excluding a circle centered on the source with a radius 1"  larger than the 
required aperture. This fitted sky was then subtracted from the image. Photom etry was 
performed using a circular aperture of 4'.'0, 7'.'5 or lO'.'O diameter (depending on the extent of 
the source), with the sky statistics determined over the remainder o f the box. This enabled 
a large asymmetric sky aperture to be used, which is not possible with the basic a p p h o t , in 
addition to providing a better measure of the sky background than is possible with an annulus 
around the object.
During testing of this method an error was found in the way that A P P H O T  calculates 
magnitude errors for faint objects. A P P H O T  makes the approximation log (l +  A ) «  A  which 
for faint sources overestimates the error by as much as 0.1-0.2 magnitudes. This was corrected 
by including the second, and for good measure the third, order terms in the expansion: log (l +  
A ) «  A  — A 2/2  +  A 3/3 . The apparent magnitude was then calculated from equation [2.6] 
using the coefficients in table 2.2 and the appropriate zero-points. The results are presented in 
table 2.5 (p. 56). The errors quoted are the quadratic sum of the instrumental magnitude errors 
from A P P H O T  (shot-noise in the object aperture, sky-noise), and the errors in the determination 
o f k, C  and zp.
In order to compare those radio sources with photographic magnitudes, J+ F + N + , to 
those sources with Four-shooter Gunn magnitudes, gri , it is necessary to convert one pho­
tometric system to another. Windhorst et al. (1991) derive transformations from the Gunn 
system to the photographic system, and inverting these gives the required equations:
g =  0.69J+ +  0.31F+ -  0.19
r =  1.14F+ — 0.14J+ +  0.34 [2.8]
i =  N + +  0.75
For those sources without Four-shooter observations, the optical magnitudes in table 2.5 are 
photographic magnitudes from Kron et al. (1985) transformed to the Gunn system using these 
equations. An error o f 0.3 magnitudes is assigned to each of these values, corresponding to




F igu re  2.5 Accuracy of the photometric transformations from J+ F + N + to gri for the eigh­
teen sources with measurements in both systems. (?trans, f'trans and ¿trans are the photographic 
magnitudes transformed to the Gunn system with equations [2.8], g , r and i are the observed 
Four-shooter magnitudes.
magnitudes (0If12—0^3). For the eighteen sources with both photographic and Four-shooter 
Gunn photometry, the transformed photographic magnitudes are compared with the Four- 
shooter data in figure 2.5. It can be seen that the transformations are in good agreement with 
the data for gri £  22-23; fainter than this, the J+ F + N + magnitudes are close to the detection 
limits of the photographic plates and are less reliable.
2.3 Infrared photometry
Infrared data are crucial to understanding high-redshift galaxies. Beyond a redshift of ~1 , 
optical observations sample the restframe ultraviolet emission of galaxies and the restframe 
optical emission has shifted into the near-infrared. Thus in order to properly compare sources 
at high-z with those at low-£, the analysis must move to longer wavelengths. As explained in 
the first chapter (§1.4), the if-ban d  has long been recognized as a valuable window through 
which to investigate radio galaxies, and so this project has sought to obtain K  magnitudes for 
the complete Hercules sample.
2.3.1 Observations with the UK Infrared Telescope
Approximately half the sample has been observed during three major observing runs at the 
3.8 m UK Infrared Telescope, Mauna Kea, Hawaii (table 2.3). The first two runs (1992 & 
1993) used the infrared camera IRC AM, a 62 x 58-pixel InSb array with a pixel scale o f 0.62 
arcsec/pixel. All these observations were done in the if-band. The 1997 run used the upgraded 
camera IRCAM 3, which now has 256x256 pixels with a scale of 0.286 arcsec/pixel. Deep K
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T a b le  2 .3 UKIRT Observing Runs
Date Observer Filters
1992 July Dunlop K
1993 May 15 -  May 17 Dunlop K
1997 June 1 -  June 4 Waddington H K
images were obtained for sources which had not previously been detected, together with H -  
band observations of several galaxies for which H  was particularly important for constraining 
the redshift. Additional observations of some sources were made during associated projects 
and via the UKIRT Service Observing programme.
A standard jittering procedure was used to obtain a median-filtered sky flat-field simul­
taneously with the data. Nine 3-minute exposures were made, each offset by 8" (1992 & 1993) 
or 15" (1997) from the first position, resulting in a central area around the radio source with 
a maximal exposure time of 27 minutes, surrounded by a border of low signal-to-noise data. 
This was repeated two or three times for the faintest sources. Observations of faint standard 
stars were taken to calibrate the data.
2.3.2 Data reduction and calibration
For all three runs, the image processing stage in the reduction was performed at the telescope 
by the observers. This consisted of the following steps: (i) a dark frame observed prior to 
the nine-exposure sequence was subtracted from each image; (ii) a normalised flat-field was 
constructed by taking the median of the nine exposures; (iii) each exposure was then divided 
by the flat-field; (iv) an extinction correction was applied; (v) the images were registered and 
finally combined into a mosaic after rejection of known bad pixels.
The standard star observations were reduced in the same manner, and the instrumental 
magnitude (corrected for extinction) calculated. Comparison with the known apparent mag­
nitude then yielded a zero-point. Standards were observed regularly and the zero-points were 
found to vary by £0U05 throughout each photometric night. Colour coefficients are small in 
the infrared and were not determined.
Photom etry was performed on each of the mosaics using the same method as for the 
optical data (§2.2.5), with the exception of the 1992 observations for which Dunlop provided 
calibrated magnitudes. The results are presented in table 2.5 and figures 2.10-2.53. In addition 
to the 36 new observations described here, table 2.5 contains infrared data published by Thuan 
et al. (1984) for sixteen sources, unpublished data from Neugebauer et al. and Katgert et al. for
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a further twenty sources, and data on five other galaxies referenced in the notes to the table.
2.4 Analysis of the multi-colour photometry
The results of the optical and infrared photometry will be discussed in this section, and com ­
pared with both earlier results from the LBDS and with results from other radio surveys. 
Discussion o f redshift-dependent properties will be postponed until chapters 4 & 5, following 
analysis o f the new spectroscopic data.
2.4.1 Notes on individual sources
Before investigating the photometric properties of the sample as a whole, it is necessary to 
make some comments on the optical/infrared/radio observations of individual sources.
53W002  This z =  2.390 radio galaxy has been the subject of much study (see §2.1.2). 
Comparing the optical and infrared colours recorded in Windhorst et al. (1991) with those 
here, shows that they are fully consistent within the errors, although there is some discrepancy 
between the optical magnitudes. This may be explained by noting that Windhorst et al. use 
“total” magnitudes which are brighter than the 4" aperture magnitudes in table 2.5 —  indeed, 
application o f W indhorst’s method to this data produces consistent results. It is important to 
note that the colours o f faint sources are not significantly affected by aperture size so long as 
the aperture is larger than the seeing disk, which it is in all cases here.
53W006  This radio source may not be real. It lies close to 53W007 (not in the complete 
sample) and is not detected at 2-cr in a poor quality VLA map. There is no optical candidate 
in the 600s r-band image.
53 WO 11 This radio source may not be real (due to possible confusion with the grating 
rings), however it does have an optical counterpart and so is retained in the sample.
53 WO 13 This radio source may not be real (due to possible confusion with the grating 
rings), however it does have an optical counterpart and so is retained in the sample.
53W014 Optical ID is at 3.1-cr from the radio position. A  second object, 5" to the NE, at 
3.7-cr, may also be a possible ID.
53W022 New ID compared to Windhorst et al. (1984a). This object looks as if it could be 
physically associated with the brighter old ID in the r-band, but at K  the two objects are very 
similar.
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53W032 z =  0.370 galaxy at the centroid of a double radio source. The Four-shooter images 
reveal extended emission to the NE, reminiscent of a tidal tail. Note also that component A is 
coincident with an r ~  20.3 source, although component B does not have a separate ID.
53W035 This source appeared on two independent mosaics, enabling the accuracy o f the 
photometry to be tested —  the two sets of magnitudes are fully consistent with one another.
53W043  Radio source is 8" away from a very bright star. Even with this star occulted by 
the guide arm, the scattered light obscured the expected position of the ID.
53W054A & 53W054B Originally classified as the lobes of a “classical” double radio source 
(Windhorst et al. 1984b), they are now considered as two objects. Both have solid IDs in the 
optical, and 53W054A is clearly identified in the infrared also.
53W051 K  is a 2-ct detection at the NE end of the elongated source in g. The brighter 
source at 6"  to the W  is also a possible ID, at 2-cr from the radio position.
53W058 Radio source in the arm of a bright spiral galaxy at z =  0.034.
53 W067 This identification is based on spectroscopic results from the Keck telescope (Spin- 
rad, Dey Sz Stern, 1997, private communication). The ID is 4'.'8 (8-<r) from the radio position 
but has [Oil] and Ca H & K lines identified in the spectrum, at a redshift of 0.759. The fainter 
source to the SE, originally proposed as the ID (at 1.2-cr), was found to be an M -type star.
53W069  A 4.5 Gyr-old galaxy at z =  1.432 —  see chapter 5 for further discussion o f this 
source.
53 W089 ID is the fainter of the two objects in the centre of the images. This source appeared 
on two independent mosaics, enabling the accuracy of the photometry to be tested —  the two 
sets of magnitudes are fully consistent with one another.
53W091 A 3.5 Gyr-old galaxy at z =  1.552 —  see chapter 5 for further discussion of this 
source.
2.4.2 General properties of the sample
The apparent magnitude distribution is of cosmological interest because it is closely related 
to the radio source redshift distribution. Broadly speaking, the fainter a source is, the more 
distant it is expected to be. Although complicated by evolutionary effects, in the absence of 







Figure 2 .6  Magnitude distributions for the three optical bands (g , r, i). Shaded histograms 
show the 2-rnJy sample data, open histograms show the full Hercules data. Photographic 
magnitudes have been transformed to the Gunn system using equations [2.8]. The limits of 





F igu re  2 .7  Magnitude distributions for the three infrared bands (J, H , K ) .  Shaded his­
tograms show the 2-mJy sample data, open histograms show the full Hercules data. Arrows 
denote 3-cr upper limits.
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The optical data is shown in figure 2.6 and the infrared data in figure 2.7. In addition 
to the full Hercules distributions, the 2-mJy sample is shown as hatched histograms. The 
first thing that is apparent from these figures is the greater depth of the new observations. 
The limiting magnitudes of the Kron et al. (1985) photographic data correspond to g ~  23.0, 
r ~  22.3 and i ~  21.5. The Four-shooter data extend some four magnitudes fainter in all 
passbands. The infrared /7-band data are similarly about four magnitudes deeper than the 
Thuan et al. (1984) results. The g r iK  data are essential complete, whilst approximately half 
the sources have //-b an d  measurements and only one-third o f the sample has been observed 
in J.
It is clear from figures 2.6 & 2.7 that the number of galaxies per magnitude interval does 
not continue to increase down to the magnitude limit, but rather turns over at r  ~  22. This 
immediately points to evolution of some form in the radio source population —  if the radio 
sources formed an homogeneous class of object present throughout the history of the universe, 
the numbers would continue to increase towards the magnitude limit. This turnover was hinted 
at in the N + magnitude distribution of the whole LBDS (Windhorst et al. 1984a) and is clearly 
confirmed for the Hercules subsample here. Excluding the 1 <  Si.Rm Jy) <  2 sources does not 
significantly change the shape of the magnitude distributions, but it does increase the median 
magnitude —  i.e. the faintest radio sources are not in general the faintest sources at optical/IR  
wavelengths. This would suggest that the faintest radio sources are lower (radio) luminosity 
objects at lower redshift, rather than radio-powerful objects at high redshift. Some caution 
must be applied to this conclusion however, given that these sources are few in number (9) but 
have large weights (£2.5).
In figure 2.8, the LBDS /7-band magnitude distribution is compared with the results 
of three other radio samples with near complete infrared data. The Parkes Selected Regions 
(PSR) data are principally taken from Dunlop et al. (1989b). Only sources in their four-region 
subsample, for which the /7-band data are essentially complete, are used (the 12h and 13h 
regions are poorly covered in the infrared). Further discussion of the PSR sample will be 
found in §3.1 below. The 1-Jansky sample of Allington-Smith (1982) is a complete sample of 
59 radio sources with 1 Jy <  5 „ <  2 Jy at 408 MHz. Lilly et al. (1985) presented infrared 
observations of 53 of these sources, which are plotted in the third panel of figure 2.8. Finally, a 
complete sample of 90 radio galaxies was selected from the 173-source 3CR catalogue of Laing 
et al. (1983). Nearly complete /7-band data was obtained for this 3CR sub-sample (Lilly and 
Longair 1984), which excludes all quasars, and is shown in the last panel o f the figure. For the 
first three samples, both galaxies and quasars are shown. The LBDS panel also includes the 
2-mJy sample for comparison.
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Figure 2 .8  Comparison of the A'-band magnitude distributions for the LBDS Hercules (5„ >  
0.001 Jy at 1.4 GHz), PSR (S„ >  0.1 Jy at 2.7 GHz), 1-Jansky {S„ >  1 Jy at 0.408 GHz) and 
3CR (S„ >  10 Jy at 0.178 GHz) samples. Open histograms are the galaxies and uncertain IDs 
(G, G? or ?), hatched histograms are the quasars (Q or Q?), and the shaded histogram in the 
top panel is the 2-mJy Hercules sample (note that all the LBDS quasars have 5V4 >  2 mJy).
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As first pointed out by Dunlop et al. (1989b), the 1-Jansky radio galaxies are biased 
towards larger K  magnitudes than the (radio) brighter 3CR galaxies. However, a similar shift 
is not seen between the 1-Jansky and PSR sources, a further factor of two fainter in flux. 
Dropping another factor of ~200 in flux, the LBDS galaxies are seen here to have much the 
same distribution as the 1-Jansky and PSR galaxies. The median K  magnitudes for the four 
samples are 15.3 (3CR), 16.5 (1-Jy), 16.5 (PSR) and 16.8 (LBDS). To the extent that the K  
magnitude of a powerful radio galaxy is a good estimator of its redshift, this result implies 
that although the 1-Jansky galaxies are consistent with being high-redshift counterparts of the 
3CR galaxies, these same sources are not seen at even higher redshifts in the fainter samples. 
(Note that a median spectral index of a =  0.8 was used to bring the flux limits of the samples 
to a common frequency for this comparison.)
Although the number of sources is small, the same effect is not seen in the quasar 
distributions. The median K  magnitude of quasars in the fainter three samples increases with 
decreasing flux limit: 16.1 (1-Jy), 16.3 (PSR) and 16.8 (LBDS). This may suggest that the 
quasar population is not changing as rapidly as the radio galaxy population. It must be noted, 
however, that the decrease in restframe optical/infrared flux between the 1-Jansky and LBDS 
quasars (a factor of ~2 ) is certainly not comparable to the drop in radio flux (a factor of ~400) 
—  i.e. if the K  magnitude is a fair redshift estimator, the LBDS quasars must be less luminous 
in the radio than the 1-Jansky quasars.
Figure 2.9 presents colour-magnitude diagrams for the Hercules sample. To compare 
these results with those of Kron et al. (1985), note that the colours are related by (g — r) ~  
(J + — F + ) — 0.5 and (r  — i) ~  (F + — N + ) — 0.4 (from equations 2.8). It can be seen that the 
colours of the new identifications are comparable to those of the photographic identifications 
at r  á  22. There is some bias towards bluer g — r  (and to a lesser extent, r — i) colours at the 
fainter magnitudes —  perhaps a continuation of the faint blue radio galaxy population that 
Kron et al. (1985) found.
The sources classified as quasars (Q & Q?) tend to have bluer optical colours on average 
than the galaxies, as one would expect from the dominance of the AGN at U Y/optical wave­
lengths in such sources. (Recall that the classification was based on morphology, not colour.) 
The “galaxy” class includes objects of unknown identity (?), which dominate at the faintest 
magnitudes. Figures 2.9(a), (b) & (f) suggest that the bluest of these objects may in fact 
be quasars. Figure 6 o f Dunlop et al. (1989b) shows that essentially all PSR sources with 
K  Z 15 and R -  K  < 3 are quasars. Comparing that figure with figure 2.9(f) here, shows that 
the same cannot be said for the LBDS —  only one of these faint blue objects is o f uncertain 
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Figure 2 .9  Colour-magnitude diagrams for the LBDS Hercules sample. Solid circles denote 
galaxies (G, G? or ? types) in the 2-mJy sample. Open circles denote galaxies with 1 <  .S’ 1 .4  <  
2 mJy. Triangles denote quasars (Q or Q?), all o f which have S i.4 >  2 mJy.
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(53W034, 53W067) or G? (53W027). The LBDS quasars have a much broader range of colours 
than those in the PSR, perhaps a consequence of their weaker AGN.
Figures 2.9(c), (d) & (e) suggest that there is a much smaller dispersion in the i—J, J —H  
and H  — K  colours of the sources, compared with the other colours. This is possibly due to the 
very incomplete J & H  infrared data on sources fainter than r Z 21 or K  Z 17. Nevertheless, 
this may also suggest that the radio galaxies form quite an homogenous population. The small 
scatter may reflect an expectation that the IR emission is due to stellar light rather than the 
AGN which tends to dominate at the bluer wavelengths.
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2.5 Tables, images and finding charts
The data tables and images are grouped together in this final section for convenience. Ta­
ble 2.4 summarises the radio data on the Hercules sample, principally taken from Windhorst 
et al. (1984b), Windhorst (1984), Oort et al. (1987) and Oort (1988). A full discussion o f the 
columns was given in section 2.1.4.
Table 2.5 presents the optical/infrared data. The co-ordinates are of the optical identi­
fications that are either presented here for the first time or are from Windhorst et al. (1984a). 
The redshifts (z) are taken from the literature, previously unpublished results and the new 
spectroscopy to be presented in chapter 3. The references are as follows: [a] Kron et al. (1985); 
[b] Windhorst et al. (1991); [c] Dunlop et al. (1996); [d] Dey (1997) & Dunlop (1999); [e] W ind­
horst et al. (1994); [f] Butcher (1982, priv. comm.); [g] Hall et al. (1996); [h] Spinrad (1997, 
priv. com m.); [i] Chapter 3 here; [j] Windhorst (1998, priv. comm.).
The object classification ( “Type” ) is based on the optical/infrared appearance, and 
spectral features when available. The sources are divided into “galaxies” and “quasars” where: 
G (G ?) is a clearly (most likely) extended source; Q (Q?) is a (most likely) stellar object; and 
sources denoted as ? are too faint to classify. The optical (gri) and infrared (J H K ) magnitudes 
have been assembled from the results of this chapter, published results from the literature 
and unpublished results from Windhorst and collaborators. Photographic data from Kron 
et al. (1985) have been transformed to the Gunn system using equations [2.8]. Magnitudes 
have been measured in apertures of 4", 7'.'5 or 15", depending on the extent o f the source. 
One-sigma errors are given. Footnotes to the table provide references to the sources o f the 
photometry data.
The optical and infrared images for the sources observed during the course of this thesis 
are presented in figures 2.10-2.53. Each of these figures consists of a finding chart followed by 
the individual images of the source. The finding charts are generally r-band images (a few are 
g or i) o f a single Four-shooter chip ~4f5x4f5  square. This is followed by the g , r and i images 
(top row, left to right), and finally the J, H  and K  images (bottom  row, left to right). These 
images are all 30" on a side; some have been smoothed by a 1" (FW HM) gaussian. All figures 
are orientated with North to the top, East to the left.
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T ab le  2 .4 LBDS Hercules Complete Sample Radio Data
Name RA (1950) 
Dec (1950)









53W002 17 12 59.76 50.1 126.1 1.10 R O.S 90 1.00
50 18 51.7 (4.3) (7.0) (0 .12) (0 .2)
53W004 17 13 21.46 54.5 64.5 0.20 u <  1.4 78 1.00
50 13 46.1 (4.2) (3.6) (0 .11) -
53W005 17 13 22.25 7.6 19.0 1.09 E 11.9 56 1.06
50 31 43.2 (1.3) (1.9) (0.23) -
53W 0061’2 17 13 39.12 2.4 <  3.0 <  0.27 U <  9.8 139 2.42
50 9 8.2 (0.5) - - -
53W008 17 13 47.95 306.6 597.2 0.79 R 1.9 58 1.00
49 57 36.4 (26.9) (31.0) (0.12) (0.5)
53W 0091 17 13 48.89 92.7 128.1 0.38 R 20.0 36 1.00
50 24 49.2 (6.7) (7.0) (0.11) (2.1)
53W 0101 17 13 50.30 8.1 15.1 0.73 R 11.0 100 1.07
50 13 36.8 (0 .8) (1.2) (0.16) (4.5)
53W 0111,3 17 13 50.44 3.5 < 2.8 <  0.28 U < 8.8 0 1.64
49 59 4.3 (0.7) - - -
53W012 17 13 53.51 47.6 67.3 0.41 E 20.0 49 1.00
50 3 43.5 (3.8) (3.6) (0.11) -
53W 0131’3 17 13 58.55 3.7 < 2.7 < -0 .3 9 U < 10.5 125 1.70
49 57 12.7 (0.8) - - -
53W014 17 14 2.38 5.3 < 2.7 < -0 .8 1 E 2.9 169 1.21
50 3 48.0 (0.7) - - -
53W 0151 17 14 8.58 184.6 355.1 0.78 R 16.1 126 1.00
50 16 29.7 (11.8) (18.6) (0 .10) (1.6)
53W019 17 14 32.66 6.8 12.5 0.72 E 3.2 139 1.17
50 33 21.7 (0.9) (1.4) (0 .20) -
53W020 17 14 34.25 6.7 16.6 1.07 R 4.0 45 1.00
50 28 15.1 (0 .6) (1.4) (0.14) (0.5)
53W021 17 14 50.26 4.7 11.6 1.07 E 12.9 25 1.18
50 23 54.9 (0.4) (1.0) (0.14) -
53W022* ’1 17 14 54.81 11.8 16.9 0.43 E 21.8 67 1.26
50 27 31.1 ( 1.0) (1.4) (0.14) -
53W 0231 17 14 54.89 109.9 229.1 0.87 R 9.3 65 1.00
50 8 47.1 (6.3) (11.7) (0.09) (1.0)
53W024 17 14 55.47 10.3 16.4 0.55 U <  1.4 11 1.00
50 0 1.8 (0 .8) (1.0) (0.12) -
53W 0251’3 17 15 7.93 1.1 < 2.7 <  1.03 U < 8.7 0 10.68
50 20 10.0 (0.2) - - -
Imaging in Hercules
T ab le  2 .4 continued
Name RA (1950) 
Dec (1950)









53W026 17 15 12.23 21.1 39.2 0.74 R 3.5 138 1.00
49 50 24.6 (2.0) (2.1) (0.13) (4.0)
53W 027*'1 17 15 12.36 8.3 16.2 0.80 E 26.8 127 2.35
50 27 6.4 (1.1) (1.8) (0 .20) -
53W029 17 15 14.65 22.2 18.3 -0 .2 3 u <  1.4 0 1.00
50 23 33.8 (1.3) (1.2) (0.10) -
53W030 17 15 27.91 1.4 <  2.3 <  0.60 u <  1.0 0 3.63
50 12 51.0 (0.2) - - -
53W031 17 15 30.63 116.5 210.2 0.70 R 4.1 111 1.00
49 59 54.9 (6.9) (10.6) (0.09) (0.5)
53W032* 3 17 15 30.93 10.5 20.5 0.80 E 22.4 155 1.23
49 52 2.0 (2.1) (1.6) (0.26) -
53W 034*’1 17 15 38.65 10.9 25.3 1.00 E 40.2 38 1.88
50 3 49.1 (1.4) (1.8) (0.17) -
53W035 17 15 41.09 4.4 3.0 -0 .4 4 U < 1.3 133 1.46
50 21 49.3 (0.4) (0 .6) (0.27) -
53W 0361 17 15 42.28 3.2 9.0 1.24 U <  6.5 0 1.29
50 32 12.4 (0.3) (0.9) (0.18) -
53W037 17 15 45.09 6.6 16.3 1.07 E 3.6 66 1.00
50 22 25.7 (0.4) (1.2) (0.12) -
53W039 17 15 47.66 3.4 6.8 0.82 U < 11.4 2 1.57
50 28 38.3 (0.4) (1.0) (0 .22) -
53W041 17 16 3.19 9.4 19.8 0.88 U < 1.4 151 1.01
49 52 26.5 (0.9) (1.1) (0.14) -
53W042 17 16 8.08 6.6 16.1 1.07 R 1.3 0 1.26
49 51 33.9 (0.8) (1.0) (0.17) (0.5)
53W043 17 16 15.09 2.7 9.6 1.52 E 2.7 0 1.65
50 22 0.2 (0.3) (0.9) (0.17) -
53W044 17 16 21.55 1.8 3.8 0.92 R 2.0 0 3.47
50 6 11.5 (0.3) (0.5) (0.23) (0.5)
53W045 17 16 26.72 1.5 <  2.4 <  0.58 U < 1.0 17 5.32
50 18 50.5 (0.3) - - -
53W046 17 16 38.16 63.1 112.6 0.69 R 3.2 143 1.03
50 10 57.1 (3.2) (5.7) (0.09) (0.5)
53W047 17 16 53.49 23.9 42.0 0.67 R 1.4 94 1.00
50 25 49.2 (1.6) (2.3) (0.10) (0.5)
53W048 17 16 56.84 11.5 22.6 0.81 R 1.3 90 1.00
50 27 5.5 (1.1) (1.7) (0.14) (0.5)
T able  2 .4 continued
Name RA (1950) 
Dec (1950)









53W049 17 16 57.36 95.1 188.9 0.81 E 30.9 78 1.00
50 36 18.2 (8 .0) (10.2) (0 .12) -
53W 0511 17 17 14.23 141.6 294.3 0.87 R 19.6 30 1.00
49 51 35.6 (8.3) (14.8) (0.09) (1.6)
53W052 17 17 18.70 8.6 16.1 0.74 R 2.2 9 1.03
50 1 55.8 (0.6) (1.0) (0 .10) (0.5)
53W 054A1’“ 17 17 31.05 3.9 2.8 -0 .3 9 U < 12.5 50 1.57
49 48 51.5 (0.6) (0.4) (0.24) -
53W 054B1,4 17 17 33.82 3.0 2.1 -0 .4 2 U < 12.5 50 1.73
49 49 14.1 (0.4) (0.3) (0.25) -
53W057 17 17 51.28 2.9 < 2.2 < -0 .3 6 R 1.0 122 3.33
49 48 45.5 (0.6) - - (0.5)
53W 0581 17 18 3.63 1.4 <  2.2 <  0.52 U <  11.3 45 6.68
50 0 47.4 (0.3) - - -
53W059 17 18 5.10 18.7 40.0 0.90 U < 3.0 97 1.00
50 3 18.7 ( 1.0) (2.1) (0.09) -
53W060 17 18 8.27 9.7 21.1 0.93 U < 1.4 66 1.02
49 31 43.8 (1.4) (1.3) (0.19) -
53W 0611 17 18 11.26 2.6 < 2.3 < -0 .1 5 R 12.3 72 2.35
49 46 58.7 (0.4) - - (5.4)
53W062 17 18 16.56 1.7 < 2.2 <  0.28 U < 1.4 0 6.46
50 2 5.1 (0.3) - - -
53W065 17 18 24.64 5.3 14.5 1.21 u < 1.4 0 1.00
50 0 37.4 (0.4) (0.9) (0.11) -
53W066 17 18 27.66 4.1 8.8 0.91 u <  1.4 0 1.12
50 4 2.3 (0.3) (0.7) (0.13) -
53W067 17 18 36.79 23.2 45.8 0.81 E 12.6 101 1.00
50 13 52.6 (1.4) (2.5) (0.10) -
53W068 17 18 43.28 3.9 5.1 0.33 U <  1.0 31 1.26
49 39 6.2 (0.5) (0.6) (0.20) -
53W069 17 18 46.45 3.7 7.8 0.87 R 1.6 0 1.18
49 47 47.6 (0.3) (0.9) (0.17) (0.5)
53W070 17 18 51.12 2.6 < 2.5 < -0 .0 4 U < 1.4 107 1.96
50 8 57.9 (0.3) - - -
53W071 17 18 56.81 2.8 9.3 1.43 U <  1.4 132 1.89
50 20 12.9 (0.6) (0.9) (0.26) -
53W072 17 19 15.30 6.6 7.6 0.17 U <  1.4 25 1.13
50 25 32.1 (1.3) (1.0) (0.29) -
Imaging in Hercules
T a b le  2 .4 continued
Name RA (1950) 
Dec (1950)









53W075 17 19 26.36 96.1 185.3 0.78 U <  1.2 0 1.00
49 46 42.6 (6.0) (9.6) (0.10) -
53W 0761 17 19 39.88 1.4 < 3.0 <  0.89 R 1.0 0 3.99
49 42 53.7 (0.3) - - (0.5)
53W 0771 17 19 44.40 7.8 16.1 0.87 R 16.8 82 1.54
49 51 23.7 (0.8) (1.6) (0.17) (4.2)
53W078 17 20 3.10 2.0 <  3.1 <  0.53 R 0.7 0 3.38
50 6 26.2 (0.4) - - (0.5)
53W079 17 20 8.02 13.3 13.9 0.05 U < 1.4 39 1.00
50 13 22.0 (1.0) (1.3) (0.14) -
53W080 17 20 22.08 27.6 54.2 0.80 E 10.4 35 1.00
49 58 26.8 (1.8) (3.0) (0.10) (0.5)
53W081 17 20 22.56 12.2 24.7 0.84 U <  1.4 0 1.00
50 0 47.6 (0.8) (1.6) (0.11) -
53W082 17 20 22.85 2.0 6.5 1.41 U < 1.4 0 2.28
50 11 17.3 (0.4) (1.0) (0.29) -
53W083 17 20 33.89 5.0 9.0 0.70 U < 1.4 0 1.00
50 5 28.9 (0.5) (1.1) (0.19) -
53W085 17 20 37.05 4.3 12.8 1.29 U <  1.4 0 1.04
49 57 23.1 (0.4) (1.1) (0.16) -
53W086 17 20 42.21 4.9 6.7 0.35 R 1.3 124 1.52
49 56 22.7 (0.7) (1.1) (0.26) (0.5)
53W087 17 20 44.29 5.8 15.8 1.18 E 2.9 106 1.02
50 11 31.8 (0.8) (1.6) (0 .20) -
53W088 17 20 44.22 14.9 13.7 - 0.10 U < 1.4 22 1.00
50 14 41.6 (1.4) (1.2) (0.15) -
53W089 17 20 46.26 2.5 7.3 1.29 E 3.2 178 2.12
50 9 41.1 (0.5) (1.1) (0.30) -
53W 0901 17 21 8.53 2.1 <  4.1 <  0.83 U <  9.3 0 2.50
49 59 30.8 (0.4) - - -
53W091 17 21 17.81 22.1 66.0 1.30 E 4.0 0 1.00
50 8 47.4 (2.0) (3.9) (0.13) -
[*] Source has multiple radio components. [1] W SRT data only —• all other sources have VLA 
positions and morphologies (Oort et al. 1987; Oort 1988). [2] Source not detected by VLA  —  
probably not real. [3] Source may not be real (possible grating ring confusion), but it does have 
an optical counterpart. [4] These sources (53W054A & 53W054B) were originally considered 
to be a single two-component source (53W054*), but are now believed to be distinct objects.
Chapter 2
T ab le  2.5 LBDS Hercules Complete Sample Optical Data












53W002 17 12 59.71 2.3900 23.42 23.26 23.13 20.718 20.048 18.S78
50 18 51.2 G (0.12) (0.09) (0.10) (0.16) (0.17) (0.12)
53W004 L7 13 21.42 - 24.38 24.05 23.25 - 19.782 19.273
50 13 45.2 G (0.22) (0.16) (0.11) - (0.16) (0.27)
53W005 17 13 22.37 0.95J 23.341 23.021 21.731 - - 16.974
50 31 42.8 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0.25)
53W006 - - - - - - - - - -
53W008 17 13 47.98 0.733/ 20.61 20.31 20.02 17.684 - 16.574
49 57 36.0 Q (0.06) (0.04) (0.05) (0.28) - (0.21)
53W009 17 13 48.90 1.090° 17.571 17.721 18.301 16.424 16.124 15.154
50 24 48.6 Q (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.10) (0.11) (0.11)
53W010 17 13 50.17 0.48J 21.081 19.35 19.331 17.104 16.384 15.474
50 13 37.4 G (0.30) (0.05) (0.30) (0.14) (0.15) (0.07)
53W011 17 13 50.21 - 21.45 20.61 20.29 18.276 17.54e 17.10e
49 59 3.3 G (0.06) (0.04) (0.05) (0.15) (0.12) (0.15)
53W012 17 13 53.47 1.328* 23.97 23.98 23.41 - 20.752 19.25 9
50 3 43.0 G (0.11) (0 .11) (0 .10) - (0.39) (0.40)
53W013 17 13 58.44 - 24.79 24.77 25.12 - >21.052 20.373
49 57 13.8 G (0.18) (0.19) (0.33) - - (0.51)
53W014 17 14 2.17 - 23.55 23.16 22.83 - - 18.463
50 3 46.5 Q (0.08) (0.06) (0.07) - - (0.16)
53W015 17 14 8.62 1.129J' 19.411 18.911 19.371 - - 16.18e
50 16 29.5 Q (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0.16)
53W019 17 14 32.64 0.542* 22.401 21.22 20.911 - - 16.57e
50 33 21.0 Q? (0.30) (0.06) (0.30) - - (0.25)
53W020 17 14 34.19 0 .100° 17.731 16.86 17.011 15.364 14.604 14.214
50 28 14.3 G (0.30) (0.05) (0.30) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06)




50 23 55.6 G - (0.32) (0.30) - (0.45) (0.15)
53W022 17 14 54.54 0.528* 21.841 21.32 20.641 - - 16.789
50 27 30.4 G (0.30) (0.06) (0.30) - - (0.06)
53W023 17 14 54.99 0.57J 22.121 21.001 to o Ö 00 17.28 6 16.71e 15.85e
50 8 46.5 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.17) (0.14) (0.08)
53W024 17 14 55.46 1.961® 20.651 21.011 20.641 - - 16.77e
50 0 1.7 Q (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0.32)
53W025 17 15 7.87 - 23.101 22.901 21.741 - - 18.09e
50 20 11.3 ? (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0.60)
Imaging in Hercules
T ab le  2.5 continued
Name RA  (1950) z g r i J H  K
Dec (1950) Type A  g A  r A i  A  J A  H  A K
53W026 17 15 12.12 0.55* 22.231 21.441 20.701 - - 16.394
49 50 24.0 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0 .21)
53W027 17 15 12.07 0.403* 22.561 22.63 21.661 - - 19.743
50 27 5.4 G? (0.30) (0.09) (0.30) - - (0.38)
53W029 17 15 14.63 - 23.061 22.061 22.091 - - 16.86®
50 23 33.7 Q (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0.32)
53W030 17 15 27.88 0.35J 21.071 20.041 19.611 16.74® 16.06® 15.54®
50 12 50.8 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.16) (0 .11) (0 .11)
53W031 17 15 30.69 0.628° 22.211 21.091 19.951 17.28® 16.46® 15.849
49 59 54.1 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.08) (0.07) (0.04)
53W032 17 15 31.09 0.37^ 19.51 18.48 18.17 16.60® 15.87® 15.21®
49 51 57.4 G (0.07) (0.07) (0.04) (0.12) (0 .10) (0.14)
53W034 17 15 38.94 0.281* 22.381 22.181 IO to GO - - 19.50®
50 3 44.3 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0.25)
53W035 17 15 41.08 - 23.74 23.66 23.39 - 20.032 19.043
50 21 48.6 ? (0.10) (0.09) (0.13) - (0 .20) (0.25)
53W036 17 15 42.38 - 21.691 21.861 21.761 - - 19.059
50 32 13.1 Q? (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0 .20)
53W037 - - - - - - - - - > 20 .742
53W039 17 15 47.26 0.402° 20.94 19.26 18.75 16.54® 15.71® 15.019
50 28 38.2 G (0.09) (0.05) (0.03) (0.11) (0.10) (0.06)
53W041 17 16 3.02 - 26.31 25.07 26.26 - - > 20 .782
49 52 25.8 ? (0.43) (0.23) (0.91) - - -
53W042 17 16 8.03 - 24.80 25.68 25.11 - - >20.812
49 51 30.7 ? (0.17) (0.47) (0.37) - - -
53W043 - - - - - - - - - -
53W044 17 16 21.53 0.311e 19.931 18.991 18.571 16.405 15.28® 14.63®
50 6 11.5 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.19) (0.07) (0.08)
53W045 17 16 26.76 0.30j 20.49 19.29 18.79 16.63® 15.92® 15.08®
50 18 49.3 G (0.06) (0.03) (0.03) (0 .12) (0 .11) (0.11)
53W046 17 16 38.26 0.528e 21.391 20.341 19.691 17.275 16.46® 15.94®
50 10 57.5 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0 .10) (0.08) (0 .12)
53W047 17 16 53.49 0.534-7 21.871 20.731 20.241 17.31® 16.56® 15.76®
50 25 49.5 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.12) (0 .10) (0 .12)
53W048 17 16 56.85 0.676* 22.381 21.011 20.161 17.56® 16.55® 15.68®
50 27 5.8 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0 .12) (0.07) (0.06)
Chapter 2
T ab le  2.5 continued
Name RA (1950) z g r i J H  K
Dec (1950) Type A g A r  A  i A  J A H  A K
53W049 17 16 57.39 0.23J 21.86 20.70 19.99 17.85 6 16.75® 16.15®
50 36 17.1 G (0.09) (0.03) (0.03) (0.15) (0.12) (0.15)
53W051 17 17 14.32 - 24.55 22.84 21.87 - - 17.233
49 51 33.3 G? (0 .11) (0.05) (0.04) - - (0.07)
53W052 17 17 18.66 0.46J 22.371 21.201 20.631 - 17.854 16.904
50 1 53.7 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - (0.32) (0.16)
53W054A 17 17 31.25 - 24.52 23.93 23.30 - 19.522 18.343
49 48 50.3 G (0.26) (0.16) (0.13) - (0.14) (0.13)
53W054B 17 17 34.05 - 24.26 24.04 23.59 - 20.792 >19.77®
49 49 16.2 ? (0.18) (0.15) (0.17) - (0.34) -
53W057 17 17 51.12 - 24.75 25.29 26.14 - >21.902 21.222
48 48 44.8 G (0.15) (0 .21) (0.59) - - (0.51)
53W058 17 18 3.22 0.034“ 15.92 15.42 15.05 - - 11.922
50 0 40.6 G (0.09) (0.05) (0.04) - - (0 .01)
53W059 17 18 4.96 - 24.53 24.59 23.92 - 20.09 2 19.20®
50 3 19.8 G? (0.17) (0.18) (0.18) - (0.20) (0.19)
53W060 17 18 8.50 - 26.52 25.52 25.76 - - > 20 .772
49 31 45.0 G (0.53) (0.26) (0.45) - - -
53W061 17 18 11.29 - 21.951 21.261 20.811 - - 17.394
49 46 58.6 Q? (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0.26)
53W062 17 18 16.51 0.61J 22.54 21.25 20.54 - 17.13® 17.094
50 2 4.8 G (0.11) (0.06) (0.05) - (0.20) (0.25)
53W065 17 18 24.31 1.185* 23.26 22.92 22.52 - - 18.802
50 0 37.4 G (0.08) (0.06) (0.05) - - (0 .21)
53W066 17 18 27.64 - 24.59 24.60 24.60 - 21.342 >19.28®
50 4 0.9 G? (0.18) (0 .20) (0.32) - (0.32) -
53W067 17 18 36.72 0.759-7 24.06 21.76 21.70 - 18.382 18.959
50 13 52.8 G (0.13) (0.07) (0.05) - (0.06) (0 .20)
53W068 17 18 43.22 (0.048) 22.66 22.54 22.65 - - 19.36®
49 39 6.0 ? (0.08) (0.05) (0.05) - - (0.28)
53W069 17 18 46.48 1.432d 26.49 25.04 24.35 20.252 19.752 18.53®
49 47 47.5 G (0.60) (0.22) (0.14) (0.14) (0.18) (0 .11)
53W070 17 18 51.01 - 24.55 22.34 21.81 - - 16.89®
50 8 57.9 G (0 .20) (0 .10) (0.05) - - (0.07)
53W071 17 18 56.89 0.287“ 21.461 21.091 20.941 - 18.83® -
50 20 13.2 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - (0.26) -
53W072 17 19 15.28 0.019“ 15.711 15.271 15.041 - - -
50 25 32.5 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - -
Imaging in Hercules
T a b le  2.5 continued
















53W075 17 19 26.29 2.150“ 22.16 21.35 20.73 18.144 16.744
49 46 42.3 Q (0.08) (0.05) (0.04) - (0.37) (0.23)
53W076 17 19 39.75 0.390“ 20.851 19.471 19.031 16.774 16.134 15.564
49 42 55.4 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.11) (0 .11) (0.10)
53W077 17 19 45.53 0.80J 22.921 21.471 20.681 - 17.86® -
49 51 26.6 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - (0.20) -
53W078 17 20 3.12 0.27-7 20.001 19.181 18.591 16.254 15.554 14.914
50 6 26.3 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.09) (0 .11) (0.06)
53W079 17 20 8.07 0.548“ 21.79 20.23 19.67 17.56® 16.67® 15.86®
50 13 20.9 G (0.07) (0.04) (0.03) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09)
54W080 17 20 22.05 0.546“ 18.29 18.41 18.09 16.724 15.844 15.024
49 58 26.2 G (0 .12) (0 .10) (0.04) (0.06) (0.10) (0.09)
53W081 17 20 22.53 2.060'1 24.84 24.64 24.57 - - 18.913
50 0 46.7 ? (0 .20) (0.23) (0.29) - - (0 .21)
53W082 17 20 22.77 ÎAOO'1 26.92 25.79 25.43 - 21.732 21.362
50 11 17.0 G (0.60) (0.38) (0.31) - (0.34) (0 .68)
53W083 17 20 33.81 0.628¿ 22.601 22.201 21.011 - - 17.343
50 5 28.9 G (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) - - (0 .10)
53W085 17 20 37.05 1.35-7 22.57 22.59 22.24 18.40® - 16.874
49 57 22.3 Q (0 .11) (0.11) (0.05) (0.32) - (0.16)
53W086 17 20 42.14 0.40-' 23.91 22.36 21.25 - 17.294 16.414
49 56 21.9 G (0.13) (0 .11) (0.04) - (0.21) (0 .10)
53W087 - - - - - - - - - >  19.27 3
53W088 17 20 44.25 1.773/i 24.46 24.30 24.03 - _ 19.S33
50 14 40.5 G? (0 .12) (0.13) (0.13) - - (0.29)
53W089 17 20 46.11 0.635* 25.09 24.70 24.41 - - >19.213
50 9 39.6 ? (0.21) (0.19) (0.33) - - -
53W090 17 21 8.68 0.094“ 17.68 17.13 16.61 - - 13.842
49 59 29.0 G (0.12) (0.11) (0.04) - - (0.02)
53W091 17 21 17.79 1.552e 25.99 25.88 24.37 20.57 19.5 7 18.673
50 8 47.0 G (0.49) (0.48) (0.19) (0 .1) (0 .1) (0.13)
[1] Transformed from J+ F + N + data using equations [2.8]. [2] IRCAM3 June 1997. [3] IR- 
C A M 1 May 1993. [4] Thuan et al. (1984). [5] Windhorst et al. (1994). [6] Neugebauer et 
al., Katgert et al., unpublished results. [7] Spinrad et al. (1997). [8] See chapter 6 here. [9] 
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Spectroscopy in the 
PSR and LBDS samples
The results o f four observing runs to measure redshifts for sources in the Parkes Selected 
Regions and in the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey are reported. In the PSR, fifteen new redshifts 
have been determined, bringing the redshift content of this sample to 54%. Redshifts have also 
been measured for twelve sources in the LBDS, bringing the total to 67% o f the sample. A 
comparison o f the spectra shows that the LBDS sources are, in general, less active at rest-frame 
U V /optical wavelengths than the PSR sources.
3.1 Parkes Selected Regions
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the cosmological evolution of galaxies, with particular 
emphasis on the luminosity function of radio sources. In order to do so, one needs to know 
the redshifts of the sources being investigated. This chapter will present the latest results 
o f ongoing programmes to measure redshifts for sources in two radio surveys. This section 
describes observations of 38 sources in the Parkes Selected Regions (hereafter “PSR” ) and 
presents an update of the status of the sample. In the second half of the chapter (§§3.2 & 3.3) 
spectroscopic results from the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey ( “LBDS” ) are reported.
3.1.1 Introduction
The Parkes Selected Regions is a complete sample of radio sources with Su >  0.1 Jy at 2.7 GHz. 
Wall et al. (1971) found 188 sources with the Parkes 64 m telescope (HPBW  of 8 arcmin), in 
six regions of the sky covering a total area of 0.075 sr (each region being 6?5x6?5). The co­
ordinates of the field centres are given in table 3.1. Further observations were made at 1.5 GHz 
& 4.9 GHz with the VLA in A configuration (Downes et al. 1986). W ith a HPBW  of 0'.'5 (at 
4.9 GHz), these data provided accurate radio positions and morphologies for 178 of the sources, 
after rejecting ten sources from the sample because of confusion. Half the sources were also 
observed in C configuration (1.5 GHz & 4.9 GHz) in order to obtain reliable flux densities and 
to find large-scale emission. Optical counterparts were found for 100 sources on the Palomar 
Observatory Sky Survey and UK Schmidt plates, and 40 redshifts were measured.
A radio survey is most useful when the radio sources have been completely identified 
with optical/infrared counterparts. The optical identification programme o f the PSR was 
essentially completed by Dunlop et al. (1989b), who used deep CCD images in B  and R  
to identify a further 70 sources below the photographic plate limits. Only 8 sources remain 
unidentified following that work. Infrared I<-band photometry was obtained for the majority of 
sources in four of the regions, with a limited number of observations in the remaining two (12h 
and 13h). Spectroscopic observations increased the number o f redshifts to 82, corresponding 
to 46% of the sample (Dunlop et al. 1989b; Allington-Smith et al. 1991). The status of the 
sample as o f 1989 is given in table 3.1.
The PSR was used for two studies in particular. First, the colour evolution o f a sub­
sample o f the PSR was investigated by Dunlop et al. (1989a). Only those sources classified as 
galaxies (G & G?) in the four fields with nearly complete AT-band photometry (0h, l h, 2h and 
22h) were selected to be in the sub-sample. This provided a “complete” sample in S2.7, B , R  
and K  at the expense of there being very few sources with measured redshifts. The redshifts
------------------------------------------------------------------ Chapter 3 -----------------------------------------------------------------
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T a b le  3.1 Summary o f the Parkes Selected Regions sample 
from Dunlop et al. (1989b).










00 04 51 00 32 26 25 11 22
00 52 55 00 31 29 27 16 25
02 32 31 00 25 31 29 17 24
12 04 50 -0 0  31 25 24 10 11
13 40 48 -0 0  29 30 29 12 14
22 03 26 -1 8  50 37 36 16 32
Total: 178 170 82 128
(96%) (46%) (72% )1
[1] For the four-region subsample (0h, l h, 2h and 22h fields), 
84% had K  photometry.
of these objects were therefore estimated from their K  magnitudes using the empirical K - z  
relation (equation [1.10]) of Lilly et al. (1985). This estimation method was introduced in 
section 1.4 and will be discussed further in the next chapter (§4.1). Although the K - z  relation 
is poorly known at high redshift, it is well-defined for z ^ 1.7. The main conclusions o f Dunlop 
et al. (1989a) were not affected by the uncertainty at high-2, as they were based on the colours 
of galaxies at z 2. .
These conclusions were based on an updated version of the spectral evolution models 
of Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange (1987) and were as follows: (i) All radio galaxies had 
evidence in B  — R  for more activity than an old, passively-evolving burst model, (ii) The 
reddest R  — K  colours could only be modelled by a galaxy that formed ~  18 Gyr ago, placing 
limits on the Hubble constant (Hq S 50 km s-1  M pc-1  for Do =  0) and the redshift o f galaxy 
formation (z/ — 20). (iii) The B  — R  and R  — K  colours could only be fit simultaneously 
by a two component model —  an old stellar population plus a small fraction o f recent star 
formation, (iv) The dispersion in the optical/infrared colours suggested that either the galaxies 
formed over a range of redshifts (zf  ~  2- 20), or that they had different star-formation histories. 
Similar conclusions had been drawn from sources in the 3CR and 1-Jansky surveys, but the 
Dunlop et al. (1989a) investigation went 10-100 times fainter in radio flux.
The second study that made use of the PSR sample was the analysis of the radio 
luminosity function by Dunlop and Peacock (1990). This was introduced in chapter 1 and will 
be fully discussed in §4.1 below. Briefly, they constructed models o f the luminosity function
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that were well-constrained where there were good data and then extrapolated them into those 
regions of the luminosity-redshift plane which lacked complete optical identifications or reclshift 
information. Approximately half o f the PSR sample had known redshifts and for the other 
sources the redshift had to be estimated. Once again this was done using Lilly’s K - z  relation 
(equation [1.10]), and in some cases the K  magnitude itself had to be estimated from the B  
and R  magnitudes.
The major result of Dunlop and Peacock (1990) was the discovery that both the steep- 
spectrum (a >  0.5) and flat-spectrum sources showed a decline in comoving density at high 
redshift (z Z 2). However, this result depended critically on the accuracy of the redshift 
estimation and, as already noted, the K - z  relation is poorly defined at z Z 1.7. If the estimates 
were too small and more of the sources were at high redshift than predicted, this could remove 
the necessity of a “cut-off” in the radio luminosity function. It was thus of interest to test 
the accuracy of the redshift estimates by measuring spectroscopic redshifts for as many o f the 
high-z candidates as possible. In the remainder of this section, the results of a programme to 
do this are reported. Section 3.1.2 describes the observations and data reduction methods, and 
the results follow in §3.1.3. A discussion of the implications o f the new results for the redshift 
cut-off are postponed until the next chapter (§4.2), following a detailed presentation of the 
model luminosity functions.
3.1.2 Observations and data reduction
The observations of 38 PSR sources were made over 8 nights (of which two were lost to bad 
weather) at the 3.9-m Anglo-Australian Telescope during two observing runs in April 1993 
and July 1994, by J. S. Dunlop and S. Rawlings respectively. The instruments used were the 
Faint Object Red Spectrograph (FORS) in combination with the RGO Spectrograph (RGOS). 
After passing through the slit and dekker arrangement, the light beam is split at 5400 A by 
a dichroic mirror with the red light being directed into FORS and the blue light continuing 
through RGOS. The FORS detector is a GEC CCD which is particularly sensitive to red 
wavelengths. The dispersion of the spectrograph is 10 A pixel- 1 , with a fixed wavelength 
coverage of 5200—>10900 A. The RGOS used with the Tek CCD (which is more sensitive to blue 
light than the GEC chip) and the 250B low dispersion grating, has a dispersion o f 3.6 A pixel-1 
and a wavelength coverage of 3100-t6800 A. The two instruments together thus give a wide 
wavelength range o f 3100-)-10900 A with a low resolution, ideally suited for detecting faint 
emission line spectra.
The telescope was pointed at each target using the “blind offsetting” technique, as most 
o f the sources were too faint to see directly. The relative position o f a star near to the source
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1') was measured on the CCD, or a digital scan of the photographic plate, to sub-arcsecond 
accuracy. This star was centered in the spectrograph slit and a short exposure taken. The 
telescope was then offset to the source’s position using the known separation o f the star and 
source. This not only ensured that the source was centered in the slit but also showed which 
row /colum n of the CCD the source should be found in.
The raw spectrum usually consisted of two or more exposures for each detector (FORS 
and RGOS), typically o f 1800 s duration. Flat-held exposures of both the twilight sky and the 
internal tungsten lamp were taken during the runs. Observations were made o f spectropho- 
tometric standard stars so that approximate flux calibrations could be made in order to join 
the FORS and RGOS halves of the spectra smoothly at 5400 A, as well as to give information 
about the overall shape of the continuum. Featureless standard stars were also observed to aid 
in the removal of atmospheric absorption features at the red end of the spectrum.
Due to the faintness of these sources (typically R  ~  22-23) considerable time was 
spent on finding the best possible method to reduce the spectra, in particular how to flat-held 
and combine the raw exposures, and determining the best method of sky subtraction. For 
approximately half the sources, three or more exposures were made back-to-back, enabling 
these frames to be combined by taking the median of the separate frames in addition to the 
mean. It was found that although the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio should be a factor 
of y/2 higher by taking the mean of the exposures compared to the median, in practice it 
made no detectable improvement, indicating that the noise was dominated by sky subtraction 
errors. Since taking the median simultaneously removed all the cosmic rays from the data, 
this method was used wherever possible. When only two exposures were obtained, they were 
simply combined by using the clipped mean of the two.
The flat-fields obtained with the internal tungsten lamp were found to suffer from sig­
nificant vignetting and after investigation it was decided that the large-scale variations that 
they introduced caused more problems than the pixel-to-pixel variations that they corrected. 
It was decided to discard the tungsten flat-fields and only use the sky fiats. The sky fiats 
were produced by taking the median of ~10 twilight sky exposures, collapsing the resulting 
frame along the spectral direction (preserving the spatial information), and then growing back 
a two-dimensional flat-held with this spatial profile. The resulting sky flat successfully removed 
the vignetting across the slit and aided identification of the sources’ position on the CCD.
The most important stage in the reduction procedure was the subtraction of the sky 
spectrum from the object spectrum, given that the number o f counts in the object was typi­
cally 1% o f the sky. In general, the sky flat-field resulted in a two-dimensional spectrum which 
was genuinely flat in the spatial direction. Attempts to fit a polynomial to the (small) spatial
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unevenness did not improve the flat-fielding. The best sky subtraction was obtained by pro­
ducing a sky spectrum from the mean of ~5  columns from each side of the object, as close 
to the object as possible —  in the cases where the object could not be seen its position was 
assumed to be the same as for the offset star or as in the previous or following exposures. This 
sky subtraction was the principal source of noise in the final spectra, and it was important to 
compare possible emission lines with the wavelengths of the sky emission lines which were not 
always removed completely.
The reduction procedure thus consisted of the following nine stages: (i) subtraction 
of a constant bias across the frame; (ii) division by the normalised sky flats; (iii) averaging 
of the exposures, using the median when possible and mean when not; (iv) identification 
and extraction of object and sky spectra; (v) subtraction of sky from object spectrum; (vi) 
division o f the red spectrum by the normalised featureless standard to remove atmospheric 
absorption features; (vii) wavelength calibration and re-binning of the RGOS spectrum to 
the same dispersion as the FORS data; (viii) flux calibration from the spectro-photometric 
standard; and finally (ix) the blue and red spectra were spliced together after each was cut at 
5400 A. The basic steps in the method are illustrated in figure 3.3, with the exception that the 
tungsten flats were not used in this case.
Emission lines were identified from the spectra by looking for known patterns of promi­
nent lines, and by comparison to spectra in the literature. In addition, an attempt was made 
to make the identification process more objective by writing a Fortran program that would try 
to fit all possible combinations of emission lines and redshifts, given a list of the wavelengths 
of observed emission line candidates. Although this program rarely produced a unique redshift 
and line list, it proved very useful for supplying a number of possible fits to the wavelengths 
and for confirming visual identifications. An attempt was also made to use a cross-correlation 
technique to fit a model spectrum to the observations using a routine in F IG A R O  (Shortridge 
et al. 1997), though this proved unsuccessful —  perhaps due to the high noise in the observed 
spectra.
3.1.3 Results and discussion
Of the 38 radio sources observed, 15 have emission lines from which a redshift has been deter­
mined. A  further 7 show weak/noisy features that have two or more possible identifications 
and no unambiguous redshift, and the remaining 16 sources show no evidence of emission lines. 
The 15 sources with new redshifts are listed in table 3.2, together with their identified spectral 
lines, and their spectra are presented in figure 3.1.
One interesting result of this work so far is the discovery that the radio galaxy 1339+015
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lies at a redshift o f 3.511, making it one of the most distant known at the time of discovery 
(1994). W ith an R  — K  colour of 5.2, it is also one of the reddest galaxies known at z >  3. 
If this very red colour is due to an evolved 4000 A-break, i.e. 1339+015 is an old galaxy, at 
such large lookback times this will have important implications for cosmology (at z — 3 .5, the 
universe is only 1.4 Gyr old in an Einstein-de Sitter model with H0 =  50 km s“ 1 M pc- 1 ). 
However, the red colour may also be due to emission line contamination in the A'-band —  the 
H¡3 and [O III] lines would be at 2.23 ¿nn at that redshift. The strength of the emission lines in 
the optical spectrum suggests that the galaxy’s optical/infrared emission may be dominated 
by the AGN, in which case the H/? and [O III] lines could make a significant contribution to 
the A'-band flux, thus making the galaxy younger than the colours alone suggest.
A few features can be noted about several of the other spectra in figure 3.1. The weak 
C ill and [Ne III] emission lines in 1205+011 (z =  0.495) are very noisy, however the redshift is 
principally based on the stronger [O II] line and the rise of the spectrum into the red, following 
the 4000 A-break. The rising blue continuum of 1212—007 (z =  1.599) is consistent with that 
expected in an active or young galaxy at that redshift. The redshift of 1331+004 (z =  1.401) 
is principally based on the identification of the broad line at 6726 A with Mg II. The strong 
continuum blueward of this line is inconsistent with it being identified with Lya, and if the line 
were [O n] 3727 or [O III] 5007 then either [O ill] or [O II] respectively would also be visible in 
the spectrum. These are the only other reasonable identifications for such a significant emission 
line, thus it is concluded that Mg II is the correct ID —  the very noisy CIV line at the edge of 
the spectrum also supports this conclusion. The redshift determinations for the other sources 
require little comment.
The emission lines detected in these fifteen PSR sources are typical of those found in 
previous PSR redshift programmes (Dunlop et al. 1989b; Allington-Smith et al. 1991). They 
are also typical o f those seen in narrow emission-line radio galaxies (NLRGs) observed in the 
3CR, 1-Jansky and similar samples (McCarthy 1993).
To summarise, 38 sources from the PSR survey with high estimated redshifts (z Z 1) 
have been observed with the AAT. Of these, emission line redshifts for 15 radio galaxies have 
been found over the wide range of 0.5 <  z <  3.5. This brings the total redshift content to 97 out 
o f 178 sources (54%). A comparison of these results with their estimates will be presented in 
§4.2 below, together with a discussion of the implications for the cut-off in the radio luminosity 
function.
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T ab le  3.2 The redshifts and line lists for the 15 sources in the 
Parkes Selected Regions subsample observed in 1993 & 1994.
Name T y p e 1 Mean Redshift2 -^obs ( Ä ) Identification z
1154-011 G 1.210 +  0.001 4215 C m  1909 1.208
7393 [Ne v] 3346 1.210
7582 [Ne v] 3426 1.213
8237 [O ii] 3727 1.210
8552 [Nein] 3869 1.210
1154-019 G 0.862 +  0.001 6947 [O ii] 3727 0.864
7206 [Nein] 3869 0.862
9042 H/3 4861 0.860
9236 [O in] 4959 0.862
9324 [O in] 5007 0.862
1201-026 G? 1.429 +  0.001 3766 C iv  1549 1.431
3986 Heu 1640 1.430
4634 C iii 1909 1.427
6797 Mg i i  2799 1.428
7771 H eu 3203 1.426
9060 [O ii] 3727 1.431
9395 [Nein] 3869 1.428
1205+011 G? 0.495 +  0.001 3480 C ii 2326 0.496
5563 [O ii] 3727 0.493
5771 [Nein] 3869 0.492
5940 [Nein] 3967 0.497
1212-007 G? 1.599 +  0.005 4036 C iv  1549 1.606
4963 C i i i  1909 1.600
8646 [Nev] 3346 1.584
8929 [Nev] 3426 1.606
1331+004 G? 1.401 +  0.002 3714 C iv  1549 1.398
6726 Mg i i  2799 1.403
1339+015 ? 3.511 +  0.002 5481 Lya 1216 3.507
6989 C iv 1549 3.512
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T a b le  3.2 Continued.
Name T y p e1 Mean Redshift2 A0bs (Â) Identification 2
1345+008 G? 1.502 +  0.001
1346+018 G 0.648 +  0.001
1349-008 G 0.975 ±  0.001
2150-202 G? 1.326 +  0.001
2156-192 G 0.453 +  0.001
3875 C iv  1549 1.502
4105 Hen 1640 1.503
4168 [Om ] 1663 1.506
4768 C m  1909 1.498
5810 C u  2326 1.498
6053 Ne IV 2423 1.498
8371 [Nev] 3346 1.502
8573 [Nev] 3426 1.502
6140 [0 11] 3727 0.647
8013 E ß  4861 0.648
8176 [0 m] 4959 0.649
8256 [Om ] 5007 0.649
3764 C m  1909 0.972
4785 [Neiv] 2423 0.975
6609 [Nev] 3346 0.975
6765 [Nev] 3426 0.975
7362 [ 0 11] 3727 0.975
7641 [Nein] 3869 0.975
9598 E ß  4861 0.974
9795 [O m] 4959 0.975
9887 [O in] 5007 0.975
4440 C m  1909 1.326
6512 Mg II 2799 1.327
7974 [Nev] 3426 1.327
8667 [O 11] 3727 1.325
8998 [Nein] 3869 1.326
9235 [Nein] 3967 1.328
9466 [S11] 4072 1.325
5418 [O n] 3727 0.454
5706 Ca K 3933 0.451
5767 Ca H 3968 0.453
7216 [O in] 4959 0.455
7285 [O in] 5007 0.455
7520 Mg b 5174 0.453
8552 Na D 5893 0.451
9531 Ha 6563 0.452
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T ab le  3.2 Continued.
Name T y p e1 Mean Redshift2 *̂ obs (-À-) Identification z
2158-160 G 1.236 ±0 .001 4265 C m  1909 1.234
7465 [Ne v] 3346 1.231
7659 [Nev] 3426 1.236
8342 [On] 3727 1.238
8656 [Ne m] 3869 1.237
8883 [Neill] 3967 1.239
2202-179 G? 1.351 ±0 .001 3643 C iv  1549 1.352
4486 C m  1909 1.350
6575 Mg II 2799 1.349
8769 [On] 3727 1.353
9105 [Ne in] 3869 1.353
2215-185 G? 1.036 ± 0.002 4937 [Ne iv] 2423 1.038
5017 0  II 2470 1.031
5684 Mg II 2799 1.031
7594 [Oil] 3727 1.038
8016 Ca K 3933 1.038
8085 Ca H 3968 1.038
[1] The optical classification of the source in Dunlop et al. (1989b), where 
‘G ’ is a galaxy, ‘G ? ’ is faint ID with colours suggesting it is a galaxy, and 
*?’ is an uncertain optical classification. [2] Errors are the standard error 
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F ig u re  3 .1  The spectra of the 15 sources in the Parkes Selected Regions for which new 
red shifts have been determined. The line identifications listed in table 3.2 are marked.
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1349 -0 0 0  z -0 .9 7 6
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2 1 6 0 -2 0 2  z =  1.326
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F igu re  3.1 Continued.
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3.2 Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey —  I
Spectroscopic redshifts have been obtained for 175 of the sources in the LBDS survey and its 
deeper extensions, of which only three are at z >  1 (Windhorst et al. 1991). Until recently, only 
16 of the sources in the complete 73-source LBDS Hercules sample had a published redshift, of 
which only one was at 2 >  1 (53W002 at 2 =  2.390). Another 22 redshifts had been measured 
by various observers (Windhorst, priv. comm.) and made available to the author. Thus half 
the sample was without redshift information. In order to be of maximum use in investigating 
the radio luminosity function and redshift cut-off, it was necessary to obtain spectra for as 
many of these remaining sources as possible.
In addition to the need to increase the overall redshift completeness of the sample, it 
can be seen from figure 2.9(f) that the Hercules field contains a number of faint red (K  >  17.5, 
r — K  > 5 )  galaxies. These sources are intrinsically interesting, as their K  magnitudes imply a 
redshift S I .5 and their {r — K )  colours suggest they are galaxies with an old stellar population. 
At high redshifts in particular, important constraints can be put on the cosmological parameters 
{H0, Ho, A) by determining the ages of the oldest (reddest) sources at any given redshift. This 
idea was introduced in chapter 1 and will be devolped further in chapter 5 below.
In order to address these two issues, a programme of spectroscopic observations was 
carried out over the past few years. In section 3.3 the results of observations designed to 
increase the total redshift content will be reported. In this section the investigation of the faint 
red galaxies is discussed.
3.2.1 Observations and data reduction
Observations of 7 faint red radio galaxies in the LBDS Hercules sample were obtained with 
the ISIS double-beam spectrograph at the 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope at the Obser- 
vatorio del Roque de Los Muchachos, La Palma, on 21-24 June 1995 by M. J. Kukula and 
the author. ISIS operates in much the same way as the FO RS/RG O  Spectrograph described 
above (§3.1.2). Light from the slit is split at 6100 A, with the blue and red light going into 
separate “arms” where the optical coatings and CCD detectors are sensitised to blue and red 
wavelengths respectively. The total wavelength coverage was 3160-^9060 A with a dispersion 
of 2.9 A pixel- 1 .
Each observation consisted of 4 -6  exposures of 30 minutes each on the radio galaxy, 
with spectro-photometric standard stars and featureless continuum stars observed each night. 
Given the faintness of the targets (r >  23), the acquisition procedure consisted of pointing the 
telescope on a nearby star and then performing a blind offset to the galaxy co-ordinates. A
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short (~100 s) exposure of the offset star enabled the expected position of the target on the 
CCD to be determined for each source individually. Flat-held exposures o f both the internal 
tungsten lamp and the twilight sky were taken during the run.
As with the PSR data discussed in the previous section, a lot of time was spent investi­
gating the best method of reducing the observations. For the hat-helds it was found that the 
best results were obtained by using both the tungsten hat-held to remove the pixel-to-pixel 
sensitivities, and the sky hat-held (processed as in §3.1.2) to remove the vignetting effects of 
the slit. After attempts to perform the same sequence of reduction steps as used for the PSR 
data, it was found that such a method produced spectra with very poor signal-to-noise. After 
various investigations into htting polynomials to the sky background and optimal extraction 
techniques, it was decided to use a two-dimensional sky subtraction on the exposures. The 
P O L Y S K Y  application in F IG A R O  (Shortridge et al. 1997) was used to ht a first order polynomial 
to each column of the CCD individually before subtracting a mean sky spectrum obtained from 
rows on each side of the source position. The resulting frame was examined in two dimensions 
allowing a detection to be claimed for 5 of the 7 sources. The only information obtained by 
extracting a one-dimensional spectrum at this stage was the overall shape of the continuum.
The (partial) reduction procedure was thus: (i) subtraction of a constant bias across 
the frame; (ii) median averaging of the individual exposures; (iii) flat-fielding by tungsten and 
sky flats; and (iv) subtraction of the sky spectrum with P O L Y S K Y  fitting.
3.2.2 Results and discussion
The observed spectra were too faint to successfully extract a one-dimensional spectrum from 
any of the sources. Investigation of the sky-subtracted two-dimensional images revealed that 
five o f the sources had been detected, but there were no features visible in two o f the spectra: 
53W087 and 53W091. The first of these (53W087) does not have an optical or infrared coun­
terpart, so it is perhaps not too surprising that nothing was detected. Observations o f 53W091 
with the 10-m Keck telescope will be discussed in chapter 5.
O f the five sources that were detected, two were continuum detections and the others 
were line detections. Continuum emission from 53W042 was detected thoughout the blue arm 
but very little was visible in the red, consistent with the blue optical colour (g -  r) ~  -0 .9 . 
This limits the location o f the 912 A Lyman-limit break to be at a shorter wavelength than the 
blue end of the spectrum, and thus places an upper limit on the redshift o f z £  2.5. The second 
source that was detected in continuum emission was 53W069. For this source, the spectrum 
was only visible for wavelengths A >  7200 A, giving the not very significant redshift limit of
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F igu re  3.2 Spectrum of 53W089 showing the [0  in] 4959 A and 5007 A emission lines at 
z =  0.633. The wavelength range is 7300-9000 A and the spatial extent of the figure is ~50". 
The strong continuum emission is from an un-associated object 3" to the west o f the radio 
source.
T able  3.3 Line identifications for 53W089.
Name Mean Redshift1 •̂ obs (A) Identification £
53W089 0.634 ±0 .001 6093 [O ii] 3727 0.635
8097 [O III] 4959 0.633
8178 [O III] 5007 0.633
[1] Error is the standard error on the mean of the individual 
line redshifts.
z S 6.9 (again from the location of the Lyman-limit). This galaxy was observed with the Keck 
telescope the following year, and will be also discussed in chapter 5.
The only source for which multiple emission lines were detected was 53W089, yielding 
a redshift of 0.634. The [O III] lines at 4959 A and 5007 A are clearly visible in the two- 
dimensional spectrum (figure 3.2). An [On] emission line was also marginally detected in the 
image —  the line identifications and individual redshifts are given in table 3.3. The expected 
position of H/3 (usually associated with [O III])  is in a region of the spectrum that is dominated 
by fringing effects and was not detected. Such a low redshift for this object was suprising as it 
was not detected in the infrared (K  >  19.2), giving an estimated (K - z ) redshift of z S 3.8. It 
thus appears to be a low-luminosity galaxy and emphasises the need to obtain spectroscopic 
redshifts for a representative sample of the LBDS high-redshift candidates. It is necessary to 
determine whether 53W089 is an unusual source or whether the faint sources in the sample are 
in fact a population o f low-luminosity sources at low redshift.
The final two sources (53W037 and 53W060) both yielded a possible detection of a 
single emission line in their two-dimensional spectra. Whilst a redshift is not claimed for 
either source, one can speculate that the lines may be due to either Lya  or [O II] 3727 as they
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are the strongest lines normally observed in AGN. The line at 4452 A in 53W060 could be 
either [0  11] at z =  0.2 or Lya at. z =  2.7. For 53W037, the 8662 A line may be [0  II] at z =  1.3 
or even Lya at 2 =  6.1. This line, however, is at the red end o f the spectrum where the fringing 
(due to strong night sky lines) is particularly bad. Further observations of this source in 1997 
(see §3.3) failed to detect this object, so this emission line is probably not real.
While these results have done little to increase the redshift content of the LBDS sample, 
the results are important for the study of weak radio galaxies, in that they show that these 
sources are not in general dominated by strong emission lines. These galaxies are not very 
active in the (rest-frame) U V/optical and are thus closer to normal elliptical galaxies in their 
properties than the powerful radio galaxies in the 3CR survey, for example. Recall that this was 
one o f the motivations behind studying radio galaxies of lower power than the 3CR, 1-Jansky 
and PSR samples.
To summarize, these observations have shown that one has reached the limit of what 
can be done with a 4 m telescope, in regards to faint galaxy spectrometry -— all these sources 
have optical magnitudes of 25 <  r <  26. Insufficient information could be extracted from these 
spectra to pursue the aim of this section, i.e. to investigate the spectral properties o f the oldest 
galaxies in the Hercules sample. However, pursuit of this topic will continue later in chapter 5, 
from a somewhat different perspective.
3.3 Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey —  II
Whilst the reddest sources are, in many ways, the most exciting objects to study from a 
cosmological point of view, they are also the hardest to observe —  as the results o f the previous 
section have shown. W ith respect to completing the redshift content of the LBDS Hercules 
sample, however, the bluer sources are more amenable to optical spectroscopy —  their colours 
suggest more AGN/star-formation activity, implying stronger emission lines and thus making 
them easier to observe. This section will describe a second observing run at the W H T, in which 
we concentrated on these blue sources.
3.3.1 Observations and data reduction
Observations o f 22 sources in the LBDS Hercules field were obtained at the 4.2-m William 
Herschel Telescope at the Observatorio del Roque de Los Muchachos, La Palma, on 30 June -  
3 July 1997 by J. S. Dunlop. Once again the ISIS double-beam spectrograph was used with 
the R 158B /R  gratings and the 6100 A dichroic (§3.2.1).
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F igu re  3 .3 Stages in the reduction of spectroscopic data.
Each observation consisted of between one and four exposures of 1800 s each, giving 
a total exposure of 0.5-2 hours per target. The spectra were reduced online throughout the 
night, enabling the observer to move to the next target as soon as sufficient signal was obtained 
to determine a redshift. No more than two hours were spent on a target, even if it was only a 
marginal detection. The targets were acquired by blind-offsetting from a nearby star, which was 
also used to determine the expected position of the source in the CCD. Spectro-photometric 
standards were observed at the start of each night. Arc spectra, tungsten flat-fields and twilight 
sky flat-fields were taken at the start and end of each night.
The data were reduced using the NOAO spectroscopy packages O N E D SP E C, A P E X T R A C T
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and L O N G S L IT  in IRA F. Although the required steps were the same as for the previous AAT and 
W H T spectroscopy programmes (§§3.1, 3.2, figure 3.3), the procedures used were somewhat 
different and are described here in full.
1) A constant bias was subtracted from every image, calculated from the mean o f the 
bias-strip in each exposure.
2) For each night, a tungsten flat-field was made from the median o f the tungsten lamp 
exposures taken at the start and end of observing. The flats were normalised by fitting 
a high-order (14-20) cubic spline to the dispersion axis, and dividing the flat by the fit 
—  this preserves the pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations whilst removing the spectral 
signature of the lamp.
3) Sky flat-fields were constructed for each night from observations of the twilight sky at 
dusk and dawn. The exposures were bias subtracted, divided by the tungsten flat, then 
the median of the exposures was calculated. The image was binned into 100-pixel-wide 
bins and a low-order (5-8) cubic spline fitted to the surface. This fit was then used as 
the sky flat to correct for spatial variations in the illumination of the slit.
4) After bias subtraction and flat fielding, the one-dimensional spectrum was extracted 
with A P E X T R A C T .  The two-dimensional image was binned along the dispersion axis 
and the strongest part of the spectrum was used to determine the spatial profile o f the 
source. An aperture of 3" was usually sufficient to contain the object, whilst keeping 
the sky to a minimum. Sky apertures of 5 " -9 "  width were defined on each side of 
the object aperture and separated from it by l " -2 " .  For strong continuum sources, 
the object aperture could be traced along the full length o f the dispersion axis with 
a low-order (1-3) polynomial, and this trace was used to extract the spectrum. For 
sources with poor continuum signal, an adjacent observation o f an offset or standard 
star was used to define the trace. At each point along the dispersion axis, a third 
order polynomial was fitted to the sky apertures to define the background level beneath 
the object, which was then subtracted. Sigma-clipping was used in the fit to prevent 
deviant pixels (e.g. cosmic rays) from distorting the background. The one-dimensional 
spectrum was then extracted using two methods: (a) standard extraction, where the 
pixels are simply added in the spatial direction at each dispersion co-ordinate; and (b) 
optimal extraction, where the pixels are weighted by their variance, as computed from 
the spatial profile and a noise model for the CCD (cosmic rays can be automatically 
rejected as a consequence of this method). After comparison with a Keck spectrum of 
one o f the targets (53W067), it was discovered that the optimal extraction technique
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produces a spurious signal for faint sources that are not detected along the whole length 
of the dispersion axis. This was a problem for approximately half o f the observations 
—  in these cases the standard extraction was used, otherwise the optimal technique 
gave the better spectrum. Cosmic rays were removed by hand at this stage, when the 
standard extraction was used.
5) Wavelength calibration of the extracted spectrum was performed using a copper-argon 
arc lamp exposure taken at either the start or end of the night. The arc spectrum was 
extracted from the same rows as the object, and fitted by a quadratic polynomial. The 
spectra were then re-binned to a linear scale, with a dispei’sion of 2.90 A and a range 
of 3167.8—>-6134.5 A for the blue and 6091.0—>9057.7 A for the red.
6) Removal of the atmospheric absorption features in the red arm of the spectrum was 
performed using observations of the early-type star G138—31a. A spectrum of this star 
was extracted for each night aixd wavelength calibrated. The continuum was interpolated 
across the Ha absorption line to remove it. A continuum fit was then made to the 
spectrum, using a 30th-order polynomial, and excluding the strong night-sky absorption 
features at 6880 A, 7240 A, 7610 A and 8200 A. The spectrum was replaced by the fit 
at all points except for the four bands, and finally normalized by dividing by the fit. All 
red-arm spectra were subsequently divided by this normalized smooth star to remove 
the strongest atmospheric absorption.
7) The spectrophotometric standard star BD+33°2642 was observed at the start o f each 
night. A  spectrum was extracted, wavelength calibrated and the red arm divided by 
the smooth star. It was then resampled iixto 49 A bins (blue) and 98 A bins (red), for 
comparison with the catalogued standard fluxes. A sensitivity function was calculated as 
the ratio o f standard flux to observed flux at each sampled wavelength, which was then 
intei’polated to a smooth function using a high-order (12-16) cubic spline. The function 
had to be extrapolated beyond 8500 A due to the lack o f catalogue information at longer 
wavelengths, so must be considered uncertain in this regime. The order of the spline 
was chosen so that the function is well-behaved at the edges o f the spectrum, whilst still 
fitting variations on a scale of a few hundred angstroms. Each object spectrum was then 
calibrated by first correcting for extinction (using a table provided by the observatory), 
and then multiplying by this sensitivity function.
8) Finally, the calibrated blue and red spectra were combined by taking the average o f the 
11-pixel (32 A) overlap region. The calibrations were tested at this stage by applying 
them to both the standard and smooth star observations, and examining the quality 
of the join at 6100 A. The “self-calibration” of the standard star produced a result
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indistinguishable from the catalogue values (as it should), though there was a small 
step of about 8% in the blue and red flux across the join of the smooth star. This level 
of photometric accuracy was quite sufficient for this project which was concerned with 
measuring redshifts rather than accurate fluxes.
The resulting spectra were compared both with previous observations in this thesis and 
in the literature, in order to identify emission and/or absorption features that could be used 
to determine a redshift.
3.3.2 Results and discussion
O f the twenty-two sources observed, eleven have yielded a redshift, seven were detected in 
continuum emission but no definite redshift could be determined, and four were not detected. 
Table 3.4 gives the redshifts and line lists for the eleven sources whose redshift has been 
determined, and the spectra are plotted in figure 3.4. Several of these sources deserve comment.
The redshift of 53W026 has been determined from the location of the 4000-A break —  
the precise location of the break is uncertain as it falls within the noisy part o f the spectrum 
where the blue and red halves were joined, and the large error (A z =  0.05) reflects this. The 
[On] emission line in 53W065 is the basis for its redshift o f 1.185, as this is the only strong 
feature in the spectrum. There is an absorption feature at 6110 A consistent with it being 
Mg II at the same redshift, but this is right on the join between the two halves o f the spectrum 
and its reality is thus suspect. 53W083 has a very clear 4000-A break at 6510 A putting it at 
2 =  0.628, but no other features could be identified in the spectrum.
The redshift of 53W068 {z  =  0.048) is very low and is potentially incorrect. The good 
agreement between the redshifts of the three identified lines ([O II] in emission, Ca H and 
Ca K in absorption) would seem unlikely to occur randomly, and the overall shape o f the 
continuum is consistent with these identifications, thus it is included in table 3.4. However, 
with an r magnitude of 22.5 and K  o f 19.4, this source would be very underluminous if it 
really is at z =  0.048. The possibility that one of the broad absorption/emission features 
around 3900-4300 A is Lya at z ~  2.4 was also considered. This would be more consistent 
with its optical/infrared magnitudes, however none of the other features in the spectrum can 
be identified with emission or absorption lines at that redshift.
Seven sources have sufficient continuum flux to enable a strong upper limit to be placed 
on the wavelength of the 912 A Lyman-limit break. (Below 912 A there is essentially no flux 
in a galaxy’s spectrum due to absorption of the ionizing radiation.) This enables upper limits 
to be placed on the redshifts of these sources, which are listed in table 3.5. Their spectra are
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T ab le  3 .4 Redshifts and line identifications for LBDS Hercules 
sources observed in June 1997.
Name Mean Redshift1 -̂ obs (A) Identification z
53W012 1.328 ±0 .001 3814 Hen 1640 1.326
4440 C m  1909 1.326
5641 N e IV 2423 1.328
7981 [Ne v] 3426 1.330
8682 [O II] 3727 1.330
53W019 0.5415 ±0 .0005 6056 Ca K 3933 0.5400
6117 Ca H 3968 0.5416
7979 Mg b 5174 0.5421
7722 [O m] 5007 0.5422
53W022 0.5279 ±0 .0001 5694 [O II] 3727 0.5278
7428 H(3 4861 0.5281
7577 [O hi] 4959 0.5279
7650 [O in] 5007 0.5279
53W026 0.55 ±  0.052 ~6200 4000-A break 0.55
53W027 0.4027 ±0 .0002 4803 [Nev] 3426 0.4019
5227 [On] 3727 0.4025
6822 Up 4861 0.4034
6956 [O in] 4959 0.4027
7024 [0 in] 5007 0.4028
53W034 0.2809 ±  0.0001 4775 [O n] 3727 0.2812
6226 Up  4861 0.2808
6353 [O hi] 4959 0.2811
6411 [O in] 5007 0.2804
8389 [N n] 6548 0.2812
8406 Hci 6563 0.2808
8432 [NII] 6583 0.2809
53W048 0.6755 ±  0.0003 6587 Ca K 3933 0.6748
6649 Ca H 3968 0.6756
7208 G-band 4300 0.6763
8668 Mg b 5174 0.6753
53W065 1.185 ±0 .001 8151 [O ii] 3727 1.187
6110 Mg II 2799 1.183
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T ab le  3 .4  Continued
Name Mean Redshift1 Aobs (A) Identification z
53W067 0.759 ±0 .001 6551 [O ll] 3727 0.758
6927 Ca I< 3933 0.761
6983 Ca H 3968 0.760
7550 G-band 4300 0.756
53W 0683 0.048 ±0 .002 3897 [On] 3727 0.046
4125 Ca K 3933 0.049
4166 Ca H 3968 0.050
53W083 0.628 ± 0 .0 0 3 2 6510 4000 A-break 0.628
[1] Errors are the standard error on the mean of the 
individual line redshifts. [2] Error derived from the 
uncertainty in the exact location of the 4000 A-break.
[3] Uncertain redshift —  see text for a discussion.
presented in figure 3.5 for reference. Two sources (53W013 and 53W021) are barely detected, 
whilst most of these objects are reasonable detections. 53W036 has a quite substantial flux 
(7 x  10-18 erg s_1 cm -2  A -1 across most of the spectrum) compared with the other sources 
discussed in this section. Nevertheless, none o f these seven objects have any lines or breaks 
that could be succesfully identified with known spectral features.
Four of the twenty-two sources were not detected: 53W004, 53W037, 53W054A and 
53W054B. The failure to detect any emission line in 53W037 at 8662 A suggests that the 
feature seen in the 1995 observations (§3.2.2) was not real.
This observing run, focussing on the ‘blue’ sources in the sample, was far more succesful 
than the 1995 run discussed in the previous section which focussed on the faint red sources. As 
expected, the blue objects were more active than the red ones, in terms of having more emission 
lines, and thus redshifts were easier to measure for them. Comparing these spectra with those 
of the PSR galaxies observed in §3.1, it can be seen that even the blue LBDS galaxies do not in 
general have emission lines that are as strong as the PSR sources. Only about one-quarter of 
the LBDS sources with new redshifts have spectra dominated by emission lines, compared with 
two-thirds of the PSR sample. All the spectroscopic evidence available points to the weaker 
radio sources being less active in the U V/optical than the objects found in the brighter radio 
surveys such as the PSR, 1-Janslcy and 3CR samples. These sources in the LBDS are likely 
to be more representative of the general galaxy population than the powerful radio galaxies.
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F igu re  3 .4  W H T spectra of ‘blue’ sources in the LBDS Hercules field with a definite or 
probable redshift. Smoothed by 32 A (11 pixels). ‘S’ denotes a residual night sky line.
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Figure 3.4 Continued.
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F igu re  3 .4  Continued.
T a b le  3.5 Upper limits on the redshifts of LBDS Hercules sources.
Name Redshift A0bs (À ) 1 Name Redshift ■̂ obs (À)
53W013 < 3.2 3860 53W035 < 3.6 4200
53W014 < 3.1 3740 53W036 < 3.2 3800
53W021 < 5.6 6000 53W070 < 3.1 3750
53W029 < 3.9 4500







F igu re  3.5 W H T spectra of ‘blue’ sources in the LBDS with a detection of continuum, but 
no redshift determined. Smoothed by 32 A (11 pixels), except for 53W013 and 53W021 which 
are smoothed by 102 A (35 pixels).
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F igu re  3.5 Continued.
Compared with this milli-Jansky survey, even the sources found in the PSR are “powerful” .
The results presented in this section and the last have now brought the total number 
of redshifts in the LBDS Hercules sample to 49 out of 73 sources (67%). For the 2-mJy 
subsample, 41 of 64 sources (64%) have redshifts. It is seen that the redshift content of the 
sample is far from being complete. In order to use the Hercules data to investigate the radio 
luminosity function and redshift cut-off, it is essential to have full redshift information —  the 
redshifts of the remaining sources must be estimated. This is the topic of §4.3, and a discussion 
of the redshift distribution o f the complete sample will be postponed until after that.
Chapter 4
Evolution of the radio 
luminosity function
The cosmological evolution of the radio luminosity function (RLF) is investigated, with par­
ticular emphasis on the possible high-redshift cut-off. The PSR and LBDS Hercules sam­
ples together cover eight orders of magnitude in luminosity and probe powerful sources with 
log10 P2.7 ~ 25 out to redshifts of 2 Z 5. The implications of new redshift measurements in the 
PSR are discussed, and a method of estimating redshifts for the LBDS sources is developed. 
These results are then compared with the model RLFs o f Dunlop and Peacock (1990). It is 
confirmed that the most luminous objects decline in number at 2 £  2, in agreement with these 
models. The lower luminosity population (log10 P2.7 5  26) sampled by the LBDS is found to 
be more numerous at 0.2 S 2 S 1 than the models predict. The observed RLF for these sources 
shows evidence for a cut-off at lower redshifts (2 ~  0.5-1.5) than for the more powerful objects, 
as first suggested by Windhorst (1984).
4.1 T h e evolving radio lum inosity function
One o f the primary aims of this thesis is to confirm or refute the existence of a decline in the 
radio source population at high redshift (the “redshift cut-off” ). It is well established that 
the radio luminosity function (RLF) rises with redshift out to z — 2, but beyond that its 
behaviour is more uncertain. The flat-Spectrum population (n <  0.5, where S„ oc u~a) shows 
a decline at higher redshifts. The steep-spectrum population was reported by Dunlop and 
Peacock (1990; hereafter “DP90” ) to show a similar decline, but their conclusion depended 
critically upon the accuracy of the redshift estimates that they used to model the RLF. This 
work was introduced in section 1.4 and will now be reviewed in some detail. The remainder of 
this chapter will reassess the high-redshift behaviour of the RLF in the light o f new data, as 
follows. Section 4.2 presents a discussion of how the new PSR redshifts from chapter 3 affect 
the conclusions of DP90. The photometric redshift estimates needed to complete the redshift 
content of the LBDS Hercules field are detailed in section 4.3. In the final section (§4.4) the 
RLF observed in the LBDS is compared with the results of DP90.
4.1.1 Review of Dunlop and Peacock (1990)
The aim of this paper was to investigate the evolution of the radio luminosity function, with the 
emphasis being to determine the behaviour o f the RLF at high redshift. It was an extension of 
work begun by Peacock and Gull (1981) and Peacock (1985). The basic idea is to find a model 
(or rather, an ensemble of models) of the luminosity function p(P, z), that is consistent with all 
the available data. In those regions o f the (P , z) plane where the redshift content of the data is 
high, generally corresponding to the higher flux densities, the model will be well defined. The 
model can then be extrapolated across the rest of the (P , z) plane, subject to the constraints 
of less direct data such as source counts. By choosing an ensemble of smooth functions, it is 
hoped that they will span all the possible extrapolations of the existing data, predicting the 
form of the luminosity function in those regions that are incomplete. O f course, it is known 
that the real universe is not smooth on all scales, so the models will only be approximations 
to the actual form of the RLF.
The data were drawn from four complete samples at a frequency of 2.7 GHz, together 
with source counts at fainter flux limits and measurements of the local RLF. Three of the 
samples were the same as used by Peacock (1985), with flux densities S2.7 >  0.5, 1.5 & 2.0 Jy 
and containing 40, 171 & 235 sources respectively. The redshift content of these samples was 
~80% . The fourth complete sample, and the greatest advance in this paper over earlier work, 
was the Parkes Selected Regions (see §3.1). This sample has a flux density limit of 0.1 Jy and
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contains 178 sources, with a higher proportion of steep-spectrum sources (principally radio 
galaxies) than the other samples. The weakness of the PSR, however, was that only 46% of 
the sources had redshifts —  dividing the sample according to spectral index showed that only 
one-third of the steep-spectrum sources had redshifts, whilst the redshifts of two-thirds of the 
flat-spectrum population were known.
Being the deepest sample, the PSR provided the strongest probe o f high-redshift space 
and thus good estimates were needed for those sources without redshifts. As was introduced in 
section 1.3, Lilly et al. (1985) found that the infrared Hubble diagram for 3CR and 1-Jansky 
radio galaxies can be described by the empirical relation log10 z =  — 5.368+0.384A' — 0.00385.R2 
(equation [1.10]). The majority of PSR sources had K  magnitudes, allowing DP90 to add those 
with redshifts to the Hubble diagram (their figure 3), from which they concluded that the PSR 
sources were consistent with the empirical relation of Lilly et al. They then used this equation 
to estimate the redshifts of the remaining 54% of the PSR data. To test the reliability of 
the estimates they first added a random scatter to the estimates, consistent with the observed 
scatter in the K - z  diagram, and found that the resulting redshift distribution was statistically 
unchanged. Secondly, they modified equation [1.10] so as to produce systematically larger 
estimated redshifts at faint K  magnitudes. They performed their analysis using both the 
empirical K - z  estimates (denoted the “MEAN-z” distribution) and the modified estimates 
(the “HIGH-z” distribution).
The ensemble of RLFs consisted of five different models that were found to be consistent 
with the data. They are described as “free-form” models, in the sense that their dependence 
on P  and z  was not defined a priori to be of any particular form, simply that they are smooth 
functions that can be described by a series expansion. Separate models were constructed for 
the steep- and flat-spectrum sources:
5  5 — i
logio P =  E E  A ijx i {P )y j (z) +  A 60x6{P )  for a >  0.5 [4.1]
¿=0 j = 0
logioP =  E E ^ W W  for “ < 0-5 [4-2]
i—o j = o
where x  and y are transformed axes of the P -z  plane:
x (P )  = 0 .1 (lo g 10P - 2 0 )  and y {z )  =  O.lz [4.3]
The sixth-order term in equation [4.1] was included to assist in fitting the local RLF. Integration 
of the RLF is carried out over the redshift range z =  0 -  10 and the luminosity range P2.7 =
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1018 -  1030 W  Hz 1 sr L This is the first model, FF-1. The other four free-form models 
modify various aspects of this:
* FF-2: an exponential cut-off is enforced at high luminosity: p —*■ p ex p (—P/Pc), where 
Pc =  1028 W  Hz- 1 sr“ 1;
■ FF-3: the redshift co-ordinate used is y (z) =  log10( l  +  2);
■ FF-4: integration of the RLF is terminated at z =  5;
■ FF-5: a cut-off at high redshift is enforced such that the RLF decays sinusoidally from 
z =  2 to a value of zero at 2 >  5, i.e. for 2 <  2 <  5, p —> p ■ (1 +  co s^ )/2 , where 
4> =  (2 — 2)7t / 3 , and for 2 >  5, p =  0.
Each of these models was derived twice, using the MEAN-z and HIGH-z redshift estimates. 
The parameters Aij are given in Appendix C of DP90. All the models were derived for a 
Hubble constant of Ho =  50 km s_1 M pc-1 and a density parameter of ffo =  1. The results 
are illustrated in figure 4.1 for the flat-spectrum population and figures 4.2-4.3 for the steep- 
spectrum sources, all for the MEAN-z data only.
For the flat-spectrum population, figure 4.1, a decline in the RLF at high redshift is 
required by the models for all luminosities where the complete sample database has good 
coverage of the P -z  plane (figures 4 .1 (a )-(c)). The strength of this result is due to the nearly 
complete redshift data for the flat-spectrum population —  notice how narrow a range o f RLFs 
is permitted. For the steep-spectrum sources, it can be seen from figure 4.2 that the cut-off 
is only required for the most luminous objects (log10P2.7 >  27), although it is consistent with 
the data at all luminosities. Note that the apparently strong cut-off at the lowest luminosities 
is totally unconstrained by the complete sample data, whose flux-density limit corresponds 
to logXQ P2.7 — 23.5 at 2 =  0.1 (see the arrows in these figures). Dunlop and Peacock (1990) 
concluded that these models demonstrate the need for a cut-off in the radio luminosity functions 
at high redshift (2 £  2), the first time that this had been quantified in the steep-spectrum 
population (although it had also been suggested by the observations of Windhorst (1984), 
using the LBDS survey).
In addition to the free-form models discussed thus far, DP90 also attempted to fit the 
data with two simple parametric models: pure luminosity evolution (PLE) and a combination 
of luminosity and density evolution (LDE). The PLE luminosity function was considered to be 
the sum o f a high-power evolving component and a low-power non-evolving component:





log'm pi =  J 2 bix i (p ) with x \ P )  =  0.1(loglOJP - 2 0 )  [4.5]
i=0
and
Ph =  Po +
P  \ p "I
[4-6]
, Pc{z )J  \P c{z),
in analogy to the optical quasar luminosity function. Pc{z) is the ‘break’ luminosity between 
the two power-laws and was parameterized as
^gio-Pc =  a0 +  a iz  +  a2z2 [4.7]
Using a quadratic expansion allows the possibility of negative luminosity evolution at high 
redshift, i.e. a cut-off in the RLF.
An acceptable fit to the data was found for the MEAN-z redshift distribution and a 
critical universe (flo =  1), but this model failed for fio =  0, and when the HIGH-z distribution 
was used. The low-power component pi was found to be unnecessary for the flat-spectrum 
sources, and was attributed to the emission from star formation in spiral/irregular galaxies. 
Note, however, that more recent studies of spiral and starburst galaxies at pJy flux levels have 
shown them to have flat, or inverted (a  <  0), spectra (Windhorst et al. 1993), thus casting 
some doubt on DP90’s interpretation of pi.
To investigate the possibility that the cut-off was due to negative density evolution 
whilst the positive luminosity evolution continued at z 2, the PLE model was modified to 
allow po to vary with redshift:
5
log10P0 =  £ c^ )  with y { z ) = 0 .1 z  [4.8]
i= 0
This LDE model was found to require a milder evolution o f the break luminosity than the 
PLE:
logio Pc =  ao +  [1 ~  (1 +  z )~ v] [4.9]
Taking the cosmological density to be fio =  1, LDE was successfully fitted to both the MEAN- 
z and HIGH-z data. The best-fit parameters for PLE and LDE are given in Appendix C of 
DP90, and the luminosity functions are illustrated in figures 4.1 & 4.2 alongside the free-form 
models.
Having shown that both the free-form models and the PLE /LD E  parametric models 
require a decline in the RLF at high redshifts, DP90 also performed a model-independent test 
o f the cut-off using the V/Vmax test (Schmidt 1968; Rowan-Robinson 1968). Here, V  is the 
cosmological volume enclosed by an object and Umax is the volume that would be enclosed by
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( a )  F l a t - s p e c t r u m
P 2 7 = 1 0 2 7  W  H z ' 1 s r ' 1
( b )  F l a t - s p e c t r u m
Figure 4 .1  The RLFs of Dunlop and Peacock (1990) for flat-spectrum sources, in steps of 
A  log10 P2.7 =  1. Shaded areas show the range of p(P, z ) for the free-form models. Dashed line 
is PLE; dotted line is LDE. Arrows denote the redshift of a source at the flux-density limit of 
the PSR sample —  in (e) & (f) the fiux-density limit corresponds to z <  0.1.
( e )  F l a t — s p e c t r u m
( d )  F l a t - s p e c t r u m( c )  F l a t - s p e c t r u m
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( a )  S t e e p - s p e c t r u m ( b )  S t e e p - s p e c t r u m
( c )  S t e e p - s p e c t r u m ( d )  S t e e p - s p e c t r u m
( e )  S t e e p - s p e c t r u m ( f )  S t e e p - s p e c t r u m
Figure 4 .2  The RLFs of Dunlop and Peacock (1990) for steep-spectrum sources, in steps of 
A  log10 P-2 .7 =  1. Shaded areas show the range of p(P, z) for the free-form models. Dashed line 
is PLE; dotted line is LDE. Arrows denote the redshift of a source at the flux-density limit of 
the PSR sample —  in (e) & (f) the flux-density limit corresponds to z <  0.1.
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Figure 4 .3  Three-dimensional representation o f the steep-spectrum radio luminosity func­
tions o f Dunlop and Peacock (1990). The luminosity P2.7 is in W  Hz-1 sr-1  and the space 
density p is in M pc~3 A lo g 10 P - 1 . The redshift axis runs from 0.1 to 5.
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the same object if it were at the flux-density limit of the sample. For a uniform distribution 
of objects in space, the mean (V /V max) should be 0.5. Values (V/Vmax) >  0.5 indicate an 
increase in comoving density with redshift, while (V /V raax) <  0.5 indicates a deficit o f high- 
redshift objects. This classical test was modified in two ways. First, it was generalised such 
that the volumes depend on the survey depth as a function of sky area, in order that the four 
complete samples (of different flux-density limits) could be combined into a single test (Avni 
and Bahcall 1980). Second, a banded version of the test was required (Osmer and Smith 1980; 
Avni and Schiller 1983). This replaces the volumes (V , Vmax) by V  -  V0, where Vo is the 
cosmological volume enclosed by a redshift z0. The banded V /V max test is then a function 
o f redshift and enables any high-redshift negative evolution to be separated from the strong, 
positive evolution at lower redshifts.
Applying this test to the complete sample database gave values (V/Vmax) <  0.5, on 
average, for the flat-spectrum sources at z Z 1 and for the steep-spectrum sources at 2 ^ 1.5. 
The errors on (V /V max) were sufficiently large to make this a marginal result, however the 
conclusions were not particularly sensitive to the choice of cosmology, nor to the choice of 
MEAN-z or HIGH-z redshift distributions so long as the luminosity was restricted to log10 P  — 
26 — 27 where the data is most complete (in terms of P -z  coverage). At lower redshifts, values 
of (V/Vmax) >  0.5 clearly demonstrated the strong positive evolution of both the steep- and 
flat-spectrum populations at 2 5  1.
In conclusion, Dunlop and Peacock (1990) found evidence that the comoving density of 
both flat- and steep-spectrum sources suffers a decline at redshifts between 2 =  2 and 4. This 
conclusion was drawn from the behaviour of both free-form and simple parametric modeling 
(P L E /L D E ), and the model-independent, banded V /V max test.
4.1.2 Testing the reality of the redshift cut-off
It was noted above that one o f the disadvantages of using the Parkes Selected Regions in the 
determination o f the RLF at high redshifts is the low redshift completeness (46%) of the sample. 
Dunlop and Peacock (1990) emphasized throughout their paper how the redshift cut-off in the 
models was dependent upon the estimated redshifts of half the PSR sample. The plots o f their 
RLFs in figures 4.1 & 4.2 show how the upper limits to the possible luminosity functions are 
consistent with no cut-off. In particular, at high redshifts (z Z 2 say) it only requires a handful 
of sources to change the density significantly, given the relatively small volume elements. It is 
therefore necessary to test the models with more data. This can be done in two possible ways.
First, one can remove the uncertainty in the PSR redshift distribution by measuring the 
redshifts o f the remaining 54% of the sample. It has been seen above how narrow the possible
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Steep —spectrum: Q0= l ,  HQ=50
L o g i0(P 2.7/W H z - 1s r - 1)
F igu re  4 .4  The parameter space that is probed for surveys of different flux-density limits: 
S2.7 =  0.1 (PSR), 0.5, 1.5 & 2.0 Jy are the survey limits corresponding to the complete samples 
used in DP90; S i.4 =  0.002 Jy is the limit of the 2-mJy LBDS Hercules sample. (Limits are 
plotted for steep-spectrum sources (a) ~  0.8; compare figure 9 of DP90 for the flat-spectrum 
case.) The symbols are the 60 sources in the 2-mJy Hercules sample with optical identifications 
and either spectroscopic or photometric redshifts (see §4.3).
range of RLF models is, when there is complete redshift data available. At z ^ 1 the models are 
tightly constrained —  it is at higher redshifts that the spectroscopic data is lacking, in exactly 
the region o f the P - z  plane that is crucial for testing the cut-off. This was the motivation 
behind the spectroscopic observations described in section 3.1. The next section (§4.2) will 
discuss the implications o f these spectroscopic results.
The second way to test the high-redshift behaviour of the RLF is to use a sample with a 
lower flux-density limit. Figure 4.4 shows how much more of the P -z  plane is made accessible 
by the LBDS Hercules sample which, with a flux-density limit o f S i .4 =  2 mJy, is ~100 times 
fainter than the PSR. In the PSR sample only the most powerful (log10 P2.7 >  26) steep- 
spectrum sources are detectable at z  >  1.5. The LBDS can detect sources at the same redshift 
which have luminosities o f log10 P2.7 ~  23.5 —  such sources are below the flux-density limit of 
the PSR for any redshift z >  0.1. If there is not a high-redshift cut-off in the RLF, then there
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will be a significant fraction of sources in the LBDS at high redshifts. For example, figure 14(b) 
of DP90 predicts the cumulative redshift distribution for the whole LBDS sample based on the 
ensemble of free-form models. As many as 10% of the sources may have redshifts greater than 
3, although the predicted distribution is rather poorly constrained beyond z Z  0.7.
The ability of the LBDS to confirm or refute the cut-off was one of the motivations to 
complete the optical identification of the LBDS and to obtain redshift measurements for as 
many sources as possible. As reported in the previous two chapters, this has been done for the 
two Hercules fields in the sample and it is these results that will be used in section 4.4 to test 
the reality o f the redshift cut-off.
4.2 Implications of the updated P SR  sample
Prior to the current work, 46% of the Parkes Selected Regions sources had redshifts: 26 o f 38 
flat-spectrum sources (68%) and 56 of 140 steep-spectrum sources (40%). The results o f the 
spectroscopy reported in §3.1 have added one flat-spectrum source to this list and a further 
14 steep-spectrum sources, bringing the redshift content to 71% and 50% respectively. Whilst 
this is only a small step closer to redshift completeness, it is nevertheless useful to consider 
how these results affect the conclusions of Dunlop and Peacock (1990).
4.2.1 Accuracy of the redshift estimation
The estimated redshifts zest o f these fifteen sources were calculated from Lilly’s K - z  relation 
(equation [1.10]) and are listed in table 4.1. The K  magnitudes were taken from the litera­
ture (Dunlop et al. 1989b; Dunlop and Peacock 1990; Dunlop and Peacock 1993), with four 
exceptions. For 1339+015 a new measurement of K  =  19.1 was used (Dunlop, priv. com m .). 
For 1349—008, 2150-202 & 2215-185 the K  magnitude itself was estimated from the optical 
colour, based on a relation between the (B  -  R ) colours and K  magnitudes of the PSR radio 
galaxies: K  =  —1.1 (B  — R) +  18.3 (Dunlop et al. 1989b). Although this relation is very broad 
(at B  -  R  =  2, K  — 17.5 ±  0.5 and the corresponding uncertainty in z is ±0 .5 ), it allows 
an approximate redshift to be calculated. The estimates are compared with the spectroscopic 
redshifts in figure 4.5.
It is seen from the figure, that the estimated redshifts have a tendency to be larger than 
the spectroscopic ones. The median difference between estimated and spectroscopic redshifts is 
(A z )med =  (^est.- + P e c ) m e d  =  0.18, with a standard deviation about the median of a lned =  0.35.
W ith the exception of the only flat-spectrum source in the subsample (1205+011), the 
estimated redshifts for sources with 2spec £  1 are correct. Most of the disagreement between
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T ab le  4.1 K  magnitudes and redshift 
estimates for the fifteen PSR sources 
with newly measured redshifts.
Source K +st ZSpec
1154-011 17.10 +  0.30 1.2 1.21
1154-019 16.81 +  0.05 1.0 0.86
1201-026 18.17 2.2 1.43
1205+011 17.20 +  0.20 1.3 0.50
1212-007 17.87 +  0.19 1.8 1.60
1339+015 19.1 +  0.2 3.6 3.51
1331+004 17.81 1.8 1.40
1345+008 18.20 2.2 1.50
1346+018 16.29 +  0.09 0.7 0.65
1349-008 (16.9)1 1.0 0.98
2150-202 (17 .7)1 1.7 1.33
2156-192 14.96 +  0.06 0.3 0.45
2158-160 17.39 +  0.12 1.4 1.24
2202-179 16.79 +  0.10 1.0 1.35
2215-185 (< 17.8)1 < 1.7 1.04
[1] Estimated from B  — R.
2:Spec and Zest occurs at z >  1. This is consistent with the K - z  diagram of DP90 (their 
figure 3), where the Parkes sources were shown to follow the same relation as the brighter 3CR 
and 1-Jansky sources, noting that there are only two PSR sources with z >  1 on that diagram. 
Looking at the trend of points in figure 4.5, it suggests that at higher redshifts there is a 
systematic over-estimation of zest- This would correspond to a steepening of the K - z  relation 
at z >  1 —  in the sense that at any given redshift the PSR sources are optically less luminous 
than the 3C R /1-Jy sources. This was also suggested by the fi-band  magnitude distributions 
o f figure 2.8, where the PSR galaxies were seen to be, on average, a magnitude fainter than 
the 3CR galaxies.
Contrary to the general trend, the highest redshift source (1339+015) actually lies 
almost exactly on Lilly’s K - z  relation, with the difference between estimated and spectroscopic 
redshifts being only A z  =  0.1. Perhaps this is showing that there is a mixed population of 
sources in the PSR —  some “standard candle” sources that follow the K - z  relation at all 
redshifts, and a population of optically less luminous sources at lower redshifts.
Finally, it is interesting to note how these results compare with the work of Eales 
et al. (1997) on the K - z  diagram for their B 2/6C  sample (§1.3). They found that at z >  0.6
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Zepec z est 2 spec
F ig u re  4 .5 A comparison of the estimated redshifts (zest) from the K - z  relation, and the 
spectroscopic redshifts (zapec) for the 15 source PSR subsample. Left: The solid line denotes 
the locus o f ^st =  z. Filled circles are steep-spectrum sources, the hollow circle is the only 
flat-spectrum source in the subsample. Right: The same data plotted as the difference between 
estimated and measured redshift.
the fainter radio sources in their sample were ~  0.6 magnitudes fainter at K  than the 3C 
sources. A comparable effect is seen (indirectly) in the PSR data in figure 4.5, although it is 
not until z £  1.2 that the discrepancy with the 3C data becomes as large as was observed by 
Eales et al.
4.2.2 Implications for the redshift cut-off
In calculating their radio luminosity functions, Dunlop and Peacock (1990) used two different 
estimated redshift distributions. Recall that the MEAN-z distribution used Lilly’s K - z  rela­
tion to predict the redshift from the K  magnitude, and the HIGH-z distribution modified these 
estimates, such that the estimated redshifts were systematically increased at faint K  magni­
tudes. The first conclusion that can be drawn from the results shown in figure 4.5 is that the 
HIGH-z redshift distribution must be a poor representation o f the data. Indeed, the MEAN- 
z esimates (as used in this figure) are themselves higher on average than the spectroscopic 
redshifts, so even larger estimates are certainly unrealistic. Thus the results derived from the 
modified redshift distribution, the HIGH-z luminosity functions of DP90, can be rejected and 
will not be considered further.
The effect of a 20% random scatter in the estimated redshifts was shown by DP90 
to produce a redshift distribution that was statistically indistinguishable from the MEAN- 
z distribution. Although the scatter in the new redshifts is somewhat larger (~30% ) than
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considered by DP90 it is not unreasonable to assume that this will not change the distribution 
of redshifts significantly. Thus if figure 4.5 is to be interpreted as an increased scatter about the 
K - z  relation at high redshift, then these new results will have little effect on the conclusions 
o f DP90.
The more interesting possibility is that the MEAN-2 redshift estimates used by DP90 
were systematically too large at 2 <; 1. The effect of this is best illustrated with reference to 
figure 9 of DP90 (the P - z  plane; cf. figure 4.4 here). If the true redshift o f a source is less than 
its estimated redshift, then its true luminosity will also be less than its estimated luminosity 
—  it will move towards the lower-left of the P -z  plane, on a locus parallel to the flux-density 
limit lines in these figures. The effect will be to de-populate the high-P, high-2 corner o f the 
P -z  plane thus strengthening the conclusions of DP90 that there is a cut-off in the RLF for  
the most powerful sources, log10 P  >  27.
The effect that a systematic over-estimation of 2 would have at lower radio luminosities 
is rather different. For 2 S 1, the K - z  estimates are in agreement with the data, so the RLFs 
will be unaffected at luminosities log10P  ^ 25.5 (corresponding to the flux-density limit at 
2 ~  1). The key luminosities of interest are then 25.5 <  log10 P  <  27. Within this area of the 
P -z  plane there will be an increase in the number of sources compared with the distribution 
used by DP90 —  sources with high estimated luminosities will move into this area at lower 
redshifts and luminosities. The effect will be to produce a net increase in the number of high 
redshift sources per A  log10 P , particularly at the high-P end of this luminosity range. The 
qualitative changes expected in the model RLFs cannot be predicted easily without deriving 
fits to the new data. Although p(P, z) would increase at 2 =  3 say (as 2est =  4 sources move 
to 2est =  3), thus decreasing the evidence for a cut-off, p {P ,z )  would also increase at 2 =  2 
(as 2est =  3 sources move to 2est — 2), tending to increase the evidence for a cut-off. The 
relative importance o f these two effects will determine whether or not the cut-off is enhanced 
or removed. It can be seen from figure 4.2 that it would not require many more sources at 
2 =  2 — 3 to remove the (already marginal) necessity for a decline in the high-redshift RLF.
In summary, the new redshifts of PSR sources measured in §3.1 allow the HIGH-2 
luminosity functions of DP90 to be rejected; they strengthen the conclusion of DP90 that 
there is a cut-off in the steep-spectrum population, but only at high luminosities; at lower 
luminosities, log10 P  S 27, there remains considerable uncertainty in the form of the RLF.
To resolve this uncertainty would require more spectroscopic redshifts —  at least enough 
to determine: (i) whether a steeper K - z  relation is needed for the PSR at 2 ^ 1; or (ii) if the 
discrepancies in figure 4.5 are just the effect of an increased scatter in Lilly’s K - z  relation. The 
observing effort required to get the redshift content of the PSR to the necessary completeness
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is considerable. The fifteen redshifts discussed here are the result of six nights of telescope 
time, for which the success rate (number of redshifts per source obseiwed) was less than 50% 
(see §3.1). To increase the redshift completeness to even 70% say, would require another two 
weeks’ observing on a 4-m class telescope. Since it is generally the faintest sources that do 
not have redshifts, the success rate can only decrease further. Even as larger telescopes are 
becoming operational, it is still unrealistic to expect the redshift content of the PSR sample 
to increase sufficiently to resolve the uncertainty in the cut-off. The following sections will 
address the issue from the complementary perspective of a sample with a lower ffux-density 
limit —  the LBDS.
4.3 Photometric redshifts in the LBDS
Prior to the start of the current work, only 16 of the 73 sources in the LBDS Hercules fields had 
redshifts published in the literature. Chapter 3 reports measurements of 12 more obtained by 
the author. Another 21 redshifts have been measured by various observers and made available, 
bringing the total to 49 out of 73 sources (67%). Separating these according to spectral index 
gives 40 out of 52 (77%) steep-spectrum sources, and 9 out of 21 (43%) flat-spectrum sources 
with redshifts. See table 2.5 for the details and corresponding references.
In order to make best use of the LBDS to examine the evidence for a cut-off in the 
radio luminosity function, it is necessary to have complete redshift information for the sample. 
It was seen in chapter 3 how difficult it is to get good spectroscopy on these milli-Jansky 
sources, even more so than for the PSR sample, and so once again the unknown redshifts must 
be estimated. It will be seen from the infrared Hubble diagram for the LBDS Hercules field 
(chapter 5) that Lilly’s K - z  relation cannot be used to reliably estimate 2 —  for these sources 
there is significant scatter about the relation for 2 5  1, and at higher redshifts the sources are 
systematically fainter than the 3CR/1-Jansky sources that define the K - z  relation. A  more 
sophisticated redshift estimation method was needed that used all the available photometry. 
In this section, the background to photometric redshift estimation is presented, followed by a 
discussion o f the technique that was found to work best for the LBDS. The resulting redshift 
distributions are given in §4.3.4.
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4.3.1 Introduction
The idea of using broadband photometry to estimate redshifts was first proposed thirty-six 
years ago by Baum (1962) who used nine photometric bands to essentially locate the 4000-A 
break in elliptical galaxies. Loh and Spillar (1986) used six medium-band filters to estimate the 
redshifts o f ~200 cluster and field galaxies, finding good agreement with the limited number of 
spectroscopic redshifts available to them. K oo (1985) used the photographic bands U+ J+ F+ N+ 
together with the models of Bruzual (1983) to trace the locus of a galaxy across colour-colour 
plots, as a function of redshift. Comparison with the spectroscopic redshifts of ~100 galaxies 
yielded an accuracy of |A;r| =  |2spec — 2Phot| <  0.04 for two-thirds of the sources at zspec <  0.35 
and |Az| <  0.06 for 0.35 <  2spec <  0.6.
Although these methods were successful for low redshift galaxies, they were not applied 
to sources at 2 S 0.6 due to the small number of spectroscopic redshifts available at higher z  in 
their samples. As has been noted before, radio galaxies were for many years the only galaxies 
known in great numbers at high redshift, and methods for estimating their redshifts arose 
along different lines. The infrared Hubble diagram for radio galaxies provided an empirical 
relationship between the JC-band magnitude and the redshift of a radio galaxy (see §1.4 & 
equation [1.10]). After finding this relationship, Lilly et al. (1985) used it to estimate the 
redshifts o f the remaining galaxies in their sample from their K  magnitudes. In a later paper, 
Lilly (1989) showed that the broadband spectral energy distributions of 1-Jansky radio sources 
could be modelled by a combination of an “old” (> 2  Gyr) and a “young” (<1 Gyr) stellar 
population. Using the spectral synthesis models of Bruzual (1983) he fitted the observed 
SEDs, varying the redshift and the fraction of the young component at 5000 A (denoted 
fsooo)- Although the main purpose was to measure the star-formation activity in the sample 
(via / 5000), he also used this method to estimate the redshifts of ~10 sources. Two o f these 
had spectroscopic redshifts, giving |Az| =  0.02 and 0.33 for 2 =  3.40 and 2.17 respectively. All 
estimates had K  magnitudes consistent with the K - z  diagram, suggesting they were unlikely 
to be significantly in error.
As discussed in §4.1 above, Dunlop and Peacock (1990) used the K - z  relationship 
of Lilly et al. to estimate the redshifts of half the sources in the Parkes Selected Regions, 
in order to investigate the radio luminosity function. In Dunlop and Peacock (1993) they 
used a modified version of Lilly’s “old” +  “young” model to predict photometric redshifts for a 
subsample o f the PSR. For the “young” or “blue” component they used a power-law spectrum 
( / „  oc v~ a , with a  =  0.2) instead of a young stellar population, chosen to reproduce the 
flat f v U V-optical continuum observed in high-redshift radio galaxies. Comparison of the
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estimates with the eight galaxies at 2 >  0.5 which had spectroscopic redshifts gave an accuracy 
of (zphot/^spec) =  0.97 ±  0.11. These colour-estimated redshifts were, on average, a factor of 
~0.8  smaller than the corresponding K - z  redshift estimates for this subsample.
Recent interest in photometric redshift estimation was aroused by the need to obtain 
redshifts in the Hubble Deep Field (HDF; Williams et al. 1996). The faintness of the galaxies 
in the HDF makes obtaining complete spectroscopic redshifts an impractical option —  a more 
efficient approach was to develop the methods of estimating redshifts from the photometry. The 
methods fall into two basic categories: (i) fitting the data to either observed or model SED 
templates; and (ii) generating an empirical fit to the photometry. A review of the techniques 
and results is given by Hogg et al. (1998).
The first method consists of calculating the observed colours that a template spectrum 
would have at a given redshift, through a given set of filters, and then comparing that simulation 
with the data. The redshift is determined from the best fitting simulation by minimizing 
The various groups using this method differ essentially in their choice of template spectra. 
Lanzetta et al. (1996), Fernandez-Soto et al. (1999) and Sawicki et al. (1997) used observed 
spectra o f four Hubble types (E/SO, Sbc, Scd, Irr), extended into the UV and the IR using the 
models o f Bruzual and Chariot (1993). Gwyn and Hartwick (1996) used the evolving model 
spectra o f Bruzual and Chariot (1993), while Mobasher et al. (1996) used the models of Yoshii 
and Takahara (1988). The effects of inter-galactic absorption short-ward of Lyman-a and of 
dust absorption within the galaxy were modelled in various ways. The second method is that of 
Connolly et al. (1995). Using a “training set” of galaxies with known redshifts, they fit a low- 
order polynomial to the magnitudes and colours of the galaxies, giving an empirical relationship 
between the photometric properties and the redshift. This technique has been applied to both 
the HDF (Connolly et al. 1997) and a region coinciding with the Canada-France Redshift 
Survey (Brunner et al. 1997).
When the photometric predictions are compared with known spectroscopic redshifts, 
the agreement at low redshifts (2 ;$ 1-1.5) is very good with 68% of sources having |A2 | =  
|zphot -  2spec| <  0.1 and almost all sources agreeing within |Â | <  0.3 (Hogg et al. 1998). At 
higher redshifts, the photometric estimates are more uncertain. For example, Fernandez-Soto 
et al. (1999) find that A rmsz  =  0.45 for 2 >  1.5. It is also interesting to note a systematic 
error that appears in plots of 2ph0t against 2spec- Trails of points running parallel to each axis 
are found —  these are sources with either low 2spec predicted to have a much larger 2phot or 
vice versa (see figure 9 o f Ellis (1997) and figures 3 & 4 of Lanzetta et al. (1996)). The possible 
origin of this error will be addressed below, as it is also apparent in the current work.
An important point to recall when comparing the results o f photometric redshift esti­
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mates in the HDF with estimates based on other data, is the very high quality o f the HDF 
observations. This is particularly apparent for comparisons with ground-based data, such as 
that presented here. The HDF observations have a resolution of 071, exposure times of 1 - 
1 .5x10s seconds per filter, with very low background. Typical ground-based observations have 
~ 1 0 x  poorer resolution, ~ 1 0x  shorter exposures and a background that is 1-3 magnitudes 
brighter.
The next sub-section describes the method used to estimate the redshifts of sources in 
the LBDS Hercules field. Section 4.2.3 then compares the estimates with the known spectro­
scopic redshifts, and the basic properties of the resulting redshift distributions are discussed 
in section 4.2.4.
4.3.2 Estimation methods
In order to develop the best possible method of calculating photometric redshifts, the ideas 
of several of the above authors were combined and investigated. Galaxy spectra from the 
new spectral synthesis models o f Jimenez et al. (1999) (see §1.5) were used to compute the 
template SEDs. The observed magnitudes were compared with the model predictions using 
the x 2 statistic, for a broad range of redshift, model age and fraction o f “young” component 
(for both a young stellar population and a power-law). The best-fit parameters were then 
determined by minimizing x 2 over a restricted subset of the parameter values.
The spectral models consist of an array of flux densities for wavelengths 90 A -100 pm 
(with variable wavelength sampling), at ages of 0.01-14 Gyr, for five different metalicities and 
two different initial mass functions (IMFs). They are described in detail in §1.5. The models 
with Miller-Scalo IMF and solar metalicity (Z =  0.02) were used —  the estimated redshifts 
were not sensitive to the choice of IMF or Z. A template spectrum was computed by first 
selecting the spectrum of the required age F£ld, then adding to that a “young” component 
F%°ung scaled such that this component is a fraction /5 0 0 0  of the total flux at 5000 A, i.e. 
/5000 =  F f ung(5000 A) /  FA(5000 A ), where F\ =  F ° ld +  F f ,ung. Three forms for the “young” 
component were tested: a young stellar population of age 0.03 Gyr, one o f age 0.1 Gyr (following 
Lilly 1989), and a power-law F (oung oc (A/5000)~2+Q with a  =  0.2 (following Dunlop and 
Peacock 1993).
Inter-galactic absorption due to hydrogen systems along the line of sight was modelled as 
a damping o f the flux at wavelengths shorter than Lycv, such that F\(A <  1216 A) —> F\ ■ e~ T, 
with r  =  ((1 +  z ) /5 .3 )3 (Gunn and Peterson 1965). The Lyman-limit discontinuity, due to the 
weak stellar emission and strong interstellar HI absorption shortward of 912 A, was modelled 
by a cut-off of the form Fa (A <  912 A) =  0. (The Jimenez et al. models do, in fact, successfully
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reproduce the Lyman-limit discontinuity but this additional step was retained for compatability 
with older spectral synthesis models.) The effects of possible dust absorption within the galaxy 
were not considered —  the additional parameters necessary could not be easily accommodated, 
given that each source had on average only four magnitudes with which to compare the models. 
Finally the spectrum is redshifted: A -> A • (1 +  z).
The synthetic flux in a given filter is computed by convolving the model spectrum F\{\) 
with the appropriate filter response function T/(A)
F  =  / A2 F\{\) ■ T f(\ ) ■ dA [4.10]
J Xt
where (Ai:A2) is the wavelength region for which T / is non-zero. The response function T j has 
been computed from the filter transmission, the atmospheric extinction and (for the optical 
filters) the quantum efficiency of the CCD detector, and was obtained from databases at the 
telescopes (Palomar and UKIRT). The synthetic magnitude is then
mT  = “2-5 loS10 t4-11]
where F jtd is the flux that a standard star has in the same filter. The standard stars are 
BD +  17°4708 for the gri filters and Vega (a  Lyrae) for the U+ J H K  filters. The fluxes F jtd are 
computed from tabulated flux density measurements o f the standard stars using equation [4.10].
The set of synthetic magnitudes (msj n for filters f = U + g r iJ H K )  are compared with 
the data (m,/) using the \2 statistic:
* ! =  E  
/
which is then minimized with respect to the normalization A m syn. This normalization simply 
scales the model spectrum by a constant so that the synthetic magnitudes fit the data (phys­
ically, it is the combination of the absolute bolometric magnitude of the source plus the 1/ r 2 
dimming.)
This process o f generating synthetic magnitudes and determining the normalization is 
repeated for redshifts 0 <  z <  5 in steps of 0.1, “young” component fractions 0 <  / 50oo <  1 
in steps o f 0.02, and the twenty galaxy ages (0.01, 0.03, 0.07, 0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 
7, 8 , 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Gyr). Equation [4.12] is evaluated for each combination o f the 
parameters z, / 5000, age (A m syn having been determined already), yielding an array of values 
° f  X2(v/sooo,age) for each of the three different “young” components. When m / is an upper 
limit, the term contributing to the summation is defined to be an exponential with value ~1
m f  -  (ms/ n +  A m syn)
[4.12]
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when the model magnitude (m J n +  A m syn) equals the 1-cr limit, increasing exponentially when 
the model is brighter than the data, and making an exponentially decreasing contribution to 
X 2 when the model is fainter than the data.
An approximation to the best-fitting parameters was determined by finding the mini­
mum value o f x 2 hi the coarse three-dimensional array. This approximation was refined and 
errors on the parameters determined by using the minimization technique described in §15.5 of 
Press et al. (1992). Defining a =  ( z , /5ooo, age), the minimizing parameters amjn are computed 
from the approximate parameter set aapp following equation 15.5.1 of Press et ah:
a,„in =  aaPP +  D “ 1 ■ [ - V x 2(aapp)] [4.13]
where D  is the second derivative (Hessian) matrix o f y 2. The derivatives of x 2 are evaluated 
from a 5 x 5 x 5  grid of points centered on aapp. Errors on the parameters (er) are determined 
from the diagonal elements of D -1 and, to the extent that the measurement errors are normally 
distributed, <x are the 68% confidence limits on each parameter separately.
4.3.3 Comparison with spectroscopic redshifts
Two-thirds o f the Hercules sample have spectroscopic redshifts (zspec)> so the best-fit photo­
metric redshift (zphot) could be compared with the true redshift for these sources. This was 
done first of all visually by plotting zphot against -zspec to see how well the points followed the 
locus of zphot =  -zspec- Secondly, the median, (A z )med, of A z  =  zphot -  •Zspec was computed, 
together with the standard deviation about the median <rmed =  a /X X ^ z  — {A z )med)'2 /N . Any 
sources with A z  >  2.5crmed were rejected and crmed was recomputed. Each redshift estimation 
method was assessed on the basis of the values of (A z )med and crmed, the number o f points 
rejected (Nrej ) in the second iteration of crmed) and the proportion of redshifts that were un­
derestimated (since it is the underestimated redshifts that would affect the subsequent analysis 
o f the redshift cut-off most severely).
It rapidly became clear from these comparisons that minimizing x 2 over the whole of 
the parameter ranges produced a very poor result, A z  >  0.5 for almost all sources. The next 
stage in the analysis was to determine which restricted set of parameters produced the best 
redshift estimates. Several methods were tested: (i) In order to approximate the methods 
of the HDF groups (e.g. Lanzetta et al. 1996; Sawicki et al. 1997), the number of spectral 
templates was limited to three, corresponding to E/SO, Sabc & Sd/Irr galaxies. This was done 
by fixing / 5ooo=0, and using ages of 14, 1 & 0.1 Gyr to approximately represent the increasing 
UV flux of early- to late-type galaxies, (ii) Following Lilly (1989) the “old” component was 
fixed at ages o f either 5, 10, 12 or 14 Gyr, and x 2 minimized with respect to z  and /sooo- This
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T a b le  4 .2 Accuracy of the photometric redshifts for 
the two component model.
“Young” component (A z )med °ined /V ■-a vrej
0.1 Gyr stellar population 0.12 0.28 3
0.03 Gyr stellar population 0.09 0.35 5
Power-law / „  oc i/~0-2 0.05 0.43 4
was done for two stellar “young” component models of ages 0.03 & 0.1 Gyr, and for the power- 
law component o f Dunlop and Peacock (1993). (iii) The age parameter at each redshift was 
limited such that it was less than the age of the universe at that z, then x'2 was minimized with 
respect to all three parameters, (iv) The “young” spectral component was restricted to values 
of /5000 <  0.67, <  0.5 and /5000 =  0, with the minimization performed over the remaining 
parameter ranges.
Of these methods, it was the second one that produced the most accurate results —  
fixing the age o f the “old” component and fitting to 2  and /5 0 0 0  • Using the maximum possible 
age for the “old” stellar population (14 Gyr) gave (A z )meci — 0.1 and crmeci — 0.3, compared 
with (A z )med — 0.3 and umed — 0.4 for a 5 Gyr-old population. As shown in figure 4.6, varying 
the form o f the “young” component had the effect of improving (A z )med at the cost o f making 
o med broader. The values of these diagnostics are given in table 4.2. The 0.1 Gyr stellar 
population was chosen as the best “young” component overall —  it has the narrowest error 
distribution and the least number of very deviant points, whilst the median difference between 
photometric and spectroscopic redshifts remains well within the error distribution.
It can be seen in figure 4.6 that there are several sources with small spectroscopic 
redshifts (zspec £  0.5) that are assigned significantly larger photometric redshifts. This effect 
can also be seen in the work of Lanzetta et al. (1996) and Ellis (1997). In the case of 53W090 
at £spec =  0.094, this is probably due to poor photometry —  it is a bright galaxy that extends 
well beyond the apertures used in both the optical and IR images, and the difference in seeing 
between the two may be sufficient to distort the true colours. For the other sources (note that 
it is generally the same sources in each plot that show this disagreement), there appear to be 
two effects: (i) for zph0t ~  2 the location of the 4000-A break can be anywhere from 1 fim  to 
2 ¡im due the lack of infrared data at J & H ; and (ii) for zphot ~  3 the 4000-A break is being 
mis-interpreted as the Lyman-limit break at 912 A. In virtually all cases a second minimum 
in x 2 is found close to the spectroscopic redshift. Figure 4.7 illustrates this for 53W019 and 
53W034, the only two spectroscopic souices which show this effect when a 0.1 Gyr stellar
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Z  —  Z  p h o t  s p e c
- 4  - 2  0
z p h o t  Z s p e c
F igu re  4 .6  Comparison of the photometric and spectroscopic redshifts for a 14 Gyr-old 
stellar population plus a blue component consisting of: (a, top) a 0.1 Gyr stellar population; 
(b, middle) a 0.03 Gyr stellar population; (c, bottom) a power-law / „  oc v~0 2.
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53W019
X /  p m
53W034
X /  p  m
F igu re  4 .7  Redshift estimates for 53W019 (top) and 53W034 (bottom). Solid lines denote 
the best-fit photometric redshift (z), dotted lines denote the redshift (z1) corresponding to the 
secondary minimum in y 2. The spectroscopic redshifts are 0.542 and 0.281 respectively.
population is used as the blue component.
The two sources that have photometric redshifts that are significantly underestimated 
by this two component method are 53W009 ( z S p e c  =  1-090) and 53W075 ( z S p e c  =  2.150). Both 
are classified as quasars and it is perhaps not too surprising that their SEDs are not successfully 
modelled by a galaxy spectrum. Note, however, that the redshifts of the other quasars in the 
sample are correctly estimated.
4.3.4 Results
The best-fitting model SEDs and y 2 functions for the twenty-one sources without spectroscopic 
redshifts are presented in figure 4.8. For those sources which have an upper limit to the 
redshift based on a continuum detection in the spectrum (table 3.5), this limit has been taken
into account in determining 2pi,0t and the errors, however the plots of x 2 are presented before 
this additional constraint was applied. In fact, the spectroscopic continuum limits affect the 
predicted redshift of only one source —  53W070 —  ruling out the high-2 minimum in \ 2 at 
-piiot — 3.7.
Figure 4.9 presents the likelihood functions L (z ) for these sources, normalized to a 
peak value o f unity. The likelihood is defined as L (z)  oc exp( —x 2(z ) / 2 ), where \/2 has been 
minimized with respect to /500 0  (i.e. x 2(2) =  X2(z >/min) where f min(z) is the value of /500 0 
for which x 2 is a minimum at each fixed 2). Table 4.3 lists the best-fit photometric redshifts, 
together with the one-sigma errors 5z, which measure the width of the primary peak in ¿ ( 2), 
and the 99% confidence limits 2i0w, ¿high, which measure the lowest and highest reasonable 
redshift, taking into account the multi-peaked nature o f the likelihood functions. It can be 
seen from figure 4.9 that about half the sources have peaks at two distinct redshifts, often of 
comparable likelihood. Thus the width of the primary peak (¿2) is, in general, a poor measure 
o f the uncertainty in 2ph0t and the 99% confidence limits are preferred. Indeed, these limits 
roughly correspond to the maximum and minimum redshifts at which L (z)  is distinct from 
zero in these plots.
In the remainder of this chapter, results will often be quoted for the “best” , “low” 
and “high” redshift distributions, meaning that the photometric redshifts o f these twenty-one 
sources are taken to be the values of 2Ph0t) ¿low & ¿high in table 4.3 respectively. The redshifts 
o f the other forty-eight sources are, of course, taken to be their true spectroscopic values. 
The three distributions are presented in figure 4.10 for the full LBDS Hercules sample, and 
figure 4.11 shows just those sources in the 2-mJy sample. The high-2 and low-2 distributions 
are somewhat artificial as they assume that all the sources simultaneously lie at the extremes 
o f their ±99%  error bounds, but they bracket the realistic redshift distributions allowed by the 
data.
Recall that there are four sources in the sample that are unidentified and therefore do 
not appear in the redshift distributions (all four sources have S i.4 >  2 mJy). 53W043 was 
obscured by a bright star (V  ~  12) in the Four-shooter CCD observations, but a lower limit 
of F + Z 22.5 was obtained from the photographic plates (unlike the CCDs, the star was not 
saturated on the plates). This places a limit on the redshift of 53W043 o f 2 <; 0.5. The other 
three unidentified sources (53W006, 53W0037, 53W0087) all have r Z 25 placing them at 
2  >  1 -2 .
The full 73-source sample is considered first: for the best-2 distribution, the median 
redshift is 0.61; for the low-2 distribution it is 0.46; and for the high-2 case the median is 0.63. 
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F ig u re  4 .8  SEDs and \2 functions for the twenty-one sources in the Hercules sample for 
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F igu re  4 .9 Likelihood functions for the twenty-one sources in the LBDS Hercules sample 
















T a b le  4 .3 Photometric redshifts and errors for those twenty-one sources without 
spectroscopic redshifts. The one-sigma error on 2phot is Sz, and ziow, ¿high are the 
99% confidence limits.
Source ■ Z p h o t Sz - ^ l o w Source ~ p h o t Sz 4 o w f i l i g l i
53W004 1.12 0.09 0.8 1.4 53W042 0.02 0.04 0.0 2.4
53 W011 0.61 0.05 0.1 0.9 53W051 1.01 0.03 0.8 1.2
53W013 1.49 0.27 0.0 2.8 53W054A 1.25 0.08 1.0 3.3
53W014 1.28 0.06 1.1 1.5 53W054B 1.18 0.13 0.0 3.1
53W021 1.12 0.13 0.8 3.4 53W057 1.53 0.25 0.0 2.2
53W025 0.97 0.17 0.5 1.6 53W059 1.42 0.13 1.1 2.8
53W026 0.70 0.10 0.4 2.5 53W060 0.62 0.22 0.0 2.4
53W029 1.23 0.15 0.7 2.3 53W061 0.29 0.16 0.0 3.3
53W035 1.41 0.14 1.1 1.8 53W066 1.82 0.33 0.0 2.8
53W036 1.50 0.28 0.0 2.0 53W070 1.09 0.03 0.9 1.3
53W041 0.59 0.15 0.0 2.3
changed from the full sample. The low-2 distribution has a median of 0.53 and for the higli-2 
case it is 1.09. The four unidentified sources have a total weight of 6.1 and will change the 
median redshifts very little if they are included —  they will simply increase the high-redshift 
tail of each distribution.
Comparing these results with fainter radio surveys at sub-mJy and ¿¿Jy flux limits, it is 
seen that the redshift distribution changes very little over more than two orders of magnitude 
in radio flux (Windhorst and Waddington 1999). In particular, radio observations o f the HDF 
down to 9 ¡j,Jy result in a very similar distribution to figures 4.10(b) and 4.11(b), with a mean 
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F igu re  4 .10  Redshifts of sources in the LBDS Hercules sample, for the three photometric 
redshift distributions: (a) the 99% lower confidence limits ziow; (b) the best-fitting redshifts 
Zphot; and (c) the 99% upper confidence limits Zhigh- Filled histograms are the sources with 
spectroscopic redshifts, outlined histograms are the sources with photometric redshifts. An 
arrow denotes the median redshift of each distribution. Note that the ordinate is the weighted 
number of sources —  i.e. corrected for primary-beam attenuation and resolution bias.
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F igu re  4 .11 Redshifts of sources in the 2-mJy Hercules sample, for the three photometric 
redshift distributions. See figure 4.10 for full caption.
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4.4 The LBDS radio luminosity function and 
the redshift cut-off
The previous section detailed the photometric redshift estimates that have been used to “com­
plete” the redshift content of the LBDS Hercules sample. The sample is now in a position 
to be used to investigate the radio luminosity function in some detail, and in particular to 
examine the evidence for a redshift cut-off in the radio population. As was discussed in chap­
ter 2, the large weights of the nine sources with 1 <  S1.4 <  2 mJy causes the full sample to be 
biassed towards these low signal-to-noise objects. Throughout this section, therefore, only the 
64 sources in the 2-mJy sample will be considered. A cosmology of Ho =  50 km s“ 1 M pc- 1 , 
Do =  1 and A =  0 will be used for consistency with DP90.
4.4.1 Comparison with the RLF models of Dunlop 
and Peacock (1990)
Two approaches have been used in order to compare the predictions of Dunlop and Pea­
cock (1990) with the Hercules data. First, the luminosity functions were used to calculate the 
expected redshift distribution in the Hercules field, in the form of cumulative number counts. 
Second, the space density of sources in the sample was calculated as a function of radio luminos­
ity and redshift, to compare directly with the models. This second method has the advantage 
that the luminosity dependence can be investigated directly, but with only 64 sources in the 
sample (of which four have no optical counterpart) the sampling and statistics are quite poor. 
The first method allows more robust conclusions to be drawn, but at the expense of losing the 
luminosity information.
Dunlop and Peacock (1990) divided their data according to spectral index, and cal­
culated model RLFs for the steep-spectrum (a  >  0.5) and flat-spectrum (a  <  0.5) popu­
lations separately. For their complete samples, spectral indices were known for all sources. 
However, the data from the fainter samples were generally restricted to source counts, with 
no spectral index information available. To separate the faint number counts into steep- 
and flat-spectrum sources, they approximated the flat-spectrum contribution by a model, 
dnflat /d S  =  45 S~2'5 exp[—(In 5 )2/8] Jy-1 sr- 1 , which was then subtracted off the data to 
give the steep-spectrum counts. These number counts were incorporated into the respective 
RLF models o f the two populations.
It rapidly became apparent that the number of steep-spectrum sources in the Hercules 
data was significantly lower than the models predicted, and conversely there were more flat- 
spectrum sources in the data than in the models. The predicted total number of sources
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(steep plus flat) agreed with the data, as it should, thus demonstrating that the spectral index
separation used by DP90 was incorrect. In particular, their model for dnflat/d S  predicts that 
there should be 5-10 flat-spectrum sources in the 2-mJy sample, where there are in fact 31 of 
them (after applying the weights for incompleteness). Indeed, the ratio o f steep-spectrum to 
flat-spectrum sources is the same in both the PSR and 2-mJy Hercules samples, at 2:1.
Two methods of dealing with this inconsistency between the data and models were 
considered. First, the flat-spectrum and steep-spectrum models could each be scaled so that 
they predicted the observed number of sources in the 2-mJy sample. The problem with this 
method is that the fraction of flat-spectrum sources in the models is a function o f flux density, 
and thus a complicated function of redshift and luminosity (the variables in the model). Simply 
scaling the model by a constant would not correct for this in any reasonable manner.
The second method, and the one that will be adopted, is to remove the distinction 
between flat-spectrum and steep-spectrum sources altogether. The data will be considered as 
a single population, and the models will simply be added together. Mathematically, this is 
possible as the RLF models are essentially just the number of sources observed in the survey, 
which can o f course be summed. Physically, this is justified by the work of several authors. 
One of the main conclusions of DP90 was that both populations behave very similarly and may 
therefore come from a single population. Padovani and Urry (1992) demonstrated that steep- 
and flat-spectrum radio quasars and FR-II radio galaxies were consistent with being the same 
physical objects, viewed at different angles and with a range of relativistic beaming parameters 
(see also Urry and Padovani 1995). Thus the remainder of the chapter will consider a single 
radio luminosity function for sources of all spectral indices.
The cumulative number counts are calculated for each of the RLFs: five free-form 
models, PLE and LDE. The number of sources at redshifts less than 2 is:
index o f sources in the sample (a) =  0.79. P\ is calculated from 52.7 using equation [1.6]. 
Equation [4.14] is evaluated numerically in steps of A l o g l 0 P  =  0.025 and A 2 =  0.01. The
(in M pc3 sr- 1 ) out to redshift 2 is V (z ),  given by equation [1.9], and Hi =  3.78 x 10-4  sr 
(1.22 sq. deg.) is the solid angle of the radio sample. The observed cumulative redshift 
distribution is computed by summing the weights of the sources from 2 =  0 to the redshift of
where P\ is the luminosity o f a source at redshift 2 whose flux density would be equal to the 
detection limit of 52.7 =  1-2 mJy. The projected flux density limit at 2.7 GHz is derived from 
the flux density limit of the survey at 1.4 GHz (5 i .4 =  2 mJy) using the median spectral




F igu re  4 .12  The cumulative redshift distribution of all sources in the 2-mJy Hercules sam­
ple. N w  is the weighted number of sources with redshifts less than 2 . The bold histogram 
is computed from the best redshift distribution, the lighter histograms correspond to the low 
and high redshift distributions. Coloured lines are the luminosity functions of Dunlop and 
Peacock (1990): free-form (FF) models 1-5, pure luminosity evolution (PLE) and luminos­
ity/density evolution (LDE). A cosmology of Do =  1 and Ho =  50 km s-1  M pc-1 is assumed.
each source in turn. The results are presented in figure 4.12.
The first comment to make about this figure, is that five of the models correctly predict 
the total number of sources in the sample to within 5%. The weighted number o f sources is 
83.7, of which 6.1 are unidentified and do not appear in the figure, and the models predict 
/Vtotai — 79. The other two models (FF-1 and FF-2) converge to N tota.i — 73 by z =  8 . All 
the models fit the data at low redshifts z S 0.4, where they were relatively well-constrained by 
the local RLF. It can be seen that the second free-form model (FF-2) fails to fit the data at 
all higher redshifts z £  0.4. The first o f the free-form models (FF-1) approximately follows the 




The pure luminosity evolution (PLE) and luminosity/density evolution (LDE) models 
produce an excellent match to the high-z distribution at z k. 2, although there are many more 
sources at z — 0.6 than predicted. This agreement between the PLE and LDE models and the 
data at large redshifts was also found by Dunlop (1997), using an earlier version o f this sample 
without the photometric redshifts. The PLE and LDE models, however, are only consistent 
with the high-z distribution and fail to fit the most likely redshift distribution at any z k, 0.4. 
Recall that the high-z distribution assumes that all the sources are simultaneously at the 99% 
upper confidence limits of their possible photometric redshifts, and thus represents the most 
extreme limit o f the distribution.
The third of the free-form models (FF-3) is in reasonable agreement with the best-z 
and high-z data for redshifts z < 0 .6-0.8 , but then continues to rise steeply. It predicts that 
there should be only five sources at z >  1.5, somewhat inconsistent with the data —  there are 
already 10 sources with spectroscopic redshifts greater than this. The best fits to the data are 
free-form models FF-4 and FF-5. At z <  0.4 and z >  1 they match the best-z distribution 
flawlessly. The only disagreement occurs over the range 0.4 ^ z $ 1, where the observed 
redshift distribution rises more rapidly than the models. This rise is due to two sharp peaks 
in the observed redshift distribution —  there are 7 sources at z =  0.54 ±  0.02 and 5 sources at 
z =  0.62 ±  0.01 in the 2-mJy sample (plus another source at z =  0.61 with S i.4 =  1.7 mJy). 
These two peaks are evidence for (super-) clusters along the line-of-sight, statistical variations 
that the RLF models could not possibly predict. W ith these exceptions, the FF-4 and FF-5 
models of DP90 fit the observed redshift data well, and FF-3 is also approximately consistent 
within the uncertainties of the photometric redshifts.
Figure 4.12 has shown which models correctly predict the overall redshift dependence 
o f the radio luminosity function, but it says nothing about the luminosity dependence. To 
investigate this, an attempt has been made to calculate the observed RLF to compare directly 
with the models. This was done by redshift and luminosity binning o f the 2-mJy Hercules data. 
The luminosity of each source at 2.7 GHz was calculated from the total flux (at 1.4 GHz) and 
the 21-50 cm spectral index, using equation [1.6]. Eight luminosity bins were used, from 
log10 P2.7 =  20 to 28 in steps of A  log10 A .7 =  1- Five redshift bins were used, from z =  0 
to 4, centered on z =  0.1, 0.5, 1.1, 1.7 and 3.0. These redshifts approximately correspond to 
ages of 90%, 50%, 33%, 25% and 10% of the current age of the universe (for Einstein-de Sitter 
cosmology, (1 +  z) oc t~2/ 3). The bins were chosen so as to contain enough sources to be 
statistically useful, whilst being sufficiently narrow to resolve the redshift dependence o f the 
RLF. The weighted number of sources in each (P , z) bin was calculated, and converted to a 
space density p0bS by dividing by the volume of the bin.
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Given the relatively large width of the redshift bins, an additional weight had to be 
applied to each source to correct for the fact that the weakest sources could not have been 
detected at all redshifts within the bin. Specifically, each weight was modified thus: w, —t 
Wi ■ V/Vnm , where V = V (22) — V(z\) is the volume of universe enclosed by the bin extending 
from redshift z\ to 22, and Vfim = V(zurn) — V(z 1) is the volume enclosed from 21 to the redshift 
ziim at which the source would fall below the radio flux-density limit of the sample. V(z) is 
given by equation [1.9]. If zum >  22 then the source could have been detected at any redshift 
within the bin and Wi was not changed. The assumption required to make this correction is 
simply that p (P , 2) does not change significantly within 21 —> 22. It is seen that the data points 
from successive bins are consistent within 1- 2-ct, verifying that this is a reasonable assumption. 
Errors are assigned to each bin 011 the basis of Poisson counting statistics, i.e. 6p =  
applied to the raw weights before correcting for the flux-density-limit bias. Given that the 
sample is almost completely identified in the optical (to 93%), it is not necessary to similarly 
weight the sources with respect to the optical detection limits.
The binned luminosity function is presented in figure 4.13 for each of the three pho­
tometric redshift distributions. The rather poor sampling of the (P , 2) parameter space is 
apparent from these diagrams, not only from the size of the error bars but also the absence of 
data at high luminosities (the small area of the sample is insufficient to contain large numbers 
of the luminous, and thus rare, sources). Whilst the small number of sources is the weakness of 
this method o f analysing the data, its strength lies in the accuracy with which the luminosities 
are known, given the nearly complete redshift information for the sample.
The first point to note is that the observed RLF does not change significantly with 
redshift, in those luminosity bins that are sampled at more than one redshift. This is partic­
ularly apparent at log10 P  =  24.5, where the RLF is unchanged, within the 1-cr errors, over 
2 ~  0 .4-1.8 . This is somewhat due to the small number of objects in each bin and hence the 
relatively large error bars, but the low-power (<  P*) RLF clearly evolves more slowly than at 
the higher luminosities studied by DP90.
Looking in detail at the luminosity function derived from the best photometric redshift 
estimates (figure 4.13b), there is good evidence for a luminosity-dependent turnover in the 
RLF at 2 ~  1.1-1.7. At log10 P  =  23.5, the density of sources at 2 =  0.8-1.4 is lower by an 
order of magnitude than it is in the lower redshift bin. There is no evidence for a turnover in 
the next luminosity bin, but at log10P  =  25.5 the RLF at 2 ~  1.8 is significantly lower than 
at 2 ~  1.1 and is marginally lower still in the highest redshift bin. The turnover or “cut-off” 
redshift appears to increase with increasing 2.7 GHz radio luminosity.
This trend is even more dramatic when the low-2 photometric redshifts are considered
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F igu re  4 .13  The observed radio luminosity function for the 2-mJy Hercules sample, for each 
o f the three photometric redshift distributions: (a) low-z; (b) best-z; and (c) high-z.
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(figure 4.13a). At a redshift of 0.5, the log10 P  =  22.5 sources have a lower density than at 
z ~  0.1. The log10 P =  23.5 sources turnover around 2 ~  0.8, the log10 P  =  24.5 sources 
perhaps nearer to 2 ~  1.1 and the log10 P  =  25-26 objects begin to decline in density at 
2 ~  1.5. The high-2 redshift distribution produces an RLF that behaves somewhat differently. 
At luminosities below log10 P  =  24 it is essentially the same as the best-2 case, but at higher 
luminosities the RLF does not change significantly within the error bars. There is no convincing 
evidence for a cut-off at these luminosities.
The binned luminosity function p0bs is compared with the model RLFs of Dunlop and 
Peacock (1990) in figures 4.14-4.16, for each of the three redshift distributions. The preceding 
discussion concentrated upon the properties of the observed luminosity function and its depen­
dence on the photometric redshifts, without reference to the models. It is now appropriate to 
investigate how the models compare with the data, and to try to determine whether the fits 
seen in the cumulative counts of figure 4.12 are consitent with the luminosity dependence of 
the models as well as the redshift dependence.
The first point to be noted is that all the models are consistent with the data in the 
first redshift bin 0 <  z <  0.2, as was seen in the cumulative distribution. The PLE and LDE 
models show how the non-evolving low-power component (pi) fits the data particularly well at 
log10 P  ~  20 — 22. Each model will now be considered in turn and compared with the data 
derived using the three photometric redshift distributions.
The first free-form model (FF-1) fits the data in the two highest redshift bins of the 
best-2 data, but at redshifts of z =  0 .2- 1.4 it fails —  it predicts too many lower luminosity 
sources and too few higher luminosity ones. Although this model fits the high-2 cumulative 
counts reasonably well, it is seen from figure 4.16(a) that the luminosity dependence of the 
model is very different from the data.
It was seen above that the second of the free-form models (FF-2) gave the worst fit to 
the cumulative counts. The cause of this is seen in figures 4.14(b) and 4.16(b) —  the model 
predicts too few log10 P  — 24-26 sources at z ~  0.5; although at 2 £  0.8 and log10 P  >  24 the 
model fits the high-2 data very well.
Once again, too many lower luminosity and too few higher luminosity sources are pre­
dicted by free-form model FF-3, at intermediate redshifts (0.2 <  z <  1.4). The high-redshift 
behaviour of this model is roughly consistent with the low-2 distribution o f photometric red­
shifts (figure 4.15c), but it is inconsistent with the high-z distribution at all z S 0.2.
Recall that RLF models FF-4 and FF-5 produced the best fit to the cumulative number 
counts, being in excellent agreement with the best-z data for z £ 1. Figures 4 .14(d )-(e) 
show the luminosity dependence of these models. At z ~  0.5 the models predict too many
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F igu re  4 .14  The observed radio luminosity function (data points), using the best-2 photo­
metric redshifts, compared with the models of Dunlop and Peacock (1990). The models are 
plotted for redshifts z =  0.1, 0.5, 1.1, 1.7 and 3.0 corresponding to the center o f each bin. The 
data is offset along the abscissa to add clarity to the points.
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Figure 4 .14  Continued.
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F igu re  4 .14 Continued.
log10 P  =  22.5 sources and too few at log10 P  =  24-26. In the next redshift bin (0.8 <  z <  1.4), 
there are once again too many lower luminosity sources predicted, but the log10 P  =  24-26 
sources match the data. In the two highest redshift bins, the models and data are in reasonable 
agreement. Thus it is seen that although the redshift dependence o f these two models matches 
the data, the accuracy of the luminosity dependence is not nearly as good.
Finally, the two parametric models (PLE and LDE) are shown in figures 4 .14-4 .1 6 (f)-
(g). Recall that these two models provided a good fit to the high-z cumulative redshift distri­
bution at z <; 2. The luminosity dependence o f these two models in the two highest redshift 
bins (z =  1.4-2 and 2-4) fits the high-z data relatively well. At lower redshifts, the same 
behaviour is observed as in the other models —  too many lower power sources and not enough 
higher power sources are predicted. The models do not fit the low-z or best-z distributions.
To summarize, none o f the luminosity functions of Dunlop and Peacock (1990) provide 
a good description o f both the redshift and luminosity dependence of the data at milli-Jansky 
levels. In general, the models predict too many log10 P  =  22-24 sources and too few log10 P  =  
24-26 sources at intermediate redshifts (0.2 < z < 1.4). If there are two (super-) clusters in 
the Hercules field, this would explain why the models predict too few sources at z ~  0.6, but 
it would not explain why there are fewer sources observed at lower luminosities, nor why there
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F igu re  4.15 The observed radio luminosity function (data points), using the low-z photo­
metric redshifts, compared with the models of Dunlop and Peacock (1990). See caption to 
figure 4.14.
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F igu re  4.15 Continued. 
are more observed at z ~  1.1.
4.4.2 The redshift cut-off revisited
Having found that none of the RLF models fit both the P - and 2-dependence o f the data, 
is there still any evidence to confirm or refute the existence of a decline in the RLF at high 
redshift? The most reliable comparisons between the new data and the models should be 
made in that region o f the P -z  plane where the two datasets (DP90 and LBDS Hercules) 
overlap. The DP90 sample is restricted to 24 <  log10 P  <  28 with the majority of sources 
having log10 P  Z 25. The LBDS Hercules sample essentially covers the luminosity range 
20 <  log10 P  <  26 (with a single source at log10 P  ~  26.5). Thus, not only is there very little 
overlap between the two samples, but there is only a single source in the LBDS Hercules sample 
that coincides with the luminosity range over which the model RLFs show an unambiguous 
cut-off (26 <  log10 P  <  28). Even the upper limits to the high-luminosity sources in Hercules 
are too high to place any useful restriction on the majority o f the RLFs —  the 3.78 x 10~4 sr 
area of the two Hercules fields is simply too small to contain a statistically useful number of 
high-z sources. The high-P/high-z area of the P -z  plane which is crucial for determining the 
robustness of the redshift cut-off is too sparsely covered by the LBDS Hercules sample to be
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F igu re  4 .16  The observed radio luminosity function (data points), using the high-z photo­
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o f any use in directly testing the results of DP90.
If the RLF models are rejected as being a poor fit to the data, is there any evidence 
within the data themselves for a cut-off in the luminosity function? It was pointed out in the 
previous sub-section that there is marginal evidence that the RLF turns over at z =  0.5-2 and 
that the redshift at which this occurs is a function of the luminosity. If the redshift binning is 
done more coarsely such that the highest-z bin is z =  1.5 — 3.0, then this turnover is significant 
at the 2-3-sigma level at log10 P  ~  24.5, and marginal (<  1-u) at log10 P  ~  25.5. Thus there is 
some evidence for a cut-off in the RLF, but at a lower redshifts than DP90 found. Qualitatively, 
this trend is consistent with the free-form RLF models, where the redshift. at which the RLF 
turns over decreases with decreasing luminosity (see figure 4.3).
In order to confirm these tentative results, the P -z  plane must be more fully sampled. 
This can be achieved from three complementary directions. First, the current 2-mJy Hercules 
sample can be added to the brighter complete samples used by Dunlop and Peacock (1990). 
This will produce a sample with virtually continuous coverage of the luminosity over eight 
orders o f magnitude, 20 <  log10 P  <  28. Second, using the photometric redshift estimation 
technique developed in §4.3, together with the new spectroscopy results in the PSR (§3.1), 
the redshift content of the DP90 sample could be significantly improved. Third, although this
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thesis has concentrated on the two Hercules fields from the LBDS, the full survey covers ~  4x 
the area of the current sample. Essentially complete optical identifications are available for the 
whole LBDS, although the redshift content of the other fields is poor (5  50%) and the infrared 
data is even more limited. Nevertheless, the much larger area will contain correspondingly 
more log10 P  =  25-27 sources that will bridge the gap between the PSR and Hercules samples.
W ith these additions to the database of DP90, it will be possible to re-calculate their 
models with much tighter constraints at the low-luminosity end of the RLF, and test the reality 
o f the redshift cut-off below the “break” in the luminosity function at log10 P* =  25.
4.5 Summary
The main results of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
« Comparison of the newest redshifts in the Parlces Selected Regions with their K - z  
estimates showed that at 2 ^ 1, either (i) there is an increased scatter in the K - z  
diagram; or (ii) the PSR sources are systematically fainter at K than the 3C and 1-Jy 
sources.
■ If (ii) is correct, these new redshifts have confirmed the existence of a decline in the 
RLF at high luminosities (log10 P  >  27).
■ Photometric redshifts were derived for the twenty-one sources in the LBDS Hercules 
sample without spectroscopic redshifts. The estimation method that produced the best 
results was one in which the galaxy SEDs are represented as the sum of two model 
spectra with ages of 14 Gyr and 0.1 Gyr. The SEDs are fitted to the data by varying 
the redshift and the ratio of young to old stellar populations.
■ The resulting complete redshift distribution of the 2-mJy sample has a median o i z — 
0.68, and is very similar to the distribution of ¿rJy sources in the HDF, two orders of 
magnitude fainter in flux.
■ The RLFs o f Dunlop and Peacock (1990) do not fit the LBDS data particularly well. The 
models predict too many log10 P  =  22-24 sources and too few log10 P  =  24-26 sources 
at intermediate redshifts (0.2 & z £  1.4). However, the overall redshift dependence is 
reasonably matched by free-form models FF-4 and FF-5.
■ There is a suggestion in the data that a redshift cut-off is required for sources with 
log10 P  S 26, and that the redshift at which the RLF declines is a function of luminosity. 
However, the small area of the LBDS Hercules sample is inadequate to conclusively 
confirm or refute the reality of the redshift cut-off at all luminosities.
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Chapter 5
Spectral evolution of the 
LBDS radio galaxies
The optical and infrared Hubble diagrams for the LBDS Hercules radio sources are investigated. 
It is found that passive evolution of the population synthesis models of Jimenez et al. (1999) 
successfully traces the evolution of the bright radio galaxies, with the exception o f the /T-band 
magnitude at high redshifts. The r — K  colours of the galaxies are compared with the models in 
order to trace the evolution of the red envelope. The reddest galaxies at intermediate redshifts 
require a universe of age £  12 Gyr in order to evolve their red colours. The two reddest galaxies 
in the sample are found to be ~  4 Gyr-old at z ~  1.5, placing strong constraints on the age 
o f the universe at high-z. For a Hubble constant of 65 km s“ 1 M pc- 1 , the data either require 




The purpose of this thesis is to study the cosmological evolution of galaxies from two directions. 
The first is to investigate the evolution of the radio luminosity function, particularly the high- 
redshift decline in the radio source population. This was the subject of the last chapter. The 
second aim of the thesis is to trace the evolving stellar populations of the host galaxies of these 
radio sources, which will be addressed in this chapter.
One of the key aims in the early studies of radio sources was the desire to observe galaxies 
at large redshifts, and thus at an early stage in their evolution. There are two motivations 
behind this. At low redshifts, luminous radio galaxies are almost exclusively giant ellipticals. 
Although the mechanism that triggers the powerful radio emission in some galaxies rather than 
others is not fully understood, it is reasonable to suppose that the same mechanism would 
occur throughout the universe and that radio galaxies at high redshifts are also associated 
with giant ellipticals. Second, by using radio selection to pick out high-redshift sources, the 
optical/infrared properties of the objects should be unbiassed. At high flux densities, however, 
this is generally not the case as the AGN can severely alter the properties of the host —  e.g. via 
the alignment effect (McCarthy et al. 1987), or emission-line contamination o f the broadband 
colours (Eales et al. 1993). In surveys with a lower flux density limit, less active sources can 
be observed and the influence of the AGN on the host galaxy is significantly reduced (Dunlop 
and Peacock 1993).
The 1 mJy flux limit of the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey is a factor of 103-1 0 4 fainter 
than the 1-Jansky and 3CR surveys in which AGN contamination of the host is prevalent, and 
~100 times fainter than the galaxies in the Parkes Selected Regions which show no alignment 
effect in the infrared at z ~  1 (Dunlop and Peacock 1993). Thus it is suggested that the 
optical/infrared properties o f the LBDS host galaxies are essentially unaffected by their AGN, 
and that they are a fair representation of the general elliptical galaxy population out to redshifts 
z Z  5. This is not necessarily true in all cases, for example, the LBDS source 53W002 has been 
shown to have Lya and CO emission aligned with the radio continuum (Windhorst et al. 1998), 
however this is likely to be an exceptional rather than a representative case as it is one of the 
most luminous galaxies in the LBDS.
It was seen in chapter 3 that the typical line emission of the LBDS sources is much weaker 
than for the PSR sources. Indeed, a number of the sources observed during this thesis have no 
emission lines at all. This is consistent with known correlations between radio luminosity and 
Lya or [0  Ii] equivalent widths, for example (McCarthy 1993). The spectra o f the two z ~  1.5 
LBDS sources discussed below (§5.4) also show either very weak or no line emission. Thus it
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is concluded that the optical and infrared observations of the LBDS Hercules radio galaxies, 
genuinely see the host galaxies’ stellar populations at all redshifts.
The cosmological evolution of these stellar populations will be investigated as follows. In 
section 5.2, the optical and infrared Hubble diagrams will be presented and compared with the 
evolving spectral synthesis models of Jimenez et al. (1999). These models will then be applied 
to the colour-redshift diagrams of the sample in order to trace the red envelope o f elliptical 
galaxies (§5.3). Finally, the results of Keck Telescope observations of two of the Hercules sources 
will be reviewed in section 5.4, with particular emphasis on the ages determined for these 
galaxies and the implications of these results for the age of the universe and the cosmological 
parameters Ho, Do and A. The main points will be summarised in §5.5.
5.2 The Hubble diagram
The Hubble diagram was introduced in chapter 1, and is a plot of apparent magnitude against 
redshift for a population of objects. The original idea had been to use it to measure the density 
o f the universe —  if a class of object of known luminosity (a “standard candle” ) could be 
identified over a sufficiently large range of redshifts, then the rate at which the sources dimmed 
with redshift could be measured. This rate depends upon the curvature o f the universe, and 
thus the density parameter Do. However, it was found that the change in brightness of a galaxy 
due to the evolution of its stellar population dwarfs the change due to the curvature o f the 
universe. The Hubble diagram is now used to measure these evolutionary changes in galaxies, 
rather than to test a particular cosmology.
The infrared If-band Hubble diagram, or K - z  relation, has been used and discussed 
often in the preceding chapters. The infrared properties of a galaxy evolve much more slowly 
than the U V/optical properties, leading to a relatively well-defined Hubble diagram in the 
AT-band. It is sufficiently well known for radio galaxies that it formed the basis of the redshift 
estimations used by Dunlop and Peacock (1990), and was discussed in §4.1.1. The optical 
Hubble diagrams are more sensitive to evolutionary effects, due to the rapid evolution o f the 
restframe ultra-violet emission in a young, starbursting or active galaxy. These effects can be 
seen as a large scatter in the diagrams.
It is useful to compare the observed Hubble diagrams with the predictions o f evolution­
ary models for the following reasons. As already noted, powerful radio galaxies are usually 
identified as giant ellipticals and are thus close to being standard candles. This is seen in the 
small scatter about the K - z  diagrams of Lilly et al. (1985) or Dunlop and Peacock (1990), 
for example. Thus it is reasonable to suppose that a galaxy that contains a radio source at
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high redshift, will evolve into the same class of galaxy as the hosts of radio sources at lower 
redshift —  i.e. by studying a radio galaxy sample, we ensure that we are observing the same 
population of giant ellipticals at z =  1 as at z — 0.5. If this is correct, then we should be able 
to consistently model the evolution of these sources over all redshifts.
The Hubble diagrams for the LBDS Hercules sample are presented in figures 5.1 and 5.2 
for the optical U+ gri-bands and the infrared J H K -bands respectively. Circles denote sources 
classified as radio galaxies (G, G?) or of unknown morphology (?), and triangles denote the 
quasars (Q, Q?). Solid symbols are sources in the 2-mJy sample and open symbols are sources 
with 1 <  S i.4 <  2 mJy. U+ data is only available for those sources that were identified by Kron 
et al. (1985) on the photographic plates. In figure 5 .1 (b)-(d ), the magnitudes of those sources 
that were not observed with the Four-Shooter CCD camera have been transformed from the 
J + F + N + magnitudes of Kron et al. using equations [2.8].
The data have been compared with the galaxy spectral evolution models o f Jimenez 
et al. (1999), as shown in the figures, for a cosmology of H0 =  50 km s_1 M pc- 1 , tt0 =  0 and 
A =  0. The models were scaled so as to match the K - z  relation of Lilly et al. (1985) over 
0.3 $ 2 ^ 1, where the majority of the radio galaxies do indeed follow this relation. Specifically, 
this scaling corresponds to K  ~  15.3 at z — 0.4. Both Salpeter and Miller-Scalo initial mass 
functions (IMFs) were tested and found to make predictions that were not significantly different 
from one another; the results of the latter are plotted. The redshift of formation was varied 
over 2 <  Z f o r m  < 1 0  and the resulting models were compared with the data. It was found that 
a high formation redshift, Zform — 10, was required in order to fit the faintest i magnitudes at 
z  ~  1.5.
The effects of varying the metallicity were tested by repeating the plots for Z  =  0.0002, 
0.004, 0.02 (solar), 0.05 and 0.1. It was found that the optical-infrared colours of the m od­
els become redder with increasing metallicity (figure 5.3a below). In particular, by scaling 
the models to the data at K , in order to simultaneously reproduce the observed optical (r i ) 
magnitudes of the galaxies at 0.3 5; z S 1 a high metallicity model (Z  =  0.05 =  2.5 Zq ) 
was required. The solar metallicity model produced galaxies that were ~0.5 magnitudes too 
bright in r and i. It can be seen in figure 5.1 how well the Z =  0.05 model fits the locus 
of the radio galaxies in all bands and over the full redshift range, to z ~  2. It is somewhat 
surprising that a high-metallicity model is required to fit the data, so other effects that could 
cause this behaviour were considered. There is no evidence that the photometry itself is sys­
tematically off by half a magnitude. There are no strong emission lines that could artificially 
brighten all three infrared magnitudes simultaneously at these redshifts. A  modest amount of 
dust extinction would make the r and i magnitudes fainter whilst having little effect on the
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infrared magnitudes, as required. However, dust extinction is most effective at the shortest 
wavelengths, in this case U+ , and quite the opposite effect is seen in the i / + -band diagram 
(figui’e 5.1a) —  these same galaxies are brighter than the passively-evolving models predict, 
inconsistent with dust obscuration. Thus it is concluded that these radio galaxies do in fact 
have a higher-than-solar metallicity.
It is seen in figure 5.1 that the passively-evolving model (solid lines) predict U+ and g 
magnitudes that are too faint to match the data. The models were thus modified to simulate 
a galaxy with continuing low-level star formation. This was done in a similar manner to the 
photometric redshift estimation of section 4.3, by adding some fraction /5000 o f a young burst 
to the passively-evolving model. The youngest stellar population available was used for this 
—  a 10 Myr-old burst. Burst fractions of / 5000 =  0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.2 were 
used and are plotted in figures 5.1-5.2. The range of observed magnitudes is successfully 
reproduced by these spectra, demonstrating that these radio galaxies are consistent with being 
old, passively-evolving populations with typically 0-20%  o f their luminosity due to ongoing 
star formation. Note that a solar-metallicity model may be reconciled with the data if a 
combination o f continuous star formation and dust is considered. A solar-metallicity galaxy 
with a significant starburst contributing £10-20%  to its 5-band (5000 A) flux, may still be 
able to produce the observed U+ magnitudes after extinction by an amount of dust sufficient 
to produce the observed i — K  colours.
Several other comments should be made about the optical Hubble diagrams. First, there 
are about eight radio galaxies with redshifts of 0.1-1 that are several magnitudes fainter than 
the general population. These objects are consistent with being the less-luminous counterparts 
to the sources that lie on the main locus of the figures. Their evolution appears to be much the 
same as the brighter sources —  simply move the models up 2-3 magnitudes and these fainter 
galaxies follow the same trend. The two 15th-magnitude sources at z ~  0.025 do not lie on 
the Hubble relation due to poor magnitude measurements —  they are more extensive than the 
apertures used to measure them.
The two faint sources at z <  0.1 that stand out are 53W042 (zph0t =  0.02) and 53W068 
(z =  0.048). 53W042 has a secondary peak in its estimated redshift distribution (figures 4.8 
and 4.9) at z =  1.60, which would appear to be the correct redshift based on the Hubble 
diagram here. 53W068 was discussed in §3.3 —  it has an unusual spectrum with three tenta­
tive line identifications, however its position on the Hubble diagrams suggests that either the 
features were misidentified, or possibly that the wrong spectrographic source was observed. It 
is interesting that a photometric estimate for this source places it at zphot =  0.25, consistent 
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Figure 5.1  Optical Hubble diagrams for the LBDS Hercules sample, (a) Photographic U+ 
magnitudes from Kron et al. (1985); this figure is incomplete at U+ £  23 as CCD observations 
were not made in the D-band. (b )-(d ) Four-Shooter Gunn gri magnitudes, and photographic 
J + F + N + magnitudes transformed to the Gunn system. Triangles are quasars; circles are 
galaxies and sources o f undetermined morphology. Filled symbols are sources in the 2-mJy 
sample; open symbols are sources with 1 <  S1.4 <  2 mJy. Evolving Jimenez et al. (1999) 
models are plotted for a cosmology of Ho =  50 km s_1 M pc- 1 , Do =  0, A =  0, Zf0rm =  10. The 
models have a Miller-Scalo IMF, 2.5 x solar metallicity and burst fractions o f /5 0 0 0  =  0 (solid 
line), 0.005 (dashed), 0.01 (dot-dash), 0.02 (dotted), 0.05 (dot-dot-dot-dash) and 0.2 (lower 
dashed line).
redshift estimation technique devoloped in §4.3 could be improved by incorporating apparent 
magnitude information into the fitting. This idea had originally been rejected due to the large 
scatter in the K - z  diagram, however the adoption of a very broad K -z ,  and perhaps r—z, re­
lation to impose an additional constraint on the photometric fitting could help to reject some
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Figure 5 .2  Infrared Hubble diagrams for the LBDS Hercules sample, (a) J magnitudes are 
only available for one-third of the sample, (b) H  magnitudes are only available for one-half 
o f the sample, (c) Nearly complete K  magnitudes are available, only ~10%  of the sample is 
missing from this plot. Data points and models are the same as in figure 5.1. The dotted line 
in (c) is the K - z  relation from Lilly et al. (1985).
of the secondary peaks in the redshift distributions.
The infrared Hubble diagrams for the Hercules sample are shown in figure 5.2, with 
the same models as above. In addition, the K - z  relation of Lilly et al. (1985) in plotted 
in figure 5.2(c) for comparison. The J -z  diagram is very incomplete (only ~ l / 3  o f sources 
have J magnitudes), but it does show how well the z ~  0.3-1 radio galaxies follow the model 
predictions. The if-band diagram contains more sources, but again is only about half complete. 
Nearly all (90%) of the sources have K  magnitudes, so it is particularly interesting to compare
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the K - z  diagram with that of brighter surveys. At z  S 1, the LBDS radio galaxies follow both 
the models and Lilly’s K - z  relation for the 3CR and 1-Jansky radio galaxies, the exceptions 
being the eight under-luminous sources pointed out in the optical Hubble diagrams. Recall 
that the PSR galaxies are also consistent with this relation (Dunlop and Peacock 1990), over 
the same redshift range. The Jv-band is least affected by the AGN, and so provides the best 
window through which to view the stellar populations of these galaxies, especially within such 
a restricted redshift range 0.1 <  z  <  1. The K - z  diagram thus suggests that the host galaxies 
of radio sources are largely the same over four orders of magnitude in radio flux, from the 3CR 
to the LBDS.
At z 2  1 the models and data diverge quite significantly. The models are ~ l - 4  magni­
tudes brighter than the data at 1 S z 51 2. Although the two highest redshift radio galaxies 
(53W002 at z =  2.390 and 53W081 at z =  2.060) do lie exactly on the model predictions 
in K , at optical wavelengths they (or at least 53W002) tend to be brighter than the model. 
The agreement between model and data at all redshifts in the optical and at lower redshifts 
in the infrared, suggests that the high-redshift disagreement in K  originates in the spectra of 
the young models (ages is 8 Gyr) at restframe wavelengths of ~  1 pm. This is presumably 
related to the well known problem of modelling the AGB population in stellar synthesis codes. 
If luminous AGB stars are generated too rapidly in the early stages of the models, then this 
could explain the bright .if-magnitudes predicted in figures 5 .2 (b )-(c).
Note that changing the cosmology does not easily remove this high-redshift disagree­
ment. In order to produce fainter galaxies at high redshift, they need to be made older which 
means either increasing the formation redshift or changing the cosmology to make an older 
universe. The models that are shown formed at a redshift of Zf0rm =  10 which is only 1.4 Gyr 
after the big bang, already at the high end of the range o f currently accepted values o f Zform. 
The choice of cosmology is also such as to maximize the age of the universe (20 G yr), indeed a 
Hubble constant of 65 km s-1  M pc-1 would be more realistic giving a maximum age of 15 Gyr. 
The only way to accommodate an older universe would be to have a non-zero cosmological con­
stant A. Whilst this is possible, the current evidence favours a failure of the models (at long 
wavelengths and young ages) rather than the cosmology, as the simplest explanation.
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5.3 The red envelope
A second useful method of tracing the cosmological evolution of galaxies is the colour-redshift 
diagram. As with the Hubble diagram, the observations can be compared with the predictions 
o f spectral synthesis models in order to both test the models and place limits on the allowed 
cosmological parameters. For example, Dunlop et al. (1989a) modelled the R -  K  colours of 
the PSR radio galaxies as a function of redshift, concluding that the reddest colours required 
a very old galaxy (~  18 Gyr) and high formation redshift (zform ~  20).
In figure 5.3 the observed r — K  versus redshift diagram is plotted for the LBDS sources, 
together with the models of Jimenez et al. (1999). Figure 5.3(a) illustrates the effect of varying 
the metallicity from Z  =  0.0002 to Z  =  0.1. As is well known, the models become redder 
with increasing metallicity. It was noted in the preceding section that the Hubble diagrams 
were best fitted by the 2.5 Z q  model and it is seen here that this model roughly follows the 
upper envelope o f the data, although some of the radio galaxies need an even higher metallicity 
o f ~  5 Z q . At z S 1 the r — K  colours of the LBDS galaxies are spanned by these models, 
suggesting that the colours can be explained as a variation in metallicity, with the bluest 
galaxies being consistent with a passively-evolving population of very low metallicity (1% of 
solar). At higher redshifts, the scatter in optical-infrared colours cannot be due solely to 
variations in the metal content of the galaxies.
The effect o f varying the redshift of formation is shown in figure 5.3(b) for values of 
Zform =  2, 3, 4, 5 and 10. It is found that varying the formation redshift does not change the 
red envelope significantly (although it was noted above, §5.2, that the faintest i magnitudes can 
only be reproduced with Zform — 10). The models reach their peak r — K  colour within $  1 Gyr 
after the formation of the galaxy, and then evolve along much the same r — K  locus, whatever 
the value of Zform- It is interesting to compare this result with the models o f Guiderdoni and 
Rocca-Volmerange (1987), which are unable to reproduce the reddest colours (R  — K  >  5-6) 
without assuming a very high formation redshift Zform — 20. It was these models that led 
Dunlop et al. (1989a) to conclude that the reddest radio galaxies in the PSR sample were 
~  18 Gyr old, based on a 1 Gyr burst with solar metallicity. The Jimenez et al. (1999) models 
successfully reproduce the reddest colours in the current sample (colours that are comparable 
to those in the PSR) for a galaxy that was formed 11-13 Gyr ago.
The burst models that have so far been considered, assume that the entire stellar pop­
ulation forms instantaneously and then passively evolves without further star-formation. This 
is a somewhat unphysical model, although it has become the “standard” model o f spectral 
synthesis codes (see §1.5). To produce a more realistic star-formation history, the models were
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F igu re  5.3 (a) L eft: Model r — K  colours as a function of metallicity: Z  =  0.0002 (dot-dash), 
0.004 (dotted), 0.02 (solar, dashed line), 0.05 (solid) and 0.1 (dot-dot-dot-dash). Formation 
redshift is Zform =  10- (b )  R ig h t : Model r — K  colours as a function of formation red- 
shift: Zform =  2 (solid line), 3 (dashed), 4(dot-dash), 5 (dotted) and 10 (dot-dot-dot-dash). 
Metallicity is Z — 0.05 =  2.5 Z q .  Triangles are quasars; circles are galaxies and sources of 
undetermined morphology. Filled symbols are sources in the 2-mJy sample; open symbols are 
sources with 1 <  5i.4 <  2 mJy. All models are Jimenez et al. (1999) burst models with Miller- 
Scalo IMF and without ongoing star formation (/5 0 0 0  =  0), for a cosmology o f Ho =  50 km
=.-1 M pc 1, fio =  0 and A =  0.
again modified so as to simulate a small amount of continuous star-formation at all redshifts. 
A  fraction /5000 of a 10 Myr-old population was added to the passively-evolving model, as in 
the previous section. Figure 5.4 shows the results of this model for /5000 =  0-0.2, compared 
with the observed g — r  and r — K  colours of the Hercules sample.
The first point to note about this figure is how well the /5000 =  0.005 model traces the
red envelope of both the g — r  and r — K  colours, with few exceptions. This suggests that 
there is at least a small amount of ongoing star formation in all the radio galaxies at z Z 1, 
contributing ~  0.5% of the total flux at 5000A. Some of the galaxies have considerably more 
star-formation —  perhaps as high as 50% of the light at 5000A if the blueward scatter in the 
r — K  versus z diagram is to be attributed to star-formation. It was seen in figure 5.3(a) above 
that the blueward scatter could also be explained if the metallicity o f these sources was very 
low. A  combination of both low metallicity and significant ongoing star-formation is probably
the best explanation for the observed colours of the bluest galaxies at all redshifts.
From a cosmological viewpoint, it is the red envelope of the colour-redshift distributions 
which is most interesting. The reddest sources at any redshift are the oldest sources, at least to 
the extent that their colour is due to the stellar population and not due to dust obscuration or
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Figure 5 .4  (a) Left: g — r colours and (b) R igh t: r — K  colours as a function o f redshift 
for the LBDS Hercules sample. Symbols are the same as in figure 5.3. Evolving Jimenez 
et al. (1999) models are shown (Miller-Scalo IMF, Zform =  10, Z  — 2.5 Z q )  for starburst 
fractions of /5000 =  0 (solid line), 0.005 (dashed), 0.01 (dot-dash), 0.02 (dotted), 0.05 (dot-dot- 
dot-dash) and 0.2 (lower dashed line). Cosmology as before.
emission line contamination. The universe must, o f course, be at least as old as the objects that 
it contains so if one can trace the ages of galaxies as a function of redshift one can place strong 
limits on the age of the universe directly, and thus indirectly one can constrain (combinations 
of) the cosmological parameters H0, fi0 and A. The reasons for believing that the LBDS radio 
galaxies do not have artificially red colours due to emission lines were discussed in §5.1 above. 
It thus remains to consider if there is any evidence for dust absorption in these sources, and 
in particular if the handful of r  — K  >  5 galaxies could be reddened due to such dust.
At redshifts 2 < 1  a fair fraction of the radio galaxies in the sample have C/+ -band 
observations that are invaluable in testing for the presence of dust. Short-wavelength ultra­
violet radiation is absorbed by dust and re-radiated in the mid-infrared, thus a galaxy that has 
been reddened by dust will have very red UV-optical colours. The ~  25 galaxies at z =  0.3-1 
that have U+ magnitudes all have UV-optical colours of U+ — g ~  0-2 , fully consistent with 
the spectral evolution models shown in figure 5.4, for /5 0 0 0  =  1-20%. If these sources did have 
significant dust obscuration then it would be seen as a reddening of the data with respect to 
the models, thus it is concluded that the LBDS radio galaxies at 2 Si 1 are not affected by dust. 
Note that there were only about six sources in this redshift range (20%) that were detected 
at g but not at U+ , thus this test was not significantly biassed against objects that were too 
faint in U+ to have been detected (e.g. sources obscured by dust).
Having established that the lower redshift galaxies are not reddened due to dust, this
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result can be extrapolated to higher redshifts, concluding that the z ~  1-3 sources are not 
significantly reddened either. Whilst there may be objections to such an extrapolation, it is 
at least partly justified on the basis of the g — r versus z diagram of figure 5.4(a). Both the 
z <  1 sources and the z >  1 sources are enclosed by the models in this diagram —  this would 
be unexpected if the high-redshift sources differed significantly from the lower-z ones.
Given that the available data is consistent with the r — K  colours being due to stellar 
emission, the red envelope of figures 5.3-5.4 may be used to investigate the cosmological param­
eters allowed by the data and models. It was noted above that the burst models become very 
red in r — K  within a giga-year of the burst. Thus the formation redshift is not significantly 
constrained by the data —  the high-redshift sources simply require Zform >  2-3, for Ho =  50 km 
s-1 M pc-1 and Go =  0. The bluer, lower-z sources can be formed at lower redshifts than this. 
The strongest limits on the allowed cosmologies actually come from the reddest galaxies at 
0.3 < z <  0.7, which have r — K  ~  4-5. At these redshifts the r-band measures the flux of a 
galaxy just above the 4000-A break. It requires quite an old galaxy (~  6-7 Gyr) to produce a 
red r — K  colour over this wavelength range, where the galaxy spectrum is very flat (in f\). 
Thus the age o f the universe must be £  6 Gyr at z ~  0.7 in order to accommodate these radio 
galaxies. This would only be possible in a critical universe (fio =  1) for a low Hubble constant 
Hq S 50 km s-1 M pc- 1 . Recent measurements that find Ho — 65 km s-1  M pc- 1 , are thus 
incompatible with a high-density universe. In an open universe (Ho =  0) these red sources at 
z ~  0.7 can be produced for all values of Ho ^ 80 km s-1 M pc- 1 .
At higher redshifts (z £  1) the r-band measures a galaxy’s flux shortward of the 4000-A 
break, in the region of the spectrum which evolves most rapidly. Red r — K  colours are therefore 
easier to produce with a much younger galaxy at these redshifts. The observed r — K  colours 
of the reddest sources (53W069 with r — K  =  6.5, 53W091 with r — K  =  7.2) are consistent 
with a 1-2 Gyr-old burst model at a redshift of z ~  1.5. This does not make a significant 
restriction on the cosmology —  all open universes are allowed, and a critical universe is old 
enough to contain these sources for H0 £ 80 km s-1  M pc- 1 .
It was found in the previous section (§5.2) that the Jimenez et al. (1999) models pre­
dicted K  magnitudes that were too bright at high redshifts (z >  1). It is useful to consider 
how this affects the modelling o f the red envelope and the conclusions drawn from it. If the 
model K  magnitudes are made fainter to match the data, then the predicted r — K  colours 
will become bluer by 1-1.5 magnitudes at z ~  1.5. This will bring the models closer to the red 
envelope of the data and allow the high-redshift sources to be used to constrain the cosmology. 
It can be seen from figure 5.3(b) that a somewhat higher formation redshift would be required, 
Zform >  3-4 , if the models are made bluer. A smaller fraction o f ongoing star-formation would
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be needed in order to fit the r — K  colours of the bluer sources. The reddest galaxies would 
probably lie on the locus of a passively-evolving model (the solid line in figure 5.4b), and 
would be more sensitive to small changes in the cosmology. Thus an improvement in the spec­
tral sythesis models at high-z would enable this radio galaxy sample to place quite stringent 
constraints on the allowed cosmological parameters.
5.4 The oldest galaxies in the universe
It is seen in the colour-redshift diagrams above that there are several very red sources with 
r — K  > 5  in the LBDS Hercules sample. The measurement o f redshifts for these objects was 
a high priority goal of this project, as they were potentially at very high redshift. Section 3.2 
described observations of these sources made by the author at the William Herschel Telescope 
in 1995. Those observation were unsuccessful in obtaining good enough spectra to measure 
redshifts from. Around the same time, H. Spinrad and colleagues observed some o f these 
objects at the Keck Telescope. The results of those observations and the subsequent analysis, 
in which the author was involved, will be summarised in this section.
The LBDS radio galaxy 53W091 is a steep-spectrum, double-lobed FRII radio source 
with a 1.4 GHz flux of 22.1 rnJy. It was identified with a faint (r ~  25.9), red (r — K  ~  7.2) 
galaxy in the Palomar and UKIRT images presented in chapter 2. In the summer of 1995, the 
source was observed with the LRIS spectrometer at the 10 m W . M. Keck Telescope, Mauna 
Kea, Hawaii by H. Spinrad, A. Dey and D. Stern, with a total integration time of 5.5 hours 
(Dunlop et al. 1996; Spinrad et al. 1997). The spectrum is shown in figure 5.5, where it is 
compared with the UV spectra of two nearby elliptical galaxies (M 32 and NGC 3610). A 
redshift of 1.552 ±  0.002 was determined from the continuum shape, the two spectral breaks at 
2640 A and 2900 A restframe wavelengths, and the Mg II 2800 absorption feature. There are 
no emission lines detected in the spectrum, showing that the observed optical emission is not 
dominated by the AGN.
The best-fitting spectral synthesis models yield an age o f it 3.5 Gyr for this galaxy. 
Spinrad et al. (1997) used the spectral models of a number o f authors (Jimenez et al. 1999; 
Bruzual and Chariot 1993; Worthey 1994; Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange 1987) to deter­
mine the age of the stellar population in 53W091. The models were assessed with respect to 
how well they predicted the overall spectrum, the spectral breaks at 2640 A and 2900 A, a UV 
colour index defined over 2000 <  A <  3200 A, and the R  — K  colour. The models gave a very 
wide range o f ages (2.2-4.7 Gyr) and most had difficulty providing a self-consistent age for all 
the different features tested. The age derived for this galaxy, made it the oldest object yet
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F igu re  5.5 Restframe spectrum of 53W091 (z =  1.552) compared with the spectra of two 
nearby ellipticals, M 32 and NGC 3610 (whose spectra have been offset for clarity). The 
four bands indicate the spectral ranges that define the 2640 A and 2900 A breaks. (Spinrad 
et al. 1997).
observed at z >  1. Only certain cosmological expansion times are consistent with the age of 
this galaxy. In particular, for Do =  1, a Hubble constant of Ho 45 km s-1 M pc-1 is required. 
For an open universe with Hq =  50 km s_1 M pc-1  and fio =  0.2, the minimum formation 
redshift for 53W091 is Zform >  5.
The following year (1996), a second source from the LBDS Hercules sample was observed 
at the Keck Telescope (Dey 1997; Dunlop 1999). 53W069 has a 1.4 GHz flux of 3.7 mJy, an 
r magnitude o f 25.0 and an optical-infrared colour of r — K  =  6.5 (see chapter 2). The LRIS 
observations revealed it to have a very similar spectrum to 53W091 (figure 5.6). 53W069 has 
a redshift o f 1.432 and a best-fitting age of £ 4.5 Gyr from the models o f Jimenez et al. (1999). 
In addition to the spectral fitting, the (restframe) UV spectrum of this galaxy was compared 
with individual stellar spectra, via a comparison of the spectral breaks and absorption lines of 
Fanelli et al. (1992). This initial work was performed by the author, and an updated version 
was presented by Dunlop (1999). The stellar absorption features seen in 53W069 are overall 
consistent with those of a G 0V -G 5V  star. Independent of any particular spectral synthesis 
model, this requires that the stellar population must evolve sufficiently so that the UV light 
is dominated by a GO star. Of course, it remains a population synthesis problem to determine 
how old a stellar population must be before the integrated spectrum is no longer dominated 
by hotter stars.
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F igu re  5.6 Restframe spectrum of 53W069 (black line) and the best-fitting spectral synthesis 
model (grey line) of Jimenez et al. (1999). The redshift is z — 1.432, and the model is a burst 
of age 4.25 Gyr (solar metallicity). (Dunlop 1999).
The age of 53W069 is a little older than 53W091 and thus it requires either a somewhat 
older universe or a higher formation redshift. 53W069 is about 1 Gyr older than 53W091 at 
their respective redshifts; the difference in cosmological time between the redshifts of the two 
radio galaxies is 0.3-0.5 Gyr; and thus 53W069 must have formed 0.5-0.7 Gyr earlier than 
53W091. For an open universe (Do =  0) with Ho =  50 km s-1  M pc- 1 , a formation redshift of 
¿form >  5 is required. For a higher density or a larger Hubble constant 2form must be larger still. 
For H0 =  65 km s-1 M pc- 1 , the age of 53W069 places an upper limit on the density o f Do <  0.2. 
If one considers a critical-density universe with a cosmological constant (fitotai =  flo +  Ga =  1), 
then the age o f 53W069 places a lower limit on the value of Ha- For H0 — 65 km s-1  M pc- 1 , 
a limit o f Da ~ 0.6 is required (see figure 18 of Spinrad et al. 1997). This is in conflict with the 
upper limits on Ha from HST  counts o f elliptical galaxies (Driver et al. 1996), measurements 
of the cosmic microwave background (White and Bunn 1995), gravitational lens statistics 
(Kochanek 1996) and high-redshift supernovae (Perlmutter et al. 1997), all o f which require 
Da ~ 0.5-0.8. A lower Hubble constant o f Ho <  55 km s-1  M pc-1 is required in order to bring 
the lower limit derived from the radio galaxy ages into consistency with these results.
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Recall that these calculations are based on a galaxy age derived from an instantaneous 
burst model —  realistically, the galaxy will take time to form and so these results place lower 
limits on the age of the universe. In addition, the models only measure the age o f the most 
recent episode of star formation, so if these galaxies had undergone several such episodes their 
ages would be older still.
The old ages of these two LBDS radio galaxies have important implications for cosmol­
ogy and galaxy formation —  completely ruling out the mathematically elegant cosmological 
model of H0 =  1 and A =  0, for all recent measurements of the Hubble constant. Thus the age 
determination of these galaxies has been investigated, and challenged from essentially two di­
rections. First, Chambers (1997, priv. comm.) claimed that polarized light had been detected 
in 53W091. This would be evidence that the optical/infrared emission contained a (possibly 
significant) fraction of scattered light from the AGN and that the optical spectrum was not due 
only to stellar light —  this would clearly call into question the reliability of the model fitting. 
However, subsequent observations at UKIRT failed to detect such polarization, supporting the 
original conclusion that the light from 53W091 is stellar in origin (Dunlop 1999).
The age of 53W091 has also been challenged on the basis of the accuracy of the spectral 
synthesis models. Bruzual and Magris (1997, 1998) used the latest (1997) version o f the 
population sythesis models of Bruzual and Chariot (1993) to recalculate the age of the radio 
galaxy. Fitting the models to the optical-infrared colours they determined an age of 1-2 Gyr for 
the stellar population of 53W091. This is not in conflict with the results of Spinrad et al. (1997), 
however, as the authors demonstrated in that paper that the R — K  colour predicted by most of 
the population synthesis models yields an age that is less than the ages derived by other means. 
Indeed, it was seen in figure 5.3(b) above that the r — K  colours of 53W091 and 53W069 can 
be reproduced by the Jimenez et al. (1999) models within 1-2 Gyr. Due to the uncertainties 
in modelling the late stages of evolution, the R — K  colour alone is not the best measure of the 
age when there is also detailed information available in the (restframe) UV such as spectral 
breaks and the slope o f the UV continuum.
Bruzual and Magris (1997, 1998) also compared the strength of the observed 2640 A 
and 2900 A breaks with the predictions of their models, and found an age o f ~  2 Gyr for 
the galaxy. It is important to note, though, that in calculating the strength of the breaks, 
Bruzual and Magris used different definitions of the break amplitudes than were used by 
Spinrad et al. (1997). In particular they used broader wavelength regions each side of the 
breaks, that virtually overlap the breaks themselves. Given that each break has a finite width 
o f ~  10 A (see figure 5.5), it is almost inevitable that at least part of the break fell within 
Bruzual and Magris’ measurement o f the continuum, leading them to underestimate the true
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break amplitude and thus the age of the galaxy.
In conclusion, whilst there is considerable uncertainty in the age determinations of 
individual spectral features and colours, average ages based upon multiple diagnostics and 
several different population synthesis models can be calculated. This yields ages o f 4.5 Gyr 
and 3.5 Gyr for 53W069 and 53W091 respectively, making them the oldest galaxies yet observed 
in the high-redshift universe.
5.5 Summary
The main results of this chapter can be summarised as follows:
■ The evolution of the majority of the LBDS radio galaxies can be modelled by a passively- 
evolving burst, plus an additional starburst component contributing 1-20% of the emis­
sion at 5000 A.
■ The optical/infrared magnitudes of the brighter galaxies are comparable to those in the 
3CR, 1-Jansky and PSR surveys, although there is a significant scatter towards fainter 
magnitudes.
■ The Jimenez et al. (1999) models predict galaxies that are too bright in K  at high 
redshifts, possibly due to an excess of giant stars early in the evolution o f the stellar 
population.
■ The upper envelope of optical-infrared colours is best modelled by a high-metallicity 
(2.5 Zq ) population —  solar metallicity models predict galaxies that are ~  0.5 magni­
tudes too blue in r — K .
■ Models with a combination of ongoing star formation and low metallicity successfully 
span the range of observed r — K  colours.
■ The red envelope of the r — K  versus redshift diagram at z ~  0.7 imposes a limit on the 
age of the universe at that redshift of £  6 Gyr.
* The formation redshift is not significantly constrained by the r — K  colours of the radio 
galaxies. The models predict very red colours (r — K  >  5) within ~  1 Gyr of formation 
at high redshift, thus requiring formation redshifts of Zform ~ 2-3.
■ Keck spectra of the two reddest galaxies (53W069 and 53W091) reveal them to be 
~  4 Gyr-old at z ~  1.5, placing significant constraints on the age o f the universe.
• In order to accomodate the oldest galaxies at z ~  0.7 and z ~  1.5, the universe must 
either have a low density < 0.2) or a significant cosmological constant (ila  £  0.6, 
if fio +  Qa =  1), f° r recent measurements of the Hubble constant o f H0 — 65 km s-1  




A group or cluster of 
galaxies at z=2.39
The results of deep J, H, K  imaging of the field around the z =  2.390 radio galaxy 53W002, 
are presented. At this redshift, the 4000-Â break falls between the J and H  bands, thus the 
infrared observations are designed to identify potential evolved galaxy cluster members by a 
red J — H  colour. Out of the 42 objects detected in the field down to a magnitude limit of 
K  ~  20, there are 10 galaxies with J — H  >  1.0 and K  >  18.8, redder and fainter than the radio 
galaxy, and consistent with having a spectral break at z ~  2.4. Two of these reddest galaxies 
were also identified as possible cluster members from Hubble Space Telescope and ground-based 
narrow-band Lyman-a imaging, and have subsequently been confirmed spectroscopically. The 
strengths of the inferred 4000-À breaks in these objects are compared with the predictions of 
spectrophotometric models of elliptical galaxy evolution and the implications for cosmology of 
the derived galaxy ages are discussd.
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6.1 Introduction
One of the most important challenges in cosmology is to determine the formation epoch and 
subsequent evolution of elliptical galaxies. Until recently it has only been possible to attempt 
this via the investigation of powerful radio galaxies, such as those found in the widely-studied 
3CR survey (Spinrad et al. 1985) or the Parkes Selected Regions (Downes et al. 1986; Dunlop 
et al. 1989b). However even the weakest of these sources, at redshifts o f cosmological interest, 
are strong radio emitters compared to the vast majority of galaxies. This results in their normal 
stellar properties being contaminated by the embedded active nucleus producing extensive 
emission line regions and distorted morphologies (McCarthy et al. 1987).
Ideally one wants to study radio-quiet galaxies at high redshift and there are now a 
number of ways to do this. One method is to look at less powerful radio sources selected from 
low flux-limited samples such as the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey, in an attempt to identify 
the power at which the stellar continuum of radio galaxies is unaffected by the active nucleus. 
This has been the topic of the preceding chapters. The discovery o f two ~  4 Gyr-old galaxies 
at z ~  1.5 in the LBDS (§5.4), clearly demonstrates the usefulness of this technique. 53W091 
is devoid of emission lines and was the first galaxy with late-type stellar absorption features 
to have been discovered at such a large look-back time, placing unparalleled constraints on 
cosmological models (Dunlop et al. 1996; Spinrad et al. 1997). One can also use radio galaxies 
or quasars to locate distant clusters. This technique has been successfully used by Dickinson 
(1995; 1997) in his discovery of the cluster surrounding the radio galaxy 3C324. Imaging of the 
field revealed an excess of red galaxies (R — K  ~  6) around the radio source, with simple E/SO 
morphologies and colours consistent with an evolved stellar population. Keck spectroscopy 
has enabled redshifts to be measured for a large number of the objects in the field and has 
confirmed that many of these red galaxies are members of the cluster at z =  1.21.
An important breakthrough in the search for high-redshift galaxies was the discovery 
by Steidel et al. (1995) of a substantial population of star forming galaxies at 3.0 <  2 <  3.5, 
selected using a custom set of broadband filters designed to identify the presence o f a Lyman- 
limit break at these redshifts. The successful confirmation of their redshifts via deep Keck 
spectroscopy (Steidel et al. 1996b) proved that this technique is very efficient at selecting 
galaxies at z >  3, and has led to further applications of the method (for example, Steidel 
et al. 1996a; Lacy and Rawlings 1996; Stevens et al. 1998). However, this selection method is 
strongly biassed towards blue star-forming objects, and a similar bias is also present in narrow­
band searches designed to identify high redshift objects via strong emission lines (Hu et al. 1996; 
Maikan et al. 1996). This is unfortunate since the passively evolving stellar population o f a
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galaxy can be masked with relative ease by even a small starburst, and it is the reddest, oldest, 
most-passive systems at any redshift which are of greatest importance for constraining the 
epoch of elliptical galaxy formation and the age of the Universe.
In order to find these passively evolving galaxies one needs a selection technique that is 
sensitive to an old stellar population rather than a young one. Such a diagnostic is the 4000-A 
break —  the step in a galaxy’s spectrum due to Balmer continuum absorption, calcium H and 
K lines and the iron G-band. The strength of the break is indicative of the age of the stellar 
population —  an evolved galaxy will show a large break, whereas a young or star-forming 
galaxy will have a much weaker break. This should be contrasted with the Lyman-limit break 
at 912 A used by Steidel et al. (1996b), which is strong for a young galaxy but very weak for an 
old one. Thus these two breaks provide complementary selection methods, one biased towards 
blue active galaxies and one biased towards red passively-evolving galaxies.
It is not necessary to produce customized filters such as were designed by Steidel 
et al. (1995), so long as one is prepared to be limited to a few redshifts for which the break 
falls between the standard filters: z ~  1.6 for I  & J, z ~  2.7 for J  & H , and z ~  3.8 for H  & 
K  for example. Figure 6.1 illustrates how the J and H  filters approximately bridge the break 
for a galaxy at z ~  2.4. This led to the idea of using near-infrared imaging to identify galaxies 
with a strong break on the basis of their infrared colours.
The target chosen for this project was the field around the radio galaxy 53W002 at a 
redshift of 2.390. Whilst at this redshift the break lies just within the J  filter, it is nethertheless 
sufficiently close that an evolved galaxy is predicted to be a magnitude redder in J — H  than 
a star-forming galaxy. In addition, this radio galaxy was found to be a member o f a group 
or cluster of galaxies at z ~  2.4 (Pascarelle et al. 1996a; Windhorst et al. 1996) and as such 
the field has been extensively studied, providing a wealth of optical data to complement the 
infrared observations.
As the most distant known radio galaxy in the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey (W ind­
horst et al. 1991), 53W002 has itself been the subject of extensive investigation (§2.1.2). Pre­
refurbishment Hubble Space Telescope imaging found that its surface brightness profile is well 
described by an r 1/ 4-law with scale-length re ~  10 kpc, and with a stellar population ~  0 .3 - 
1 Gyr old, consistent with a formation redshift of 2.5-4 (Windhorst et al. 1992; Windhorst 
et al. 1994). Ground-based follow-up work led to the serendipitous discovery of a compan­
ion galaxy at the same redshift as the radio galaxy —  object A at z =  2.397. Further IiST  
and ground-based imaging in redshifted Lyman-a revealed a total of eighteen potential cluster 
members (including 53W002), and spectroscopic redshifts o f z ~  2.39 were subsequently mea­
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F igu re  6.1 Comparison o f the Lyman-limit (912Â) and 4000-Â break selection techniques. 
The two spectra are Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange (1987) models of ages 1 Gyr (dashed 
line) and 9 Gyr (solid line). Shading denotes the filter bandpasses at redshifts of 3.25 for Un, 
G , R , and at 2.39 for J, H , K .
sources ( ? 'h l  ~  O '/I —0//2, or <  0.5-1.0 kpc at z =  2.39 for H0 =  80 km s-1 M pc- 1 , qo =  0.5) 
and their faint luminosities (L ^ 0.1-1 L *) has suggested that they may be the subgalactic­
sized progenitors of massive ellipticals or spirals, consistent with a hierarchical model o f galaxy 
formation. Once again though, the selection technique used to find these cluster members is 
biased towards those galaxies with strong Lya emission, and is insensitive to any passively- 
evolving cluster members. The complementary search for such passive galaxies presented in 
this chapter, thus allows one to investigate the full range of star-formation activity in this 
cluster at a redshift of 2.39.
In the next section the observations and the data reduction procedure are described. 
Section 6.3 reports the results of the photometry and the selection of potential evolved cluster 
members on the basis o f their red colours. These results are discussed in the light of the work 
by Pascarelle et al. (1996b) and Francis et al. (1998). In section 6.4 the strengths o f the inferred 
4000-Â breaks in these red objects are compared with the predictions of spectrophotometric 
models of elliptical galaxy evolution, and their sizes are compared with model galaxy profiles.
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Finally, the implications of these results for galaxy evolution and cosmology are discussed 
(§6.5).
6.2 Observations and data reduction
The field surrounding 53W002 was observed by J. S. Dunlop and the author at the 3.8 ni UK 
Infrared Telescope, Mauna Kea, Hawaii on 25-27 May 1995, using the near-infrared imaging 
camera IRCAM3. The first night was entirely lost due to bad weather, but the remaining time 
was clear with seeing of 0.8-1.2 arcsec. IRCAM3 has a 256x 256-pixel InSb array, and the 
observations were made using a pixel scale of 0/.'286 pixel- 1 .
The field was imaged in four quadrants. Within each quadrant, a standard jittering 
procedure was used to obtain a median-filtered sky flat-field simultaneously with the data. 
Nine 3-minute exposures were made, each offset by 11" from the first position, resulting in an 
area o f 50x50 arcsec2 with a maximal exposure time of 27 minutes, surrounded by a border of 
lower signal-to-noise data. This was repeated two or three times for each filter (J, H  and K )  
in each quadrant, giving total exposure times of either 54 or 81 minutes per filter.
Observations o f the UKIRT faint standard star FS27 (M 13—A14) were taken at the 
beginning o f the third night. Photometric zero-points for the other three regions were fixed 
from these observations using several bright sources which appeared in the lower signal-to-noise 
areas of two or more of the regions.
The jittering procedure resulted in sets of nine frames in which the sources were located 
in different positions on the array in each frame. The nine exposures were then stacked and 
median filtered to produce a sky flat-field concurrent with the observations. In addition, several 
alternative methods o f producing an accurate flat-field were investigated. These included: (i) 
using the mean of the nine frames after rejecting the pixel values which deviated most from the 
mean; and (ii) calculating the median after first removing the bright sources by interpolating 
across them from the local background. None of these alternatives, however, was successful 
in removing the 10"-20" variations in the sky, and so the median-filtered sky flat-field that is 
usually used in infrared imaging was adopted.
The reduction thus consisted of the following steps performed using the on-line reduction 
package at the telescope, IR C A M 3 _C L R E D : (i) subtraction of a dark frame observed prior to the 
nine-exposure sequence; (ii) division of each exposure by the normalised median-filtered sky 
flat-field; (iii) airmass correction; (iv) construction of a mosaic from the nine exposures, taking 
the mean of overlapping frames after rejection of known bad pixels. The multiple exposures 
o f each quadrant in the same filter were then combined, taking their mean. Finally, the four
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F igu re  6.2 The field around 53W002. Circles identify the radio galaxy (R), and infrared- 
selected potential cluster members (A ,...,10 , as in table 6.1). Sources A  and B are spectro­
scopically confirmed at z =  2.4. A, B and 13 are sources detected at K  that also show excess 
Lya emission in narrow-band optical filters (Pascarelle et al. 1996b). This grey-scale plot is 
the sum of the individual sky-subtracted J, H  and K  images, scaled such that the radio galaxy 
has equal counts in each filter, and smoothed by a 0'.'3 gaussian. North is to the top, east to 
the left, and the image is 103x105 arcsec2.
quadrants were mosaiced together, registration (to within 0'.'3) was achieved using the bright 
star which appeared on the edge of all four quadrants. The poor signal-to-noise area around 
the outside of the jitter pattern was truncated, resulting in final images of 100x100 arcsec2 in 
each o f J, H  and K . The combined image (,J +  H  +  K )  is presented in figure 6.2.
Magnitudes for the sources were measured in a 3'.'5 aperture using routines in IRAF
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(Tody 1993) and k a p p a  (Currie 1998). The local background for each object was determined 
by the mean of four or five measurements of the sky around the source, in an aperture of 
the same size. The repeatability o f the photometry was tested by Dunlop and the author 
independently calculating magnitudes for a selection of faint sources across the field —  the 
results were found to be in good agreement. Comparison of the magnitudes for the radio 
galaxy (J  =  20.70 ±  0.19, H  =  19.77 ±  0.28 and K  =  18.81 ±  0.12) with those o f previous 
observations (J =  20.70 ±0 .28 , H  =  19.84 ±0 .29  and I< =  18.61 ±0 .17 ; W indhorst et al. 1994) 
are in excellent accord.
The identification of sources was made by eye, using the images both before and after 
smoothing by a one-pixel (O'/3) gaussian. The completeness o f the identifications, and errors 
in the photometry, were investigated in the following manner. One of the confirmed cluster 
members (object A) was extracted from the if-band  image, smoothed with a one-pixel gaussian 
and used as a model galaxy. This model was then scaled to a variety of known magnitudes 
(from K  — 19.0 to K  =  20.5 in steps of 0.5) and added into the K  frame at twelve positions 
across the image. Photometry was performed on the model galaxies in the same way as for 
the real objects. W ith a 2-a  detection threshold, eighty per cent of the model sources were 
recovered at K  =  19.9, with the completeness falling to fifty per cent by K  — 20.2. There 
was no evidence for any systematic errors in the photometry overall, nor from one quadrant to 
another.
Coordinates for the sources in the field were calculated using a six-coefficient linear fit 
in ASTROM (Wallace 1994). Reference coordinates for five objects were taken from the ground- 
based and Hubble Space Telescope observations of the field described in Windhorst et al. (1991) 
and Pascarelle et al. (1996a). Errors in the astrometry were estimated to be ±(y/5, based upon 




6.3 Infrared selection of potential evolved clus­
ter galaxies
There were 42 objects detected in the A'-band, of which 36 are above the 80% completeness 
limit. Of these 42 sources, a sample of 10 galaxies with J — H  >  1.0 and K  >  18.8 was 
isolated. These objects are redder and fainter than the radio galaxy, and are consistent with 
the presence o f a 4000-A break at z =  2.4. The infrared colour-magnitude diagram is presented 
in figure 6.3, and the data are summarised in table 6.1. The selection criteria are based on 
the following: (i) radio galaxies can have a significant contribution to their blue flux arising 
from the embedded active nucleus, so one would expect any passively evolving galaxy at the 
same redshift, in the absence of an AGN, to possess a stronger 4000-A break and hence have a 
redder colour; (ii) the radio galaxy has above-average optical luminosity (L  ~  A*; Windhorst 
et al. 1991), so one would expect any companion galaxies to be fainter at K  (restframe optical) 
than 53W002. The selection rules are illustrated on the colour-magnitude diagram.
In section 6.4 the colours o f the red cluster candidates will be compared with those 
predicted by spectrophotometric models of elliptical galaxies, but first model-independent ev­
idence that these ten sources are indeed part of the cluster will be considered. The reddest 
and third reddest galaxies in the sample (objects A and B; denoted ‘ 19’ and ‘ 18’ in Pascarelle 
et al. 1996b) are the only two sources in the cluster, that are detected at AT, which have been 
shown via optical spectroscopy to lie at the same redshift as the radio galaxy. The other 
spectroscopically confirmed members were either not detected in the AT-band or lay outside 
the infrared field. The remaining eight of our ten red galaxies have not been identified as Lya 
emitters and neither have they been observed spectroscopically. They are strong candidates 
for passively-evolving elliptical galaxies at z ~  2.4, with significant breaks and weak or non­
existent Lya emission. These results show that (i) near-infrared colours can indeed be used 
to successfully identify high-redshift galaxies on the basis of the strength of the 4000-A break, 
and (ii) at least some galaxies posses a significant qbreak at large lookback times, where most 
galaxies (including 53W002) have been found to be relatively blue.
To complete the comparison of the cluster candidates with those selected on the basis of 
Lya emission, note that one further optically-selected source was detected (object 13; Pascarelle 
et al. 1996b), but it was found to be relatively blue with J  — H  =  0.44. If this source is indeed 
part o f the cluster then the absence o f a break suggests that it is actively forming stars, as 
indicated by its Lya emission. O f the eighteen optical cluster candidates, eight were undetected 
at K  and six were outside the infrared field.
It is particularly interesting to compare the red z =  2.39 candidates with those in the
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T ab le  6.1 Infrared-selected potential cluster members 
surrounding the LBDS radio galaxy 53W002.
Source R.A. (J2000)1 
Dec. (J2000)
J - H H - K K
53W002 17 14 14.74 0.93 0.96 18.81
+50 15 29.0 (0.34)2 (0.30) (0.12)
A 17 14 11.27 1.63 0.97 19.20
+50 16 08.6 (0.38) (0.17) (0.14)
2 17 14 12.37 1.24 0.89 18.81
+50 14 51.7 (0.24) (0.25) (0.15)
B 17 14 11.89 1.20 - .4 0 20.30
+50 16 00.6 (0.22) (0.31) (0.30)
4 17 14 10.95 1.17 0.18 19.95
+50 16 01.9 (0.27) (0.27) (0.25)
5 17 14 11.53 1.16 - .0 5 20.47
+50 15 39.7 (0.45) (0.46) (0.26)
6 17 14 11.79 1.11 0.61 19.59
+50 15 23.8 (0.50) (0.42) (0.21)
7 17 14 15.19 1.07 1.10 19.08
+50 15 52.5 (0.33) (0.23) (0.16)
8 17 14 14.22 1.05 0.43 19.64
+50 14 58.5 (0.37) (0.37) (0.30)
9 17 14 12.88 1.04 0.20 19.49
+50 15 31.1 (0.30) (0.31) (0.16)
10 17 14 16.09 1.00 0.65 20.35
+50 15 05.2 (0.71) (0.67) (0.45)
[1] Astrometry errors are ±0.5-arcsec. [2] Colour and 
magnitude errors are shown in parentheses.
2139—4434 cluster of Francis et al. (1997, 1998). Three galaxies (B l, B2, B4) at a redshift 
of 2.38 were discovered via narrow-band Lya imaging, and confirmed spectroscopically. B l 
has the same infrared magnitudes as object A here, and (after making a correction for the 
AGN contribution in A) the two galaxies have comparable optical magnitudes. The colours of 
all three galaxies (J  -  K  =  2.1-2.8) are also comparable to the four reddest sources around 
53W002 (J  — K  =  1.9-2.6), although the mean colour of the sources here is a little less at 
J  — K  =  1.7. The 2139—4434 cluster also contains three systems of damped Lya absorbers 
(seen in the spectra of three background quasars), and a further three extremely red objects 
(R  — K  >  5) have been found in addition to the red Lya emitters (Francis et al. 1998). 
This cluster extends over ~  10 Mpc, with the neutral hydrogen clouds, Lya emitters and red
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F igu re  6 .3 Colour-nragnitude diagram for the 42 sources in the field detected at K .  The 
radio galaxy is denoted by a box; spectroscopically confirmed members of the cluster by a 
hollow circle (A & B); source 13 was also identified by narrow-band Lya imaging; and a star 
denotes a source which appears stellar on the HST  image of Pascarelle et al. (1996b). Dotted 
lines show the criteria used to select potential cluster members (J  — H  >  1.0, K  >  18.8).
galaxies having an overdensity >  2.5-7. The implied mass o f the cluster is much larger than 
that predicted by CDM models at this redshift, requiring that the formation of Lya absorbers 
and galaxies in this system was strongly biassed.
Before turning to investigate the evolution of the ten infrared-selected sources, there are 
two other possible explanations for their red J  — H  colours that must be considered, rather 
than an intrinsically strong 4000-A break. The first possibility is that the red colour could be 
due to dust in a lower redshift galaxy. This can be effectively eliminated by considering the 
H  — K  colours of these sources. W ith the exception of 53W002 and object 7, all the sources 
have H  — K  colours that are bluer than their J — H  colours. For a low-redshift (z  5  1) galaxy, 
both the infrared colours are expected to have similar values of (J  — H )  ~  (H  — K )  ~  1 
(compare figures 2.9d-e). If such a source were to be reddened by dust then one would expect 
the H  — K  colour to be reddened as well as the J — H  colour, as they both measure the galaxy’s 
flux above the 4000-A break where the spectrum is relatively flat. Since such a reddening of 
the H  — K  colours o f the ten cluster candidates is not seen (even 53W002 and object 7 have 
H  — K  colours consistent with being un-reddened sources at z 5  3), it is concluded that these
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sources are not dusty, low-redshift galaxies.
The other possibility is that this apparent step in the spectral energy distribution results 
from emission line contamination in the if-band, which is artificially causing the red J — H  
colours. There are just two strong emission lines that could be present in H  due to a star- 
forming or active galaxy at z S 3. These are [0  III] at 4959/5007 A which would be redshifted 
into H  for 2.1 <  z <  2.6, and Ha at 6563 A would lie in the H-band for redshifts 1.4 <  z <  1.7. 
Thus it possible that some of the red cluster candidates may be either sources with [0  III] 
emission lying just behind or in front of the group of objects around the radio galaxy at 
2 =  2.39, or sources with a strong Ha line at lower redshifts. The only way to eliminate the 
possibility of line contamination would be to pursue a programme of infrared spectroscopy of 
the red objects. However, it seems overly pessimistic to suggest that such line contamination 
would be a significant contributor to the colours of all the red galaxies.
6.4 Evolutionary status of the red cluster galax­
ies
The implications of a population of evolved galaxies at z =  2.4 for galaxy evolution and 
cosmology will now be considered. In figure 6.4 the result o f modelling the evolution o f the 
second reddest o f the cluster members is shown. The reddest source, object A, was not used 
as it is an AGN with >  75% of its optical flux in an unresolved point source (Pascarelle 
et al. 1996b). At the cluster redshift, all three infrared filters are potentially contaminated 
by emission lines in this AGN: [Oil] at 1.26 pm (in J), H¡3 and [0  ill] at 1.65-1.70 pm (H ), 
and H a/[N  II] at 2.22 pm (K ).  Thus the infrared colours of object A are likely to be a poor 
measure of its age, given that they may be dominated by AGN emission rather than the stellar 
population.
The dependence of J — H  colour on galaxy age was predicted using an updated version of 
the spectral evolution models of Guiderdoni and Rocca-Volmerange (1987). One o f the simplest 
scenarios to consider is to assume that all the stars formed in a single burst of star-formation 
o f 1 Gyr duration and then evolved passively (i.e. no further star-formation occured). The 
strength o f the 4000-A break is then determined by the evolution of the main sequence turn-off 
mass. Figure 6.4 shows the effect on the J — H  colour of redshifting ( “k-correcting” ) a galaxy 
from z =  0 to 2 =  5, for galaxies of ages 0.1-6.1 Gyr. The rapid rise increase in the model 
colour as the 4000-A break passes between the J and H  filters at z =  2-2.5 is clearly seen.
It can be seen that at the radio source redshift (z =  2.390), 53W002 has the colours 
o f a 0.4 Gyr-old galaxy, in agreement with the age previously inferred from more detailed
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F igu re  6 .4 The predicted dependence of J — H  colour on redshift for a 1 Gyr burst model 
of galaxy evolution at ages of 0.1 Gyr (solid line), 0.6 Gyr (dashed line), 1.1 Gyr (dot-dash 
line), 1.6 Gyr (dotted line), 2.1 Gyr (dot-dot-dot-dash line) and 6.1 Gyr (upper dashed line), 
compared with the observed J — H  colour of the radio galaxy (box) and the second reddest 
companion galaxy at z =  2.39 (circle).
spectroscopic information (Windhorst et al. 1991). The second reddest source in the infrared 
field is predicted to have an age of 1.1 Gyr. For comparison, an Einstein-de Sitter universe 
is only 2.1 Gyr old at this redshift (for Ho =  50 km s-1 M pc-1 ). Strictly, these are the times 
since the cessation of the last starburst and are thus only lower limits to the actual age of the 
galaxies.
The infrared surface brightness profiles of the red galaxies were also investigated. The 
point spread functions (PSFs) o f the J, H  and K  images were calculated by fitting a gaussian 
plus two exponentials to the profiles of the two bright stars in the field. The FW HM of the 
stars was found to be the same in each filter and in the summed J +  H  +  K  image. Thus, 
the combined image in all three filters was used so as to maximise the signal-to-noise. Radial 
profiles of the ten cluster candidates were extracted from the summed image, using circular 
annuli o f O'/S width. A comparison of the profiles with the model PSF showed that most 
o f the sources were resolved, with the notable exception of object A  (the AGN). In order to 
further reduce the noise in these faint sources, the mean profile of the nine resolved objects 
was calculated, weighting each point with respect to the inverse-square of its error.
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F igu re  6 .5 The mean surface brightness profile of the nine cluster candidates (excluding 
object A). The lowest line is the point spread function (PSF), the other lines are de Vaucouleurs 
profiles convolved with the PSF, for effective radii re =  1, 5, 10 . . .  100 kpc (in steps of 10 kpc) 
(bottom  to top). The models were caclulated for flo =  1, H q =  50 km s-1  M pc- 1 .
An ensemble of galaxy profiles was calculated and convolved with the model PSF. A 
de Vaucouleurs profile was used, I  =  Jo e x p {—7 .6 7 [{r/re)1^  — 1 ] } ,  with effective radii of 
re =  1 . . .  100 kpc for a cosmology of fio =  T #0  =  50 km s-1 M pc- 1 . The data and the 
models are shown in figure 6.5. Comparing the observed profile with the models using a x 2-fiV 
gave an average scale-length of re — 25 ±  15 kpc, significantly larger than the 0.5-1.0 kpc sizes 
of the Lya-selected cluster candidates (Pascarelle et al. 1996b). It can be seen from the figure 
that the observed mean profile is not fitted particularly well by a de Vaucouleurs model, nor 
is it by an exponential model. The data are too noisy in order to draw any solid conclusions 
about the profiles, other than the fact that the red sources are a factor o f ~  10 larger than the 
Pascarelle et al. objects.
To summarise, ten sources with red J  — H  colours have been discovered around the 
radio galaxy 53W002, that are consistent with the presence o f a 4000-A break at the cluster 
redshift. The ages o f the galaxies deduced from the strength o f the break are consistent with 
a 1 Gyr burst model of galaxy evolution, observed at ages o f 0.4-1.1 Gyr. W ith the exception 
of the AGN (object A ), all the sources are resolved and have a significant size (~  20 kpc). 
Finally it is noted that all the infrared-selected galaxies and most of the optically-selected ones
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lie within one arcminute (~  0.5 Mpc) of one another, consistent with the size of a group or 
small cluster o f galaxies.
6.5 Discussion
In this final section, the infrared view of the 53W002 group will be compared with the optical 
view presented by Pascarelle et al. (1996b). The results and cosmological implications will also 
be compared with those drawn from the radio galaxy population that has been the subject of 
the earlier chapters of the thesis.
Pascarelle et al. (1996b) used the W FPC2 medium-band filter F410M on the Hubble 
Space Telescope to search for redshifted Lya emitters around 53W002 at z =  2.390. They 
found 18 possible cluster candidates, o f which nine have so far been spectroscopically confirmed 
(Armus et al. 1999; Keel et al. 1999). The candidates are all small, faint objects that the authors 
call sub-galactic clumps. They suggest that these clumps are in the process of undergoing 
gravitational collapse and will one day merge to form one or more luminous galaxies. Only 
three of the Pascarelle et al. objects were detected in the infrared —  both AGNs (53W002 
and object A ), plus object B which may also contain a weak active nucleus. Thus there is no 
contradiction between the optical and infrared results. If the infrared candidates are large, 
evolved galaxies in the group at z =  2.39 then perhaps the Lya: candidates are the “left-overs” 
of a recently-formed cluster. One could suppose that the majority of the mass over-density in 
the region has already collapsed into the red objects, leaving a remnant of smaller star-forming 
clouds that will most likely merge with the larger galaxies in the not too distant future.
The cosmological constraints deduced from these infrared cluster candidates are not 
as significant as those derived from the radio source population discussed in chapter 5, but 
there is still some tension between these data and a high-density universe. For Qq =  1 and 
Hq =  50 km s-1  M pc- 1 , the best-fit age for the second reddest source is only just compatible 
with the cosmology. A larger Hubble constant would provide insufficient time for the galaxy 
to form (~  1 Gyr) and then evolve to an age of 1.1 Gyr. In agreement with the results of the 
previous chapter, these reddest sources at z ~  2.4 favour a low-density universe.
Several cautionary notes must be made about these conclusions. If an instantaneous 
burst model were used, then the ages assigned to these sources would be lower and there may 
no longer be a conflict with an fto =  1 cosmology. More importantly, the redshifts of these 
sources are unknown. It has been argued that there are good reasons to believe that the 
candidates are part of the z ~  2.4 group, but only spectroscopic confirmation of the redshifts 




7.1 Summary of the thesis
The purpose of this thesis was to address two aspects of the cosmological evolution of galaxies: 
(i) to confirm or refute the existence of a high-redshift decline in the radio source population 
beyond z ~  2; and (ii) to determine if the stellar populations of radio hosts (and massive 
ellipticals in general) were formed at the same time as the rise in AGN activity. This final 
chapter will assess the extent to which the purpose has been achieved, and suggest some 
directions along which the project could be further developed.
An extensive programme of optical and infrared imaging of a 73-source complete sub­
sample of the Leiden-Berkeley Deep Survey has been presented. W ith a 1 mJy flux limit at 
1.4 GHz, this sample of weak radio sources promised to probe the radio luminosity function 
out to higher redshifts and fainter luminosities than has previously been published. Almost 
complete optical identifications were found for the radio sources, and deep images in g r iK  were 
obtained for the faintest of these objects that had not previously been identified. A comparison 
of the /v-band magnitude distributions for the LBDS and brighter surveys, revealed that below 
a flux density of ~  1 Jy the host galaxies of radio sources do not change significantly —  at 
least with respect to their (restframe) optical/near-infrared magnitudes.
Spectroscopic observations of a sample of sources from the Parkes Selected Regions were 
processed, in order to reassess the accuracy of the estimated redshifts that underly the evidence 
for a redshift cut-off in the RLF. It was found that these sources were systematically less 
luminous in K  than had been supposed and their redshifts had, in general, been overestimated. 
This result enhances the conclusions of Dunlop and Peacock (1990) that there is a decline in 
the number o f powerful radio sources at z ~  2. The K - z  diagram for the PSR sources is more 
consistent with the results of Eales et al. (1997) for the B 2/6C  survey than with the results of 
Lilly et al. (1985) for the brighter 3CR radio sources.
Redshifts were successfully measured for twelve sources in the LBDS Hercules field, 
bringing the redshift content to 67%. Photometric redshifts were estimated for the remainder 
of the sample, by fitting a model template spectrum to the observed magnitudes. The ob­
served radio luminosity function was then calculated and compared with the models of Dunlop 
and Peacock (1990). Two o f the models (FF-4 and FF-5) produced reasonable fits to the 
data, although there was some disagreement between the luminosity-dependence of the data 
and models. That uncertainty aside, the agreement between the redshift-dependence o f the 
two models and the data appears to confirm the reality of the redshift cut-off at lower radio 
luminosities than had previously been established. The models predict a cut-off at z ~  1-2, 
and there was some evidence in the observed RLF of the LBDS sources that the luminosity
Conclusions
function may in fact turn over at even lower redshifts, z ~  0.5-1.
An analysis of the optical and infrared Hubble diagrams, and the r — K  colours o f the 
LBDS radio sources enabled several conclusions to be made about the spectral evolution of the 
sources. It was found that the reddest galaxies at z ~  0.7 can only be formed in a universe 
that is > 12 Gyr-old at the present day. Together with limits on the age of the universe at 
z ~  1.5 derived from model fitting to the two oldest galaxies observed at high-redshift, these 
results presented serious problems for a critical density universe. In particular, for a Hubble 
constant of 65 km s“ 1 M pc- 1 , the data either require a low density fi0 ~ 0.2, or for a critical 
universe a cosmological constant with Ha S 0.6 is necessary. The reddest sources believed to 
be in a group at z ~  2.4 were consistent with these conclusions.
With regard to the aims of the thesis, the existence of a cut-off in the radio luminosity 
function at high-redshift has been tentatively confirmed, although there is still significant 
uncertainty about the redshift(s) at which this occurs. The reddest of the sources must have 
formed at very high redshifts and for these objects it does not appear that the rise in AGN 
activity is associated with the formation of the host galaxy, or at least with the formation of 
the first stars. It is possible that the stars formed in sub-galactic clumps very early in the 
universe and that the rise in AGN activity followed the merger of these clumps into massive 
galaxies (compare the results of Pascarelle et al. 1996b).
7.2 Future prospects
The best method of placing the reality of the redshift cut-off on a more secure basis will be to 
recalculate the radio luminosity function models. Prior to doing so, the low-luminosity database 
can be further improved by using the full LBDS survey. The difficulties with using the full 
survey were pointed out in §4.4.2 —  although the data is now available to complete the optical 
identifications of the full sample, less than half the sources have spectroscopic observations and 
even fewer have infrared data. Reliable photometric redshifts are harder to calculate in the 
absence of at least one infrared band, thus the redshift distribution of the whole survey will be 
of much poorer quality than that of the Hercules sub-sample. The uncertainty in the observed 
RLF will be greater for this reason, however the much larger number of sources will reduce 
the statistical errors in calculating the RLF. The net effect may be to produce an RLF that 
is no more uncertain than that presented in chapter 4. Combining the LBDS survey with the 
sample used by Dunlop and Peacock (1990), after appropriate scaling to a common frequency, 
will produce a much more complete dataset than was available to Dunlop and Peacock. One 
hopes that the new dataset will have sufficient depth, area and luminosity coverage that the
Chapter 7
issue of the high-redshift decline in the RLF can be unambiguously settled.
The second major improvement to the work presented here, will be to make a more 
thorough investigation of the spectral evolution of these sources. The high-metallicity models 
used in chapter 5 require further analysis to determine if they are really necessary —  although 
they appear to be the simplest way to fit the optical-infrared colours that does not mean they 
are the most physical. Certainly at the highest redshifts, the metallicity must decrease as it 
takes several generations of stars to build up the metal content of the interstellar medium. The 
second improvement to the spectral evolution models would be to develop a more realistic star 
formation history, rather than the instantaneous burst. It is possible to combine the Jimenez 
et al. (1999) synthetic stellar populations in such a way as to model any desired star formation 
rate, be it continuous, exponentially-decaying or whatever. A more ambitious approach would 
be to consider populations of evolving or mixed metallicity.
Now that this sample has been prepared, there are likely to be many scientific questions 
that it can be used to answer. It is currently one of the most complete radio-selected samples 
available, in terms of optical and infrared identifications, and redshift content (particularly 
when the photometric estimates are included). Hopefully it will be widely used.
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